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INTRODUCTION

I

Th)immediate purpose Of this! port is to. reflect the concerns
;

and issues discussed at the three 1 eetings of NSPER: 75. These 1

sessions (held at the Ohio 4ate, University, the University of
Oregon and Texas Christian University) dealt with the topic
"Evaluating Administrative Perim-mance." . -

In a more general sense, it is hoped that this report will be a
useful resource to practioners and theoreticians who deal with the
problem of evaluating thiperformanix of administrators. ',

It

I

The

Origin of NSPER

activities of NSPER (National Symposium for
of Educational Research.) began in the
training programs cpme under a great

Prolesstirs

mid 1960's when research
deal of scrutiny. Reports

such as the AEVA-PDK Study Committee (Clark and 'Worthen,
.1966), the Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on "The Training and
Nurture of Educational Researchers" (Guha,and nr, 1965) and
the USOE project "Training for EdUcational Research" (Boswell,
et al., 1966) identified a need for greater quality in the training a.
educational researchers. With the advent of Title IV of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 substantial
support was provided (for the preparation of greater quantities of
researehers. While more and moire universities were creating (heir
own research training programs, the people assigned to teach
these programs frequently felt ill-prepared for the'assignment. In
an attempt to remedy this growing problem, NSPER was creatkd
with two. objectives: 1) to provide an opportunity for people who
teach aboyt research and related skills to exchange information
about problems, materials and techniques in their instructional
assignments, and 2) to help these individuals obtain new
inforination from leaders in the field.

Under the guidance of Phi Delta Kappa, PER offered its
first symposium in the fall of 1967 at the University of Maryland
where it focused on alternative approaches for teaching the four .

basic research areas: introduction to research, measurement,
statistics and advanced design. The 56 participants came from
universities in more that 30 states, Canada' and England. Their

,
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enthusiasm to a symposium' where they could share information'
about content, techniques and resources caused NSPER to offer
subsequent sessions on other research topics over thernext eighty.

years.

NSPER: 611- "Instructional Materials Development for Research
' Instruction"

Ileld at the University of Colorado

NSPER: 69 "Research Techniquel from Selicted Disciplines that
are Possibly Applicable to Education"
Held at Univeliity of Chicago .

NSPER: 70 "introductory Research Course: Content, Technique
and Resources"
field at Washington University in St. Louis

Because growing interfst in the sumposiums, NSPE
offered three sessions in the fall of 1971;anil has been offering a
least truce sessions every year since then.

NSPER: 71 "Graduate Measurement Instr,uction '
field .at University of Wisconsin. Milwaukee, Uni-
versity of Florida and University of Arizona

NSPER: 72 "Similarities and Differences iri the 'Research and
Evaluation Processes"
field at MichigarOtate Univdrsity, San Francisco and
University of Noith Carolina

NSI'ER: 73 "Teaching About Evaluation",
field at Univeisity of Wisconsin Milwaukee,

.SUNY Albany, UCLA and Chicago

NSPER; 74 "The Evaluation of Teaching"
lick! in Denver, Seattle and-Atlanta

t ;
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\After NSPER: 74 many participants were concerqed about
Wending evaluation designs ti.) exaMirie the area of ad ninistra.
tive performance. This then became the .lopic of the NS 'ER: 75
sessions yhich were plan ned around the foUpwing thre broad
objectives:

I. Participants will be exposed to, discuss and critique
presen'talions which delineate;
A. The'scone and nature of educational administration with

foeus on setting performance objectives.
B. The problems and issues in evaluating administrative .

performance.

C. Case studies of .plans or procedures that are,currently
being used in educational institutions for evaluating
administrative performanFe.

D. Steps found useful in designing administrative. yerform- -

ance evaluation plans in the participants' settings. >

2. Working in small groups the participants will- outline plans
for designing and implementing evaluation of administrative

, performance at their educational level.
3. Participants will use each other as resources through the

exchange of Information on problems encountered in a

specific setting and on alternative resolutions that have
been effective in other settings.,

The most ambitious NSPER yet, the 1975 symposium,
generated six major presentations and showcased six case studies.
Each<iession offered a presimtation ortwo original, papers:. one
concertki with "The Scope and Nature .of- Administrative
Performance" and on dealing with "Problems and Issues in the /
Evaluation of Administrative Perfojnance." Moreover, each
session d4played an in-depth look at two ease studies where
educational administrative activity was examined in a regular,
*Systematic and unique fashion. These ease studies were discovered
after a nationwide search turned uri 21 model studies which Were
then ;educed to six (three pairs of contrasting .evaluation
methodology). *A



. t
All three sessions were identical kii structure. The In st day

feat wetly presentation of two Major papers by their authors who

fielded iitTstions and responded to %comments following their

=dings. two case study presenters explained (lie workings of

(heir systems designed to evaluate their local administrators, then

answeicd questions. A lectuie by. Bill Gephin I, NSPER co-
director, offered engineering as well as theoretical perspectives for

organiiing the task of d'eveloping an evaluation scheme. All this -

presentation activity was followed by small group discussions

where participants grouped by similar .backgrounds knitted

together their understandings of the evaluation process'to solve

the task of designing their own system of examining adAnnistra-

ae min mance. The third day consisted of a general wrap-up

diScussion tighlighting not only the group session products, but

also all the emerging concerns and perspectives that had Been

generated throughout the symposium.
Several major issues in conducting an evaluation of administra-

tive perfoimance were continually raised by the participants at all

sessions. These recurring questions and problems can be grouped

'into seven categories relevant to evaluation (Significance, Inputs,

Measurement, Scope, Confidentiality, Trust, and Serendipity). It

wasihese seven categoriqs, which Were woven intricately through

all the papers presented and case 4 studies discussed, that tied

all the effort and concerns, togethei into the central problem of

evaluating administrative performance.

Significance

Why undertake an evaluation if it will Have no effect on

continuing the adininistrator's employment/ or directly improve

his performance? If those in charge are not prepared to make a

decision when the information indicotes it, then why bother to°

design an evaluation/system to gather that data? Can a system to

evaluate administiative performance be meaningful in situations

where there are no opportunities for reward such as promotions

or pay raises?

Inputs

Who decides on who will make the decision as to whom-will be

included in what type of evaluation of whom? Who will choose or
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&leonine the instruments and methods ol measuring adminm ra-
live pea formance? What shall be the criterion of good or bad
administrative performance? Are job descriptions valid*Lotenon

,against which to measure someone's practical performance?
Should an 'administeator's superordinates or his subordinates or
his peers or himself or all of the above determine what his goals
Mimic! be?

Measurement

§liontd direct Observations be included as a method alont with
the more conventionaJ rating scales, questionnaires and self
reports? Ilow valid andlreliable are all these devices? Does what
you are measuring have any realand direct purpose in supporting
the decision to be made? Should already existing and related
documents be used (such as school board minutes, attendance
records, reports to other agencies)? Are there any problem? in
taking information gathered for one purpthe and wsingit to make
decisions on another matter?

Scope

Should we limit evaluation to only areas where W_e have
reliable measuring instruments? In an MHO system, what should
happen if an administrator excells on three slated objectives,but
fails Miserable on 97 others-: should he he fired? In setting your
own objectives as an adminiikrator, how much of other people's
performance-shotild-you-include-ii4our-Anm-personal---ob.
I low can we allempllo evaluate administrad/ve actions that fail in
the short -run but which may hav great advantages in the long
run (or visa versa)? Is it possible to valuate administrators on
how they handle unPlannedrfor and Odenly arising circum-4
stances; these areas are rarely included in \ay evaluation design,.
but yet often form the real reason administrators do or do not
-surviVelShould ffe evaluation &M in include an appeal proce-

so at what WM!

Confidentially

If all information is made public then -how ?mbitious will an

administrator be in setting his own goals :mil how honest will a

0
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pesion the in judging the "pe'rformance of another? 13ut it`

secretive
'\

information is kept too secretive a person's career may be
manipulated by data lie knows nothing about.

Trust

Ifow can an evaluator instill trust in his accuracy, objectivity
and fairness? Should he also try to reduce the anxiety in the
administrator being evaluated or is.anxiety an irremovable part off'
any real evaluation effort? Can anxiely.be reduced by trust?

,

Serendipity

i,

Could it be that what occurs during the evaluation process is
even more important tpan the end moduct?

General Evaluation Desiges

Many of the group sessions resulted in a general design' ftir
evaluating administrative performance. These,efforts have been
synthesized into the following twoexamples.

ri

First Example'

i

S

Step I Determine urpose of Evaluation .: trriff711t1S--------
evaluation -o accomplish?)

- Step 2 Translate is Purpose into Appropriate Criteria. (Per-
sonal, adm nistrative or instructional goals.)

\- Step 3 Locate oriDesign Instruments to Gather Needed Inform-
ation to >easure Against Criteria. .

a. gat ler in ormation roilyn-workers, subordinates,
super rdinales and others

' b. use a ystein of examining existing records
c. -use direct observation .

1

4

Step 4 Compare Gathered Data Against Criterion..

.1 (
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Step 5 Use The Insights Gained to. .

a. write descriptive report of weighs. weaknesses or
discrepancies. . --

... .

b. make stimulative judgment oil( worth of the pro-
gram and its administrator. I

c. recycle information back iido,afformative process for
decision-making. :

,

Second Example
.

, .
. ,

When administrative perfordince is seen more as 'a tart of a
total system,, tho the evaluator could begin by gating his
administralq to visualize what would be an "ideal system of
operating" given his resources:Once the administrator isable to
fantasize that, he performs the,seciind step where he lists what
woukl be .necessary ry (sub-behaviors and events) for such iin ideal
system to operate. In the ihird step, these sub-behaviors and .
events are compared to what-isactually (lapwing at present. The
final step 'is to design a iystem to tncreinentally,adjust the status
quo, continually bringing it More in line with the "ideal gOal of..
operations." . .

. , '' .
7 .

..

i.

a'

0,
i

I
d
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0
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PART I

THE SCOPE AND NATURE
OF

ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE

Although the three papers in this section were written
simultaneouily, and apart from one another, each reinforces the
ideas of the other two in the talk of explicating tharange of
performances on which an educational administrator can and/or
shauld be evalitatej. In addition each paper presents a ii4jcine
addition to the theiiry on this subject.

In "The Evaluation of Administrative Performance," Dr.
'James Upham, University of Wisconsin, sees evaluation as a
sub-system of administrative performance which, in turn, is a
sub-system oithc school itself.

Dr. Alvin Gaynor, Boston University, focuses on the'socio.
logical factors in his paper, "The Role of the School Administra=
tor: Perspectives for a Conference on Administrator Evaluation.".
By discussing-the diversity of perceptions that people holdAboth
iridivid911y aril collectively, about the role of a school. adminis-
trator, he reminds, us of the full scope of adniinistrative
performance.

"Evaluating School Administrators: The Scope and Nature of
Administrative Performance!' by Max Abdtt, University of
Oregon, warns of the need to keep-the role of administrative
'perforgance and the evaluation of it at a manageable level.

13
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O THE EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE

PERFORMANCE

Jam4 M. Lipliam'LC\
r-1

,

Although the evalnation of teachers and leachinkerformance.
has received systematielnd sustained tlention of theoreticians
and practitioners in' education (Cephart, !ogle, and Saretsky
19751 the attention given in our profession to the evaluationof
adminisiratois and administrative performance can only be
characterized as scattered and spasinodic. It is entirely
appropriate, therefore, that under the auspices or Phi,.Della
Kappa, we are now attempting to map the dimensions of the
domain of administrative perforance, to share extant
conceptualizations and current practices, and to Nan possibly
promising paths itinhe future.

In this keynote paper, I will define and delimit this domain by
setting -forth a model for the evaluation of administrative
performance which includes three basic and intetielaled systems.
First, at the matroorganinlional level of. analysts. one must
consider the performance of the (dial organization, whether a
school or school district, through lime. Next, at the
microoiganizatamal level of analysis, attention must be directed
to the scope and nalfire of the...administrative performance
systeln. Third, also at the microorganizatknial level, is the
administrative evaluation system. Altfaugh the terminology,
modes of analysis, and operational procedures in each of the
,three systems may vary, it is necessary to describe their major
constituent elements and the primary interrelationships among
them. The paper concludes with an'enumeration of some cautions
and injunctionsregarding theory and practice in the evaluation of
administrative performance.

-Thetlrganizational Performance System

As one school of orga. nizatronat theorists has stressed, dieinost
basic consideration in.viewing organizations in any society `is the
global, macroscopic analysis of the performance of the
organization as an entity (Cyerl and March 1963, Thompson

or

14
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1967). Within this view, attention must be paid to the goals of

the enterprise, its articulations with society, its use of human and

material resources, its orgahizational structure and processes, and

ultimately the extent to which it is.productir in achieving its

assiveror presumed tasks as defined and perceived by both

external observers and members of the organization.

Typically, the overall performance of the organization is

assessed in terms of long-range goals, and objectives it ought

ideally to achieve, and, the, expectations for organizational

performance arc deliberately set higher than present or actual-

accomplislu»ents to keep the organizatiou "on the move." As

Ualpitr((957) emphasized, however, if the performance of the

organization is to he assessed accurately, its achievements must be .

spelled out in terms of the changes that it seeks to induce in the

behavior, or the products of behavior, of its members.

As shown in Figure I , in assessing the performance of the

,
organization, whether at time .1. or time n, one may view the

organization in terms of a basic systems model its inputs,

processes, outputs, and feedback mechanisms. This systems

schema is particularly productive, for analyses made 4),

in t raorganizational participaOs., Those external to, the

organization, -however, often tend to eValuate, its total

effectiveness on the basis of circumscribed, particularistic vari-

ables. For example, ,citizens may complain about the costs of

schooling (inputs), adwinistratIve or teaching behavior (pro-

cCsses), and the achievement jevels of students (outputs) some-
. ..,

times simultaneously. c
-

er
Although a multitude of taxonomic schemata have been

propounded for macroorgimizational analysis, two dimensions

have withstood the 0 test of time, for evaluating organizational

performance. These are: organizational achievement and organiza-

tionalmainteaince (Barnard 1938, Cartwright and Zander 1953).

Organizational achievement, of course, includes such variables as

productivity, cost per unit Of gain, adoption of innovative

programs and procedures, and levels of achievement obtained.

Organizational maintenance includes arch variables as satis-

faction, behmgingness, identification, notivation, and morale. As

show)] in Figure I, -the degree of 'change in organizational

achievCment end the &dice of change in organiiational mainte-

mice arc the primary indicalors that must he'nsed in assessing
. .

p 16
.:.
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the performance of the organization at one point, as compared
with any other point, in time.

Ethbedded within the system of macroorgamiational perform-
ance are several interrelated performance systems for each (ocal
role within the mganizatiOn, such as the student peilormance
system, the teacher performance system, and the administrqive
perforinance system. Although the nature and the relationships of
each of these performance systems should be analyzed, our
attention here is perforce limited to consideration or the scope
and nature of tl administrative performance system.

The Administrative Performance System

The administrative performance system constitutes the second
basic element of the model shown in Figure I, and is at the
microorganizational level of analysis. Within this level, attention
first must be directed to the scope and nature of dministrative
performance, and then to the classes of varial es which condition
behavior in any administrative role.

Scope and Nature of Administrative Roles

Kegarding the scope and nature of administrative roles within ,

the educational organization, literally dozens of taxonomies have
been developed. In general, however, four conceptualizations
have been found fruitful: tlie task' approach, the prOCesS
approach, the theoretical appioach, and the competency ap;
proach to edticatibnal administration (Upham and I loch 1974) .\

The Task Approach. The task or functional approach to
administration analyzes "what" it islhat administrators do and
typically groups these tasks, according to the furrowing: (I) the
instructional prograni, (2) staff personnel, (3) student personnel,
(4) financial and physi?al resources, (5) the administratire
organizatilt, and (6)schookymununity'relations (Campbell et al.
197) ).

Although the task approach to the analyiis of administrative'
performance was for a time disparaged as being unduly prescrip-
tive, it remains that school organizations are still largely Wile-
lured 011-11-11Inctional basis, as are preparation programs for
school administrators. What one is expected to d9 and what

1
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eftleally one should .do are the most basic of considerations in the
analysis of role behavior (Getzels and Cuba 1957). Moicover, the
difference between actual performance and ideal perlormance is a
useful, if mil); derived, measure of role effectiveness.

The Process Appsach. The process approach to analysing the
scope and nature of the administrative role is concerned less with
"what" is done than wills "how" it is dune. llere again, several
taxonomies of the administrative process have been drawn
(Gulick 1937, Gregg 1957). Generally, the adminishative process
in education is seen as including the following stages4 planning.
decision making, organizing, communicaling, coordinating,
stimulating, and evaluating.

As with the task approach, certain shortcomings were noted
concerning the process approach to administration, namely. iliai
ii max be cyclical, that its singes 'are interrelated and not
necessarily sequential, that it can only be inferred, and that its
evaluation approaches ihe impossible (I alpin ;958). Moreover,
the process approach to administration 11;s bee i undtdy hamper-
ed by sonic theoreticians and .Practitioners w io seize upon a
particular stage of the proce4 as cential and, with missionary
/cal, attempt to subsume 411 him:lions, if not all proce,sses, within
it. liven so, it cannot be denied that the perceived processes
uliIiied by aditlinistrators forms much of the basis for the
evaluation of their performance, both by sell' and otheis.

The Theoretical Aliproach. The third and particularly popular
approach to the analysis of administrative NI formance within the
past two decades is that of the theoretical, foundational, or

' bdiavioral science approach. Within this view, the tpucern is not
so much with "what" is done or "how '"it is done, as-it is With
"why" ii is done. Derived largely from the administrative and
social sciences, the theoretical approach to the Talysis of
administrative behavior draws heavily upon the following founda-
tional bodies of theory: general systems theory, social systems .
theory, values theory, organizational theory, role theory, person-
ality Theory, decision theory, and leadership theory (Upham and
Iloch 1974).

Although some have questioned the extent to which the
so-called them y imminent in administration has lived up to its
earlier promise (11alpin 1969). the issue of whether or not the
theories are relevant for research, practice, and training in

1-9
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educational administration has bccn thoroughly examined and
atisweied, in the affirmative 1Colbertson rt al. 1973). Parts or alf
of the thedries continue to be widely utilized in both the hauling
of administrators and-evaluation-evaluation of adMinistiative 'perform-,
ance.

47re Competency Approach. The competency/performance-
based approach to die sc6pc and nature of administrative
performance represents a significant new thrust on the American
iducationalsccue. This approach draws upon the previous ones in
the following mimic ways: the theoretival approach, in that
specific indicators of behavior or behavioral outcomes arc
identified and analyzed; the process approach, in that process`
relations, are stressed more than are the product outcomes of
behavior; and flit- task approach, in that the role functions of
specific administrators arc typically enumerated in some detail.
Thus, the competency-based approach identifies specific adMinis-
trative roles, such as superintendent of schools, central ofrite
supervisor or coordinator, or school 'principal, and, tillough u of
a theory-process; theork-task, or, more typically, a proceSs- k
grid, ,specifies both the competencies to he attained and the
indicators of their fulfillment. Within this approach, more work
has been done to date regarding the principal's performance than
has been done regarding other administrative roles within ,the
educational organization.

The competency-based approach ii.designed to prepare per-
sons that are competent to perform in an administrative role. in
education because systematic attention has been given in their

sr

training c
(2) cif
assigi

tency
Icarni

stapdi

pericnces to: (n identifying training-needs and inputs;
ing the domains of administratiwrole behavior and
unities to them; (3) developing measures of cumin-
mance; (4) providing individualized, reality-centered

ig ex riences; (5) assessing the acquisition of under-
gs, ski Is, and'attitudes; and (6) certifying competence to

perform effectively( Upham 1975).
MI- Of the ajar national associations in educational adminis-

tratiq.°' have re ently been\ working at refining the competency-
based approach o 'administration, as have some universities and

. school Systems (Culbertson, Ilenson, and Morrison I 9741..liven
so, considerable opposition to the competency-based approach
has been grigendered. Some professors and pfactitioncis object

t 210

ing
pelf°
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philosophically to the emphasis on consensus, orderliness, and
accoutability; rlhers object to the content domains inc uded or
excluded; - others object to the measurcThent indicate utilized;
and still others object to fractionalizalion of the administrative
role. Without belab ring the. antisystes Qpposllion, suffice it to
observe that (lie ci ,tpncy-birsell approach takes initial and
continuing cognizance.of the majoi variable's which condition and
affect the role behavior l thasadministrator.

.-.

Variables Conditioning Administrative Behavior
, r 4

As shown in the boxes above and bekl the administrative
.

performance system iit Figure I, two classes of variables
continually condition administrative behavior: organizational
variables and peisonal variables. TheseAtndilioning variables
affect either total or specific aspectof the behavior of the
administrator. Since the nature of the organizational-individual
relationship has been documentpd in detail elsewhere (Getzels,
Upham, and Campbell 1968), fuffice it here to mention nqely
some potent examples of the content included in each thnnain.

Organizalional. Variables. Two classed of organizatitial vari-
ables continually affect the 'behaviok of the administrator:
extraorganizational

affect

and intraorganizational -variables
(11alpin 1957). Among the more powerful ex traorganizational
forces, if not pieSsures, which impinge upon the administrator i *.

are: values conflicts within the sociarregarding, such issues as
srace, religion, technology, and other conditions of envivinmental

uncertainly:. differences in expectations held for the school as an .,

institution; the nature and extent of fin'acial suppo t of the
schools; and constitutional, legislative, judicial, adm. iistrative,
and other powerful political mandates on the school and its
administra lion.

The following are among the' set of significant intraorganiza-
Aional Conditioning variables: organizational goats, objectives, and-

priorities; organizational size; organizational structure, including

administrative performance: interpersonal variables and

_...-1
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influence
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.
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degree of cenlializa lion, cominunica lion, forma' illation, stratifica-
tion, and complexity; and organizational cohesiveness, adapta-
bility, and productivity (Lipkin' I 973a).

Personal Variables.c9rwo classes of personal ,variables likewise
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intrapersonal variables, The interpersonal varrables include the
extent or i itermember compalibility; %%hies sinillaniy, mlormal
interaction; interpersonal comm unication. group cohesiveness.
and Satisfaction, belongingness, and mogale to mention only a
few. , .

The intrapersonal variables which al feet the behaviour of any
adMinistrator include, in addition to age, race, sex, training, and
experience, such factors as health, intelligence, values, interests,
attitudes, and other characteristics of the adininiitrator as an

Since the foregoing classes of variables influence the behavior
of the administrator, they may be utilized at ceitain junctures in
the administrative evaluation system to dame, analyze, untler-
stand, predict, and, even evaluare the "effectiveness" of the
administrator.

The Administrative EValuation System

The !hi essential syste14, also at the microorganitational
level, is that which is utilized to evaluate the performance of
administillors. This system is actually a subsystem in two
respects: first, it is a subset of both the organizatronal and the
administrative performance systems described earlier since only
some, but by no means all, of the organizational and administra-
tive behaviors will be assessed. In yet a different respect, the
administrative evaluation system is afso a subset of the total
personnel evaluation system of the schools. Ilene, however, our
focus is not so much on the evaluation of students or the
evaluation of teachers as if is on the evaluation of adminiStrative
personnel. Although the evaluation of administrative persoael
possesses much in terms of fognalive and summa live evaluation
kit is common to the evaluation of all minims of the
organization, diem are certain ubpiendsses in objectives,.proce-
dures, and outcomes of the administrative- evaluation system that
need to be explored (Lipham and Fn. lil 1976).

A$ shown in Figure I, the administrative evaluation system
consists of three sequential processes: planning for evaluation,
collecting information, and using information (Holton 1973).
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Planning for fialuation

' In planning, for the evaluation of administrative performake,

four considerations are essential: (I) theL-ptuposes. of the

evaluation, (2) the means Ili,' measuring, performance, (3) the

persons who Will do the-vineastriing, 'and (4) how often the -

measures will tie taken. The reasons for evaluating administrators'

may, of course, he legion,but the following are typical: to change

goals or objectives,- lo modify procedures, to implement pro-

grams, 10 hire or promote persoriol-,' to protect inganizational

participants, to change role assignments, to change an improvet
behavior, to terminate services, or to reward role per finance.

An administrative evaluation system inay be designed to serve any

or all of these purposes. In any event, in implementing an

' administratkve evaluation system, it is absolutely essential that the

purposes hn the evaluation be .raised from an implicit to the

71explicit level. In this regard, for example, one is reminded of the

situation in a 'major, urban American schoOl system wherein a

Management by Objectives form of administrative evaluation was

"sold" to the principals by the supethitendent as a means for

improved personal and organizational:performance, only to

discover subsequently that the "hidden agenda" of both. the

superintendent and the school hoard was that-of "merit pay" for

principals. Suffice it to observe, therefore, that the time at which

the inauguration or revitalization of a system for evaluating
administrators is discussed, one must seriously question the overt*

and covert reasons far engaging in theadmiiiisiralive evaluation

proceSs. 1

- Regarding the procedures for measuring administrative per-
. formance, no entirely satisfactory method has yet been discover'

etl or devised. Questionnaires, checklists, interviews, observation

scales, videotaping, Hine sampling, critical incidents, and other

direct and indirect techniques for sampling, analyzing, and
summarizing behaviof have all been attempted Alt varying
degrees of success. Ironically, however, sueli instruments and

procedtires typically assess only the frequency with which`certain

administrative behaviors have been attempted, rather than the

potency or quality of the behaviors which have been accepted

and implemented (Upham 19731)). Whichever device; are used

for assessing administrative performance, they must be viewed as

, 23
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rekvank valid, and reliable by all participants in the evaluative
Process.

----,
Concerning the issue of who should participate in the

evaluation of administrators, current 'suggestions range from #

including r5nly the administrator's orgadizational superuns to
including arty4me and everyone who may "know(' or "have a light
to know" ahout an administrator's performance. Within the
educational organization, however, al letst the 4illowing slundd
be involved: immediate organizational superiors, immediate orga-
nizational subordinates, and the administiator heing evaluated.
Currently, participation in administrative evahnition systems in
education varies widely. Sonic school districts mandate pal licipa-
lion -by the hoard of education ; others utilize "nupa dial"
extraorganizational consultants; still others provide for peer
evaluation or inclusion of an administrator's bargaining unit; a
few include evaluations by such "lower" organizational partici-
pants as students; and some occasionally seek evaluations by such
extraorgranizational reference groups as parents' and citizens'
advisory' committees. Whether or not broader,* the base of
participants increases the relevance, va- tidily, reliability, and
utility of the performance evaluation system, however, remains to
be seen, since previous experience has shown that the correlations
both within and between the descriptions yi administrative
behavior made by the several possible reference groups arc neither

entirety systematic nor 'necessarily predictive. II it is difficult to
reach agreement on. descriptions of actual administrative be-
havior, it is even more difficult to reach consensus on the
evaluations of that behavior (I lalpin 1957).

Regarding the frequency of achuinistralive evaluations, the s

typical incantation is that it must be a continuous process -,day-
to-day, rather than once-a-year. Obviously, formative evalifation§
are continuously :vide megarding the behavior of the adminis-
trator in both implementation evaluation and progress evaluation
(Alkin l%9). liven so, an adeqpate administrative evaluation
system will give 'attention not only to formative _Wit also to
summalive evaluation al specified points in time so host inform1N
lion concerning the products or outcomes of behavior can be
periodically collected and assessed.

24
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Collecting Information

if
wen

If one assumes that adequate attention has pievionsly been

to The purposes and objectives of the administrative

evaluation program, the means fur measuring performinice, the
persons who will .do the ineasining, and the hequency with which

the measures will be taken, Olen the process of data collection

Sliotdd- simply-involve itopkiimilattnit- of-the evaluation
liven so, attention in this phase must be directed toward the

avotnit, form, and flow of inhumation resulting from tile

__evaluative process (Upham I974)._ Regarding_ the amount_ of
information, evaluative syMenis in education typically depend
upon \tin inadequate data base which Wn be attacked ham any

and all directions:- khierging pi actices in the evaluation of
administrative-performance, therefore, pay particular al tent ion to

the amassing of specific dm:mite-Mary evidence regarding each
behavioral phenomenon to be assessed.

Concerning form, evaluative information Must be more than a

mere collection of disparate observations. II must be summarized

and organized if it is to be useful: Increasingly, scliocil system are
utilizing powerful information processing concepts, fools, and
techniques to increase the utility of information for informed

Aleeision 'making.
Concerning information flow;the summarized data must be

available to decision makers at times it is needed; otherwise it is

useless. Since all evaluation is lime-bound, the.importanee of this
variable is obvious., if the data are to be used.

. Using the Information

"The third process in the administrative evaluation system is
Ilia I of using the evaluative inforipation. If the amount, form, and
flow of evaluative information Are adequate, then three additional
steps remain: interpreting the information, inking evaluative

inIcrpretatioh oLinforma lion is, of course, a highly personalistic

process. In fact, each individual is -surrounded by a unique
pceptual screen which is a composite of such variables as 'values,
intelligence, creativity, need-distiositions, abilities, and 'interests
(Lipliam 974). Training, previous experiences, and situational
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variables also influence the ways in which one,cognizes; stric-
...

mlures, and acts in decision situations. At -his crucial stage 4.he

performance evaluation system, therefore, 4t is ilfien essential to-, t
' meet, react, discuss, explain, and %vett justify ,one's inlet pretation

Of evaluative data regarding an administrator's pgifortnance.
Theo next step in the IValualitre process is that of making ,' ' 47decisions based to one's inter relation of the data. In administra:

) live evaluation systems this lep unfurl; alely is often over-
simplified., such as by checkin nt on a rating s(!ale or
forming sani "either-or" evaluative judgment. Without detailing
subsequent steps in the hoision-making. process, suffice it to',
obierve that at this juncture the evaluative system ordinarily
becomes cyclical - one returns to tostboth the viability of the
initial objectives, as,,well as the extent to Which they have been
achieved. Moreover, in rendering judgiitental decisions-;'one
typically seeks for meaningful articulations between and :among

., the admiminislrative evaluation system, lime administrative perform.,
ance systenOndihe organi4dional performance system.

Even the best evaluative system is to no fail if the^

information simply "sits around." The primary purpose of the
evaluation system is to effect specific ,changes in subsequent ' .

administrative behavior. An,adequatc administraMve evaluation
system, therefore, pays partieular, attention, to follow-up and

-follow-through procedures including:. the techniques for evalua-
tive feedback, which participants in the process receive wit

zfeedback, and what kinds of corrective interventions may
helpful. Traditionally, such follow-thniugh has been larg y

,. acaccomplished through individual interviews and confere ces ot.
between the administrator and those doing the 'evaluat
Because such datdare particularly potent, however, a recent tree

, has developed to document evaluative decisions thoroughly to
allow fur due process and grievance procedures. Evaluative forms

e,, therefore, will 'need to be developed, completed, reviewed, ke,
. secure, and-t4npiled 'to chart changes_in_administrative beitav r

thrum; 'h time.

A final form of follow-through relates to evaluation-of the
oval alive process itself. Since no personne aluative system has
yet I perfected, it is necessary to recyc and reexamine the
plat mg, information collecting, and. informaillin utilization
processes so that the evaluative system may 'continue to be 4
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'renewed and refined.

Improving the Evaluation of Administrative Performance

Based on the model presented, several suggestions can be
offered ,which may enhance the evaluation of administrative
performance in the future. These suggestions grow outof certain
shortcomings that have been observed regarding present practices
in the evaluation of educational administrators.

first and foremost, one must acknowledge that the articula-
tions between and among the three systems previously described
are only dimly understood,, and therefore frequently abused. On
the one hand exists the fallacy of ascription blaming the
administrator for anything and everything that happens, or fails
to happen, in the organization. pr, the other hand exists the
fallacy of avoidance beliCving that the effects of administrative
performance. perhaps may be known ouly to God. As we were
earlier cautioned (Ilalpin 1957), it may be impossible to get there
(assessing organizational achievement and maintenance at time n)
from lhere (assessing the variables, which condition administrative
behavior at time I). With surprging consistency, however, such
ascription errors are made, assuming that because the adminis-
trator ranks highly on a "friendliness" scale (lien the organization
is well maintained, or believing that. because the administrator
scores highly on the "productivity" dimension of leadership then

Thie,achieVement of the organization will be grein ad nauseam.
Correipondingly, such avoidance errors are mide as blaming
students, teachers; parents, politicians, society at large, or am one
othCr than thOedministrator, for conditions in the schools.
Although the ascription - avoidance issue can never be universally
resolved, -we Must at least be aware of its dysfunctionidity for
evaluating administrators and seek constantly to develop better
conceptualizations and procedures for articulating macro-
organizational and mivoorganizational analyses and evaluations.

A second typical tendency which must be avoided exists
primarily-within die administrative performance system. Untold,
fruitleir0Torts of both scholars and practitioners in educational
administiation have been directed toward "grindhig one's favorite
axe" focifsing on a particular task, process, theory, or compe-
tency as the sine qua non in administration. Actually, all four
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perspectives of the scope and nature of administrative perform-
ance have essential uniquenes.ses to contribute to our miter-
standing and analysis. We must, therefore, avoid either theoretical
or practical parochialism by utilizing an eclectic approach to
analysis of the administrative role in education.

Within the administrative evaluation system a number of
pitfalls exist., First, regaiding purposes, the tendency-exists to
view personnel evaluation as being-done to, for, about, or by
someone, rather than being thine with ioniebne. Increasingly, we
must eniphasize the mutOality of the evaluator-evaluatee ielation-

Aship. Next is the tendency to confuse descriptions of actual
behavior with those of idealized behavior. In evaluating perform-
&pee we must keep our "is's" and our "oughts," straight:11' is
the tendency to mix descriptions of behavior with evaluation
that behavior. By now, we should at least be able to 'desert
phenomena objectively: Fourth, the tendency exists to view on
variable as an indicator of all others. Again, we are knowledgeable
about the "kilo effect," yet we ignore it in actualit)). Fifth, is the
tendency to accept the evaluations of only one reference group as
"gospel," while at:the same time ignoring the formal and inform:II
evaluats Made by other significant reference groups. Programs
f9/evalnating (administrators tend particularly to give more

vweight tti evaluations made by organizational superiors than those
made -by peers and orgauizationid subordinates: Finally within
this skgaystem, we must guard against the tendency to settle for
measurement of the possible as being an adequate subititute for
measurement of either the actual or the desirable. Proxy measures
of effectiveness must always be viewed with Suspicion.

Finally, of-course, we must guard against the tendency to feel
that we have solved the problems existing in a complex domain
only because we have partially described it. In this regard, it can
only be hoped that the model proposed herein will not so
necessarily be applied as it will lie revised in our future efforts to
improve the evaluation of administrative performance.

. 3
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010 403
CT` THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR,:

PERSPECTIVES FOR AONFERENCE ON
_ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION

Alan K. Gaynortr%
r-i

"The role of the principal has changed rapidly andW radically In the last two decades. Among thesmost
important aspects of these changes rare: ( I) The
principal's responsibilities now embrace the entire set
of , managerial and instructional functions, sand 42)
The _principal is expected to cope in -Spite of
ambiguity, conflict and diversity in expectations,
power, and experience."
Leon Lessinger (1975)

. .
The task I lave been assigned as a participant in this

conference is a seemingly simple one which is straightforwardly4,
related to the conference purposes and format. I am M. speak to
the role of the school administrator as a starting point for others
who will then speak to the evaluation of the.perfornance of the
administrator in this role. The logic is clear and irrefutable. It is
certainly useful to know what a person. is expected fo do before
°If sets about assessing how well he/she does it,

'The problem for nie, however, watinultifold. First, there are a
variety of roles in a school district Web are typijally classified as
administrative. These include the superintendency and other
central office roles, as elt as the pri cipa ipand assistant

'principalship among possible Milers at I iildifitlevel. The
specifics of these roles are quite different 'a th ugh plainly they
also share significant common elements. A question, then, was
which of -these roles to speak to and how to do this in a brief and
useful way.

The decision I finally came4itkWaS to ChpOSC one of these roles
and define' it out of a coniceptt/al frathework broad enough to
relate, at least implicitly, to the oilier adininistrative roles as well.
For a variety ()imams, reasons which to me were compelling, I
have chosen tojocus this. paper. upon the role of the building
principal. ,I will Mee explicit my reasons for this decision further
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on in the paper.
A second aspect of my puiblem was related to the obvious fact

that school principals perform roles width, although often similar
in many respects, also differ significantly among school districts
and even among attendance areas within school districts. It

seemed important, then, even at die risk of seeming abstract or
indecisive, to seek ways within the paper to speak to some of the
major sources of role variation among pi incipals.

A third aspect of my problem derived from an awareness of
the .multiplicity of sources of role definition for even a single
school principal with her/his own school district and school
attendance area. !fere, too, I felt it was important+) incorporate
within Hie paper some framework which might assist the

evaluation specialists in at least conceptualizing this bureaucratic
and political reality.

In stun, then, and by way of introduction, it was the
complexity of the problem of defining "the role of the school
administrator" iii sonic simple and unambiguous way which led
pie to make a series of decisions which have, ultimately,
determined the format and suWance of this paper. It will deal,
then; with the role of the school principal and with those
variables which seen' to account for much of the variation and
ambiguity in the principal's role over time and place.

Focus Upon The Principalship

The logic leading me to the school jprincilialship as the role to
focus upon as input o a conference on the evaluation of
administrator performan is simple and compelling. It seems
clear that the forces leading to a widening national_concern for
administrator evaluation, and implicitly to this conference, are
those forces known collectively as the accountability movement.

Of course, school superintendents have been accountable in
most localities for years. That, indeed, they have is attested' to by
the statistics'describing superintendepri 'rime+. The tenure of
superintendents has been increasingly 'Short in recent years as
fiscal problems and conumpfttiturmoil have emphasized the
degree of poliiiral accorrtbility inherent in this typically
untenured role position.

Thus, at least at this point in time, the accountability
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movement is not newly directed al school superintendenis. In
many -ways, theytettave always been accountable. Rather, the
pressure, for renewed and more systematic accountability has
been directed al the school dist Lei'S tenured professional
personnel, those whose accountability is nut so much political as

it is bureaucratic. This pressure was directed first al leachers and
nmfc recently it is being directed at bbittling principals.

The conclusion 1 hate drawn is that the principalshipis, at this

stage. of the accountability movement. the true target of that
movement as it focuses upon the formal evaluation of school
administrators. 'Thus, it scents reasonable to assert that our
energies in this conference should he directed Coward itxplipting
the role of the school principal and methods for evaluating the
perfOrmance, of individual school -priallpals.:Vortunately, these
,insights should also have payoff:in addressing the evaluation of
otherscliool administrators.

Role As A Social Construct

.....--- .
The key starting point, it seems to me, in thinking about

evaluation of personnel, is that role is a social construct, a
product oithe institution as a social syslem,4nd that although
role behavior is in- part idiosyncratic, the role, itself, along With,
the limits, of variation in behavior it allows to individtral
roleholders, is institutionally penned. Persons who transcend the
limits of behavioral variation are subject to sanction within or,
ultimately, expulsion &di' the social *lent.

The importance of this understanding-is that the sources of
ariation in the rule the principal are generic to the sockly in
11 of, its cultural and political complexities whereas the degree to -

which the individual is willing and able to conform to this role is 4
a product of (I ). the objective clarity and mutual consistency of
the role expectations transmitted to the individual by diverse,role
senders.and (2) theindividuars own values, abilities, needs, and
dispositions to act (Kahn, et al., 1964; Getzels, et al., 1968). -

There have. been sevetal. major studies in education of
administrative role behavior, studies which illustrate the social
definition of Ontinistr4tive roles in schools and the press on
admittistrators to reconcile conflicting role expectations. Re-

.. search at the Unbiersity of Chicago (Getiels,eral., 1%8) focused

ra
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primarily upon the lensitm between the role ex pecta(ions or the
institution and the need-dispositions of individuals as roleholders
in determining role behavior. lo anothei set of studies, Gloss, el
al., (19581 developed and tested a theory to predict how
superintendents would behave when face'd with incompatible rule
expechnion§. McCarty and Ramsey (1971), consistent with the
conception. of role as 'a social construct, tested, in a third set of
investigations, the impact of differences in patterns of commu-
nity aN- school board power structure upon the role belavior of
,school 74perintentlents.

,

It might be noted with accuracy at this point that much of the
researc 1 1 on administrative role behavior in education.has targeted
upon he superintendency. Some researchers, however, have
focused their investigations upon the principalship. Sayan and
Charters (1970), for example, replicated on principals,the Gross ,

study °Gale conflict' resolution among superintendents (Gross, et
al., 1958). Foskelt (1967) surveyed educators in order to describe
modal patterns of _task expectations for school principals and
Gaynor 0,975). more recently has been validating an instrupent
for use in analyzing discrepancies among members of the role set
in the task expectations held for school principals.' Thus, there
have been some empirical studies of the role of the school
principal hi addition to the prescriptive offerings put forth in at
least fifty years of textbooks on administration and supervisimr.

Two' Dimensions of Role: Task and Style

Before moving loa discussion of the sources of their variation,.
it seems useful to identify, at least in broad oulline, the modal
population of role expectations typically held for school princi-
pals. The role of the school principal, like any role, can be
conceptualized in terms of two primary componentsThe task
compose it tg the role defines what dig principal is expected to
do. The style i:omponent of the role defines how the principal is

t the School Principal% Thsk Inventory (SP'I'T (III). PR NAM) is a 46 item
questionnaire which scores respondents on ten taskolacturs and Iwo over
all dintedsions of "Maintenance" and "Leadership" Omit:Mons.
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expected to perform these tasks in a social context. Evaluation
design's will probably need t6 facilitate description and analysis of
role behavior on both of these diensions-.

The Task Dimension

Findings and prescriptions describing the modal tasks of
school administrators have been generally consistent mei time. In
a book on general school administration mitten 50 years ago, a
hook focusing upon the role of the superintendent, Stayer, et al.,
41925), identified, amoung others, the following tasks of the
school admiiiistrator:

Business Administration of Schools
School Publicity
Buildings and Equipment
Census and Attendance

Classification and_Progress of School Children
Supervision of Instruction
Curricula and Courses of Study
Recinds and Reports
E.xtrii-curricular AaIvities
Personnel Management

Ina similar book published 13 years ago, (Campbell et al.,
1962)h fisted essentially the same administrative functitins:

pool-Communit? Relations
irriculudi Development

Pupil.Personnel
Staff Personnel
Physical Facilities
Finance and Business Management

Organization and Structure
In d hook Am the principalship publishe4 just tWo years ago

(Jacobson, et al., 1973) identified, among others, the following
tasks of the school principal:

Making a School Schedule

Instructional Leadership
Educational Diagnosis

Evaluating Student Progress
Guidance.
Pupil Personnel Concerns

fr.
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' Managing Extra-curricular Activities
Teacher Personnel Problems i
Record's and Reports
Supervising.Noninstructional Personnel, The Principal in the Community

,,.
Although the specific phrases differ, it scan that despite 50

years difference in time and' despite some shift in focus from 1

administration at the district level to administration at the
building level, the functithis prescribed by the textbook waters

Ni are remarkably consistent.
My own data produced ten factors which, although different

in some respects, remain generally similar to the qxtbook writers
in their definition oC the tasks oll the school principal (Gaynor,
(975): -

e Leadership Factors
Developing and maintaining effective staff itlations

;004- Developing and maintaining effective community rela-
tionstions

Developing andimpleninting educational goals' ..

Maintaining the-principal's own professional growth
Making decisions about professional personnel

Maintenance Factors
Supervising non-professionalVersunnel

L._ Maintaining order and'routincs ,

Monitoring the performance of students and teachers in
achieving the goals of the school

Managing the finances of the school
Monitoring and communicating student achievement

data in relation to other schoOls

broad categories which, in his research, were scored as es

subscaor--
Foskett's survey instrument organized 45 task items into f

(Foskett, 1967).2' Although less specific in theit'orientation from

2
11owever. I have been able to find no description of the construct -'/

validation procedures _used by Foskett to support the empirical validity
or Ilk four subscales. Analyses done at Boston University and Bentley
College on recent -New Hampshire data by Murray Ingraham and Peter

'Cmffinan do not support the factor integrity of Posketrasubscalcs.
---..- -..---

.
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the descriptions cited above, they are broad emu* to subsume
Many of the same tasks:

Acting Toward Teachers
Acting Toward Pupils and Parents
Acting Toward Profession
Acting Toward Conimunity

Finally: a feature...wive describing a collaborative' mope,
betweeik the Atlanta Public Schools and the University Council
for Educational Administration devotes a chapter to each of six
task domains associated with the role of the school principal
(Culbertsoi, et al., 1974). Like Foskettreulbertson takes a broad
cut at defining the task content 'of the principal's role, one which
RRy_prove helpful to evaluators as an alternative tonore specific
formulations:

Initialing and Responding to Social Change
Preparing the Organization for Effective Response
DecisionWking
Achieving Effective !human Relations and Morale
Administering and Improving the 4nstructional Program
Evaluating School Processes and Products

-.The purpose of this brief review of the literaiure has been to
provide some broad sense of the shape of the task domain
comnionly, associated with the role of the school printipal:
However, this exposition has dealt so far only with one aspect of
the principal's role. 11 has dealt only with what the principal is
typically expected to do. It now remains to discuss 'the ollter
major aspect of-the role:'lloiv the principal is expected to behave
in performing those tasks.

The Style Dimension

The literature on what is generally called "Le'adelship" or
" leadership Style" is essenttlly synonyfuous with that aspeckOf
role which 1 have labelled "The Sjyle Dimension." 'Ibis literatureI is so extensive that several in)ij4 reviews of it liar appeared over
the last 25 years (Stogdill, 1948; Gibb, 1954; StogdilL 1974).

' It, is clearly not Within the scope of this paper to attempt to
review that literature again. however, it does seem iMportant,
'first, to call this broad kmiwledge base tc; the attention of those
concernotkvith administrator evaluation and, second, o describe

38
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several dominant themes which have characterized the thinking of
theorists and researchers about leadership and leader-behavior.

Much of the thinking' about leadership style goes back to an.
earIPand seminal piece of research on small group dynamics by
Le Ovin, Lippitt, and White (1939). hi this study, three modal
types of leader behavior wer. posited and their effects upon
group performance tested. Oth of this's( udy came concern among

organizational researchers for the concepts' of authoritarian,
autocratic and laisse7,61re leadership styles and much of the
research which followed has, in essence, attempted to replicate,
elaborate, and refine those concepts and to understand the nature
of the kader-follOwer interaction under a variety of conditions
(Stogdill and Coons, 1957; Tannenbaum and Schmidt, 1957;
Likert, 1961; Blake and Mouton, 1964; Fiedler, 1967; Reddin,
1967 and 1970; limey and Illanchafid, 972),

Related to the naturel of the authority relationships which
define the dynamics of" task groupttperatioit is theory and
research about the beliefs and attitudes of leaders towards other
members of the task group. To what extent, for example, are
those beliefs and attitudes positive and trusting, and, how do
differences in beliefs and attitudes titwald others affect leader
behavidr (McGregor, 1960)?

Independent of authority relationships, conceptually if not
alwaysyntpirically, is the concept or leader orientation to task
and/or to persons. Much research has been done testablish the
social milky of these oriel (ions and their existence, at least in
the perceptions of spondents in work situations, is well

documented (see Sergiovanni and St urratt, p. 88).
Several relatively simple ways of conceptualizing leader be-

havior have emerged from this, researih and become building
blocks for further theory building and testing. One of these,
which derived directly from the workuf Lewin, Lippitt and
White (1939), deals with the nature of tlaauthority relationship
between the leader and other members of the task group.
Emphasis is put upon describing the extent to which leadership is
directive or non - directive, decisipn-making centralize5) or partici-
pative, and power concentrated or diffuse. (See, for example,
Likert, 1967.) The most recent writing about leadership has been
based upon a growing consensus that neither leader behavior nor
Its effectiveness is independent of its context. There is evidence

A 39
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of long. slandfitg that leader behavior is affected by the group
-( for example, Nerd, 1949) and that its effectiveness is
contingent upon characteristics of the- group Medici, 19(17;
licrs-ey and Blanchard, 1972) and its environment (Lawreiye and
Lorsch,1969).
° This grow* body of research has helped to clabim

differentiate our understanding of the leadership act )espite new
knowle4e, hoviever, this understanding is still' primitive (in act,
we itrubably sense better thiT ever before how primitive it ) and
we still do not possess accurate predictive mAdels o cadetship
effectiveness. What is clear is that the {elatiuuships among leaders
and others in- complex social situations are much more compli-
cated than was earlier believed. The remainder of this paper
focuses upon the sources of role,variations for principals utilizing fi
a kiroWn conceptual model as a framework forcxposition.

Sources o( Variation in
A ,

Role, Expectations for Principals

I have defined role as a social construct comprised of two,
dimensions, task and style. Th4 task dimension appears, at least
to me, to be the more stralgl$ttbrward of the two, although in,
practice it is difficult tveparate what a person dues from how
hg /sire does it. In any case, there are undoubtedly 'serious
problems' facing even ,hose who seek to do no more than to
describe what.a principal act y does and liovIslie/lic does it.

Portraying accurately role Itavior, alone, can be a.demanding
and Bette consuming mission ee, for example', Wolcott, 1973)
even though 'the object oP observation is but a single Inditidnal
exhibiting a single set of behaviors. Defining role expeclalions
and perceived role behavia, thoughowhich involves all of the
multiple persons and, groups constituting the social and political
reality of the principal's world, is'an exponentially more complex
and dfficult task. And yet' this is precisely the 'task without
which the observer cannot comprehend the principal's beitavior in
the only way it can adequately be understood in the context of
forces;- many of them cbnflicting, which motivate that behavior
and define its success or failure in

C
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The Social Systems Model Ne.

One of the most useful role models I, know is that developed

beginning about twenty years ago by _Getzels; Cuba and others
(Getzels,,et al., 1968). The "Social ystems Model" portrays the
systemic interaction of individuals and institutions in shaping

social behavior. -

The model depicts the tension between the institution
operating as an open system in its cultural environment and the
individual instflutiottal participant, replete with her/his person-
ality and physiologic 1 characteristics, possessed of a complex of
values, beliefs and at itudes deriving from a subtle overlay of
personarand subreult I reference groups. Further refinements
of the model also show groups (task groups and informal social
groups within the institution) as mediators between individuals

and the institution (Figure!). .,' It is my view that the major sources of variation in role
expectations for principals are depicted or implied in this model.
Thus, it n'illy prove helpful to those.of us who are interested in
developing 'useful systems of adwinistratur evaluation to attend
to the relationships identified in the model.

A° useful way io viewlie Gaze's-Gila paradigm is as a system
of major state variables impacting upon rule behavior. Each
variable constitutes a general factor which requires specilicati n
in'slin in order r it to achieve practical utility in organ
analysis. , ,

'I-- For example, two o the variables constituting the model arc
the institution and its cultural environment. The institution is
defined by its constituent roles which, in turn, are defined by
specific sets of role expectations held by influential persons or
groups comprising the rule set. Similarly; the cultural environ-
ment is define by its constituent ethoses which, in turn, are
defined by'sOcific sets of at titudes,aliefs, and values.

The institution can be specified at whatever levet o system
aggregation seems analytically useful. For example, thor Imiza-
ikm can be specified as a particular school 'district or as a

V particular \school building. Once This specification is stated,
)'- system boundaries are implied and the environment becomes

...,
-defined. It May sometime yven *come useful to specify one setN.
, of boundaries (or one 'revel of analysis and another set of

,..0 -
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boundaries for a subsequent and different level of analysis
much as one would use 'maps of different scale or lenses of
different orders of magnification.

. .

When It's Sioux City Ifs Not Detroit

Major elements of the model with respect to the organization
are its environment and the individuals and groups In the
environment upon whose commitment and support the organiza-.
lion depends. Thus, a significant source of variation in the

(principal's role is place.
Community norms, Sometimes homogeneous,' sometimes.

pluralistic, provide a basis for differing and often conflicting
demands upon principals. Some of, these demands are for
participation in decision- making; others are for allocations of
staff, funds, or program resources. Still other demands are for
expressions by the principal of support for one set of educational
values or another, or for regulations (e.g.,.with respect to dress,
discipline, etc) whieji gobeyond mere statements in the support
(if such ,values. (S'ee Easton, 1965, and Almond and Powt11.
1966.)

Community norms influence both tfil content of demands and
thb natare of action in support of demands. Communities variant
in their values, beliefs, and attitudes. tend to have variant
expectations fur what the school principal should do or even be.
These differences among communities would seem to have
significant implications for those who, would evaluate the
principal's performance.

When It's the Teachers It's Neither the Community
Nor the Central Office .

In understanding how she/he is expected to behave, the
principal must he sensitive to the expectations not Wily of
citizens, but of teachers and upper administrators as well.
Unfortunately, there are many school systems in which those do
not match. Often leachers are drawn from a population syskm,

atically different in values, beliefs, and attitudes from the
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community which the, school presumes to serve. The conflicts in
some cities between middle class white teachers and black in
Hispanic parents and students have waived national attention,
for example, and can place the principal in an extremely dilliciilt
position asarr administrator in the middle.

Similarly, principals often have to deal with substantial
differences between the expectations of the superintendent and
those of the. teachers or between the conflicting expectations of
reacher factions in her/his own building. It seems twine that
determining the extent of the principal's awareness of these
forces and the degree to which her/his responses are calculated
and knowledgeable constitutes a_ significant domain heir evalua-
tion.

When It's Today It's Not Yesterday

Another source of variation in the principal's role is time.
Time is built into the Social Systems Model implicitly. The
caltural environment changes over time, in tel of the national
climate for education, the legal and fiscal supports for and
demands upon the school, and the composition of the commu-
nity of the school district or the school attendance area. Not only
do environmental factors shift over time but so, also, does the
composition of the faculty in terms of the need-dispositions and
cultural characteristics of new members. Sometimes these changes
can be dramatic and call for a different set of priorities for the
principal among tasks or even for a significantly different style of
leadership.

The impact of time on the principal is to increase the pressures
for personal flexibility and -organizational adaptiveness. The
evaluation of principals should include provisions for longitudinal
diagnosis. lit should seek to describe the relationship between
changes in the needs and expectations oLcommunity and staff
and actions by the principal to alter her /his leadership style and
to initiate and implement adaptations in the structures, processes
and outputs of the school.

44
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Lack of Clarity About Causal Relationships

'flie thrust of the paper to this point is, in my judgment,

consistent with the admonition of the American Association of

School Administrators conceiving the, selection of school princi-

pals (AASA, 1967, p. 24):

0
Selection of a principal requires consideration of

two sets of variables: (I ) Peisonal (Ilow well do the

aspirant's Personal characteristics meet the criteria in

general?) and, (2) Situational (What are the speclic

demands of the positioir that might make 'a dif

efface ?)

If, as I believe they are, these criteria are appropriate,a a basis for

selecting school principals, it can be argued effectively, I think,

that Ibex also represent sound guidelines for evaluating their

adpinistrative performance.
The major problem, however, is that despite reams of research

findings on leadership, there are still not available accepted

predictive equations relating specific combinations of personal

and situational characteristics to administrative and organiza:

Howl effectiveness. What, for example, arc the key personal

characteristics? Do they havi the. same salience in different

administratik situations? What ate the key variableswilpin thC

situation? Do we have available. a conception of situational

variables (a dynamic model, I'm example) which is sophisticated

enough to account for interactions anunig situational variables

I,vhicI after their relative importance In'combination with- each

other in different places and at different times? Is there, a

hierarc y of situational variables (e.g., site or coMplexitY, degree'

of c sis, etc.) similar to Maslow's hierarchy of needs or are there

mul iple interacting hierarchits? '
Only when there is Mine assumed knowledge about causal

rtlationships between personal role hehavinr, on the one hand,

and the 'mime of the situation is teems of kniM;ii key variables,

on the other, does evaluation become possible which is more than
. -

displaced evaluation (that is, evaluation of the measurable rather

than the signkicant).
It is also important to note that organizational perlbrinance:.45
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which after all is the ultimate criterion in evaluating administra-
tive perfOrmance, is extremely difficult to measure. This is
especially so in the'public schools because of vague and diffuse
indicators and becau of the general lack of consensus Anil
organizational ends..(M% , 1967; Elboim-Dior, 197X). Research

by Derr and Gabor° (19 2) also supports this view:

TO initial studies also show that considerable
difficulties arise when an attempt is made to use the
Itawience and Lorschi model to explain organiza-
tional, performance in school systems bec:iuse of the
difficulty in defining system -effectivehess., ,

Conclusions and Implications for Evaluators

Theie arc available for evaluators a variety of prescriptions and
surveys defining the modal tasks associated with the role of the,
school principal. For the most part, the lists of tasks, although
written pith some variation in perspective, language, and degree
of comprehensiveness, 'exhibit enough consistency to provide a

general basis for defining the tas)( responsibilities a the typical
school principal.

Ole problem is that there may not be sufficient typicality
among school situations to enable evaluators to design standard
instruments which combine ease of administration with sufficient
flexittility to judge Usefully the performance of principals in
widely variato contexts. For example, the role Of thoprincipill in
multi-udit (Pellegrin, 1970) and participative decision-making

'schools. (Denizen, 1974) is quite different than in traditional
self-contained classroom schools. however, this thesis is ultimate-
ly an empirical one which remains IOW tested. - '

ANcond problem lies in the, lack of validated knowledge
about causal relationships among, the -personal elm acteristics and
administrative styles a)school principals, situational variables,
and administrative or' Organizational effectiveness partly be-
cause ,of a knoildedge base which is still inadequate to the
complexities If largely comgerintuitive social systems-( Forrester,
1971) and ,partly because of the continuing lack of consensus
about the critical criteria defining effectiveness. 7Thus, the
evaluator may often Weft measuring the measurable even when
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those ariables are neither agreed upon by a major segment of
those concerned nor demonstrably predictive- of operational
effectiveness (for example, in Willis of student,achievenien0.

The conclusion I draw from 'this estimation of the current
state of the art is that despite the fact that "it seems increasingly
urgent that ways be found for insuring that only'personally
effective, wellqualified people enter and remain in the principal-
ship," (Anderson, 1973) evaluation should not seek to outstrip
the knowledge base which supports it. 'It should. emphasize
description and diagnosis, not rItiugs, rewards and sanctions
(except where causal 'relationships are unusually certain and
Where indicators of effectiveness have been mutually agreed
upon).

Mainly, in my judgment, the intent of evaluation should be- tri
help the Vrincipal to understand better the complexities of the

ilt bureaucratic, cultural-political, legal, and fiscal environment of
the school and to mirror for the principal her/his behavior in
relation to tharenviionment. The pilule focus should be upont
helpin the principal to determine what changes in task priority.-
and administrative style are likely to work better, to help the
principal to gain the. knowledge and skills necessary to make
those changes, and to provide formative feedblick on the process
over time.'

This appioaCh 19nobably the only one that is justified given
the state of knowledge and political consensus at the present
time.

4
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ap EVALUATING SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS: THE

SCOPE AND NATURE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
Cr"_ PERFORMANCE
1-1
tr`t Max G. Abbott

fJ
LLS My task is to discuss the scope and nature of administrktive

performance' in schools. The focus of the discussion is the
assessment of performance.

I want to emphasize,at the outset that there are two major
reasons for assessing (valuatitx if you will) performance. First,
and most importantly, the results of assessment should be made
available to thelindividual involved, the object of assessment, to

, he used as a basis for personal and professional growth and
improvement. Inevitably,. however, decisions most be made
regarding such isues as promotion, retention, and salary improve-
ment. Thus, assessment data also serve a managerial function, that
of providing a.rationaLbasis for making those decisions.

When attempts are made to assess performance, and certainly
when the assessment is conducted with the ultimate objective of
improving that verformance, it is essential to Chit in terms of
effects. There is little point in attempting to improve the
performance of administrators-unless there is reason to Blink that
in doing so some improvement will occur in the organization. The
hope is that such improvement will ultimately /facilitate student
learning.

The requhement to point to the effects of administrat've
actions and to jhe relationship4if those actions a the succe ful
functioning or the school is fraught with problems. Theztact is

that there is little dependable; verified knowledge about such
relationships. There is a good deal of writing on Ate topic that is
speculative some ofiLeven persuasive; there are bits and pi ccs
of research available that arc suggestive; and there is a iiniRed
body ortheoretical literature that lendscredence-toson of the
speculations. But definitive, long-range research remapi-lo be

r done on the subject.
, We cannot wait until the research has been /completed;
howesr. The mere attempt to apply what is now known may
serve to dramatize the fact that much more lie 4s to be learned.
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In the meantime, efforts must go forward to identity the most
plausible sources of the meaningful effects of administrative
performance and to use thqse sources as a basis for assessing (and

improving) that performance. .

We can begin by clarifying the difference between the Tie of
the administrator and the roles of other perr iel in the school.
Whereas- teachers, counselors, nurses, and ychologists work
directly with students, and; thus are intended to affect them
directly, administrative performance is only indirectly related to
student behavior and achievement. the direct output of adminis-
trative performance is improvement in the environment in which
teaching ,and learning mew. Thus, it is the effects of the
administrator's performance upon' teachers and other function-
aries as a group 7-- upon the organization that provide the basis

. for determining effectiveness. An effective administOor en-
'Stances the performance of subordinates, both individuillyand
collectively.An 'ineffective administrator is one who inhibits the
effectiveness of subordinates, either individually or collectively.

This point entOasizes *hat I consider to be the major
function of adminfltrators, that of facilitating and enhancing the
ability of other members of the organization to carry out their
duties to the best of their abilities.there is another function that
administrators must perform, however: a control function.
Superintendents must enforce' state laws and regulations and

pi% board policy. Pfincipals,, as first-line ,administrators, have a
pommy respo sibility for monitoring those laws, regulations, and
policies and o insuring thbt they are, not violated in the
day-to-day ope ons of the school. \

Thus, the adniinistrator, at any point in the, organization, must
perform, sin iultaneously, functions ilia( are lc; some degree
incompatiblcrand that involve conflicting expectations for per-
formance. Superordinates tend to place emphasis4 the enforce-

' ment of policies and regulations, the control function. Sub-
, ...ordinates tend to place eniphasis on facilitative and supportive

,,
behavior, a representative function,

......../. ..,
The icture'is still more complex', however. As portrayed in

Diagram I, there arc other groups who may,4 and, do, hold
expectations for holy an' administrator will perTorm. (The groups

P listed in the diagrancare illustrative, not inclusive.)
* , ,

It may he that by now you have concluded fiat l' am
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suggesting that the possibilities For ctintlicting expectations, and
the difficulties of satislying all of those expectations, are so great
that no administrator -can satisfy: them all; thus no equita6le
system for assessinf, peiformancc can he devised. Obviously that
is not the case. Many administratois manage to.wm k their way
through this maze of conflicting expei:tations, and they do so in
such a mannei as 10 satisfy the majority of those who hold the
expectations. The-issue before us here is to explore !low we might
develop a Jeasonable means of determinist); the extenj to which
admutistititors perform satisfactorily in that complex world.

Up to this point I have been discussing primarily the scop& of /
administratiVe performance. To providd a framework for assess-
ment I Ulm now 10 a biief but more explicit, discussion or the
nature of that performance. To do this, I will refer to Iwo ways
of viewittglhe adniinist rat ive role. First, Ike role can'be viewed as

set 01 °tasks thatiadministroloA 'scrim m. Second, the role can be
viewed as a process, a selies of actions takwis administrators,
perhsrin their tasks. In Dizigram 2, I refer to these two ways of
viewing administration as dimensions of administrative perforni-
:ince. (Note that in respect to each task area, essentially the same
process would be used to perform the tasks)'

At this point, I merely want to 'point out the types of tasks
with which administrators must deal. fn this typology those are
listed as tasks relatetto school-communft y relationships, curricu-
lum development, pupil personnel, staff personnel, physical
facilities, finance and business i magement, and organization and
Wilt:tine. Later I shall return to ie issue of administrative tasks
as a basis lor the assessment of p rim-limns:C. Before d0ing that,

, however, I want to discuss in soi ie more detail the notion of
administrative process.

I andising the slefinition of process employed by Campbell
and his colleagiies in their book hdrodution to Educational
Adutinistratirm: "the way- by which an organization makes
decisions and takes action to achieve its goals." Willi minor
variations, I am also using the components (steps) suggested tiy
Campbell, et al., decision making, programming, motivation,
coordinating; and appraising

5 o
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DIApRAM NO. 2.
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Decision Making

I will spend more time diftussing decision making than the
other process' components because of its critical importance in

liow an organization functions and because of the central role of
administrators in determining the quality of decisions that arc

made.
To say that decision making is the essence of organizational

functioning is merely to state the obvious. EffectiGtess in
facilitating the making of decisions looms large in any set of
criteria for assessing administrative performance. But what are the

0 .particular abilities related to decision making that provide criteria
for assessment? I would suggest five: (I) the ability to differ-
entiate among types of decisions; (2) the ability to determine the
amount and type of information needed to reach decisiong; (3)

the ability to determine the appropriate involvement of other
people in reaching decisions; (4) the ability to establish prioritie,

for action; and (5) the ability to anticipate accurately, the
consequences of decisions.

Differentiating Among Types of Decisions

Decision situations vary along-a number of dimensions, with
the result that there are wide variations' among the types of
decisions that must be made.

A number of classification schemes might he used to describe
those variations. For example, decisions could be differentiated in
terms of their implementation requirements and the implications
those requirements hold fourticipOtion in the decision-making
process. If a decision can he implemented only if it is fully
understood and supported by a school faculty, obviously the
faculty needs to be involved in making the decision. On the other
hand, if a decision can be implemented merely through adminis-
trative action, and particularly if the content of the decision is of
little consequence or interest to faculty members, then the
involvement of the faculty not only wastes valuable time but is
also damaging to faculty morale.

The variations .among types of decisions must be taken into
account as one determines the amount and type irf information
needed to support a decision, the procedures that should he used

57
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to reach a decision, the individuals who should he involved in
decision making, and the steps that need to be liken, to
implement the decision once it is made. The ability of an
administrator to discriminate among issues and thus to ditler-
entialc among types of decisions is essential if Ilse organizaI um is
Co take appropriate action.

Determining the Information Needed
for Decision Making

Search for information constitutes a significant filst step in
preparing to make a decision. In fact, every step in decision
making requires information information concerning the nature
of 'the problem, information concerning solution requirements
and alternatives, information regarding the probable conse-
quences of adopting various alternative solutions, information
about the feasibility of different apprnaches to implementing a
decision, and info' illation regarding the ()income once a decision
has been ipleimented.

The administrator who consistently makes decisions without
adequate in fOrmation will inevitably be enmeshed in sell=
'generated problems. This may occur when action is initiated to
soll/e a problem that does not in fact exist, when the administra-
tor fails to recognize a Problem that is literally lau,ring for
attention, or when the administrator's perception Ind definition
of a problem are so inaccurate that any action taken would he
inappropriate.

I however, just it is possible to err by taking action without
adequate 'information, so is it possible to err by delaying action
unduly while a search fur further inforation., is undertaken.
Those who would postpone making a decision until all of the
information is at (land need 16 he reminded that all of the
information can never be assembled. Problem situations do not
remain static. They change with the passage of time. II is never
possible to know whether o has reached the best decision; it is
only possible loAletermin whether one has leached a si-itiskictory
decision. One aspect' of effective administiative perforniance,
therefore, is the ability to determine when stificient inforairon
has been assembled to justify action, and then to act.
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Deterrhining-the'Appropriate Involitement
of Other People

There is considetable confusion about the issue of employee

participation in decision making. The wining on "democratic
administration" has been patticularly misleading in this respect,
frequently conveying the impression that all employes have an
inherent right to be involved i1r every decision that is made.

There are obviously a number of reasons why employes should
patIicijrale in the making ,of some decisions; indeed there are
many occasions when such participation is essential. As I

suggested cattier, ti decision that depends upon the full under-
standing and support of a faculty for-ils successful ittiplementa-
lion obviously requires the participation of that faculty. Qlher
decisions require such participation as a means Itf assembling
adequate information, regarding either the mime of the problem
or the probable consequences of alternative courses of action.
There arc a 4mniber of additional reasons why employee
participation is frequently advantageous for the organization,
including the fail that such pallicipation increases individuals'
commitment and lends to enhance employee Morale.

The fact remains, 'however, that there ate occasions when
decisions must he made unilaterally, without the direct involve-
ment of employes. Sometimes Iliis occurs because the urgency for
action is such that there simply is not lime It) allow Involvement
It) occur. Al other limes, the decision It) he made is of little direct
interest It) employees; in such eases dick involvement would be
viewed by the employees as a waste of lime on their part and as
an indication of timidity on the part or the administration.
Finally, there are some decisionsthat are of such overriding
importance to the board or the administration, or that deal with
such sensithie issues, they must be made from a managerial
perspective.

An effective administrator 'mist be able to make defensible
judgments in this area. The adminisfralor needs to be skillful in
recognizing When involvement is needed and when it is un-
necessary, in judging when participation is essential for implemen-
tation and when it is irrelevant, and in-determining whether an
issue is in fact of unusual importance to the management of the
organizal ion.
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Establishing Priorities for Action

It is always the case that admmistratois have mow pioblems
and issues brought Io theis attention than they can possibly deal
with. Some will be crucially important, limy will bec film!: some
will require immediate attention, unless can ar should he
deferred; some will require the personal attention of the

administrator, otheis can be delegated. hi other winds, any
administrator is constantly confronted with the necessity lo
establish priorities- for action. This can be done deliberately and
with forethought or it can be allowed to occur forkintously, by
default. In either case priorities will be established.

The administratpr who moves deliberately to establish priori-
ties is performing in a proactive mode. In doing so, it is passible

to control the way time is used and to increase the probabilities
of remaining "on top" of problems. On the other hand, the
administrator who priorities to be established by default is
PFrforming in a reactive mode, and will frequently he engaged in
puttitig out brush fires. Manageable,priblems will frequently
'become unmanagtable. , /i.,

Anticipating Consequences

Decision making consists essentially of estimating the fulme
state of a system. That is, reaching a decision involves making
choices based mi_prCdictions of the probable consequences of
alternative courses of action. It is characteristic of all decision
making, however, that no decision produces only one effect or set
of effects, and the Consequences of decisions are nevet limited to
those that are intended. All decisions result in multiple conse-
quences, some intended and sonic unintended, sonic anticipated
and some imanlicipated. A decision to initiate a course of action
to solve one problem may create other problems. It may also
generate an entirely different response from the one intended.

An accurate assessment of the probable consequences of a
proposed solution strategy (decision) will greatly reduce the
chances that an organization will be taken by'smprise. In sonic
instances, ,such an assessment will reveal probable unintended
consequences with potential for serious disiuption. With advance
inrormation, the organization is able to take steps to minimize or

Go
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to counteract those disruptive effects. In other instances, harmful
aspects of the unintended consequences of a proposed decision
will be judged to he so seriously inimical to the organt/alnin as to
'cutler that decision untenable. Such judgments obvioUsly cannot
be made unless those unintended consequences aie anticipated. A
crucially impoilant administrative skill, therefoie, is the ability to
elaborate and make explicit the possible consequences, both
intencled and unintended, of eack solution strategy proposed.
Only by doing so is it possible to minimize unanticipated
(surmising) consequences.

Progrannuing

-_,(Nice a decision has been reached, a central task of administ ra- --
-.--

lois is to lake the lead in establishing and maintaining an effective
organization for implementing the decision. This involves Iwo
major classes of action: (I) establishing structural arrangements
That are appromiale lor the functions to he pei formed; mid (2)
providing adequate incentives to elicit the necessary coNributiong",
hum members of the organization.

Actions taken related I() structural arrangements arc what I am
iefening 10 ias programming. The adiniiiistrator has a major
responsibility for assessing the tasks to he pei formed lie reaching
the decision outcomes and for deploying resources, both human
and non-human, a ppiomiaf ely according to those tasks.. This
responsibility involves the selection and. assigunient of peisonnel;
the development (}1 position descriptions and requirements; the
puyirement, allocation and utili.zation of fin:dine% and supplies;
and the establishment of,lietifiks for the effective and efficient
use of lime.

The way a unit is organized to perfonn a.given task or set of
...

tasks should be determined by tlie,natu re of those tasks, whether
Ihey represent temporal y responses I() ad hoe issues or whether
they consist of programmed activities designed to carry out
essential and emlining organizational functions. The establish-
anent. of a committee, for example, could be an appi 0 pr Ire way
of organizing I() perform, an ad hoe task if Ole task iT S for
obt:iining a variety of minus of view and considering a num

1
)er Of

alternative courses of ad ion. There are other tasks, however, such
as writing a document, Ili gall primarily for the el forts of an
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individual and for which a committee may be wholly inapn

The use of modular schedulhig; the adoption ()I' team teach ng;
the development of other arrangements for the use ()I' time, space,
and personnel for ,....tisyuctional purposes; of these can
conceivably produce beneficial effects. To do so, however. it is
essential that all those participating undersird the nature of the
structural changes and the demands that they place on the
interaction patterns of both staff and students. They moist also
recognize the necessity for altering approaches to instruction and
the use of learning: voletrals that arise when new sOuctures are,
adopted. Such understanding and recognition are not likely to
occur unless the administrator is attic to conceptualize the
relationship between s 'elm and function and can thus take the
lead in making the-necessary accommodations.

Motivating

Although the development of structural arrangements and the
procurement and allocation of resources are important steps in
organizing for work, these tasks represent only a firs( step. An '-.,

_effective organization is one in _which the members understand
and support the contributions that theypust make to implement
a 'decision, and in which a personal sense of achievement 'is
derived from making those Contributions. ' .

This means that fire administrator must constantly-be aware of
two impei'atives for organizational functioning. First, there must
be visible evidence of movement in the sense that the purptes
for which the organizathin exists are behig accomplished.
Whetter this-is referred to as task orientation, thrust, poduction
emphasis, or sonic other term denoting accomplishment, it is an
essential element of organizational functioiling. Second, members
of the organization must be provided with rewards or incentives
that are commensurate with the contributions that they are
expected to make. The most obvious rewards are those That take
the form of salaries and other monetary benefits. But there is

, ssivc evidence to demonstrate that monetary rewards alone are
insu lent inducements to sustain wholehearted efforts over. a
period time. A sense of personal achievement, recognition
from o iers, opportunities to accept rcs`ponsibility and td
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experience advancement and professional growth all of ,these

must accompany work if that work is to have sufficient meanhig

in an indb/idual's life to sustain morale and to provide the
mot ivatuin to continue to makemaximum contributions.

The actions of administrators determine to a large extent
whether or not these two imperatives are fulfilled. Some
administrators become so preoccupied with task accomplishment
that they lose sight of the fact Illal they arc dealing wills humans

who hut their own aspirations for achievement and their own
needs for personal fulfillment. Other admmistrators,,become so
thoroughly imbued with the human clement that they forget that
the orgaikation exists for purposes that. extend beyond the mere
happiness and comfort of the employees. To understand the
interaction of organizational demands and human needs, of task
accomplishnient and personal fulfillment, and to perform accord-
ingly, is an important aspect of effective performance in the
administrative role.

There are indicafors available that can be used to determine
wlrcther an administrator functions effectively in Otis domain.
One such indicator can be found in the way an administrator uses
int-urination and formulates , problems. Mat me and competent
individuals tend to view. problems as a challenge; they respond to

the problems co ifunitlug flieni. Thismccur however, only if the

problems .are viewed as real Kind of dire concern to those who

must participate in solving them. An ffective administrator,
therelore, is alert to infoimation that. indicates that a ptoblem
either exists or is arising; such an administiator seeks ways to
share that information with others so that they accept the
pi oblem as one calling for attention. '

The incentive to perform is also affected greatly by the ways
administrators use rewards and sanctions. Although teachers, like
eiuployees in other organizations, look to a variety of sources for

social support, they are particularly:. sensitive to the way
administrators respond to their performance. If their attempts to
be creative and imaginative are met with indifference or hostility
on the part of adminisilators, then the incentive to be creative

and nuaginafive will he seriously curtailed. If recognition,
nicholirrg promotion, consistently goes to those who are sub-
missive and passive, then submissiveness and passivity become the

accepted norms fir behavior6
3
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Coordinating

The need for coordination ii inherent in all activities involving
the efforts of two or more individuals. Depending on the nature
of the organization; coordination may take alnunher of loons.
The assembly line in some manufacturing firms represents a
classical example of a response to the need for coordination.

The school is not a manufacturing firm, however, despite
recent attempt's to define students and student mitcoes as
products. Coordination in an edwcational o4anization is achieved
primarily through (I) developing appropriate descriptions of
politions and defining theielationships among positions, and (2)
establishing adequate provisions for the sharing, of information
among those who occupy complementary positions.

Evaluating

In the present context, the term evaluating is mato refer to
the need to determine the extent to which a given decision
produced the desired outcomes. Although it may-at some point
involve aksessing'indivitrual performance, it consists print:U-4 of
atcumulating information to determine the adequacy of (I ) the
initial decision, (2) the programming efforts to \iniplement the .
decision: (3) the incentives provided to motivate the participants,
and (4) the provisions made -to coordinite those efforts.

Implications for Assessing Performance'

The evaluation of administrativepeiformance required atten-
tion to both dimensions of Oaf performance, process ,and tasks.
The criteria fo`r evaluation should be drawn from eXpectations, for
performance that are held by relevant reference' groups, with
appropriate attention to the conflicts that exist regarding those
expectations.

Earlier, as illustrated in Magram I, tindlealed that there arc
many groups that hold .expectations for the *for iance of
administratbrs, including parents, professional peers, gal agen-
cies, and community interest groups. These I would refer to as
secondary reference groups. The...primaryinterest rots, sub-
ordinaterlirid-Wwrordmates, are members of theiorganintion

n.
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and are those whose expectations, provide the major source of
evaluative criteria. In developing criteria, it is essential to pay

attention to the need. for. bo,th facilitative and controlling
behavior. This means that the expectations from which the
ciiteria are drawn ine necessarily situation specific; that is they
conic from personnel in the particular oiganiiation, school or

hool district, in which the performance is being evaluated.
It will Abe recalled that evaluating performance regarding

process involves making judgmCnts about the quality of behavior
related to decision making, programming, motivating, coordinat
ing, and appraising. The scope of behaviors related to process is so
great that at best those behaviors can be sampled. One way to do
this is to develop a scale that samples process behavior, validate
the scale using the expectations of II .c,appropriate superordinates
andsubordinates ;and to administer the scale periodically. The
results obtained can then be used to assess perforniance in
'elation to those expectations. This, in turn, can lead to altering

,Alehavior of the...adniiilistrator being evaluated, modifying the
expectations or peat)! mance, or both. Assuming reasonably
adequate performance, both will generally occur, leading to a
narrowing of the gap between expectations and performance and
to an increase in the general level of satisfaction of a4Linvok7ed.

One example of such a scale was deydriped for \ use m
evaluating the performance of &punkin heads at Mankato
Stale College in Minnesota, as discussed in the'Winter 1975 issue

of Eduathmal !Omni. Both the Dean and membeis of the
departinent late the department head on five dimensions of
pet linmance. Included in the scale aie such lien's as the

following. connuunie$ ... in aiimely, responsive manner; is
duly sensitive to ... ifeeds ft)r information; gathers pertinent
facts before acting; cot sults with others on iniport ant decisions;
initiates and sustaiDs'action toward defined goals; encourages
initiative and innovation; makes time for 131anning by delegating
tontine work; and, overall, should the . .. administrator be

.1.

retained in the position? .
As is the case with behavior related to process, the scope and

range of administrative tasks is too gi eat to monitor completely.
Thus, it is necessary to find a way to sample task performance. In
this 6se, sampling can be accomplished by paying attention to
pi loot ies focact ion at a given point in time.

5
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At periodic intervals, generally at the beginning of at ticadentie
year, each administrator could be required to develop a list of
tasks to he targeted for priorit? attention. To meet the test of
congruence with expectations that list should be submitted foi
ratification by both subordinates and superordinates. At theend
of the specified period, again generally an academic year, the
administrator would prepare a report that would include:

1. a brief description of the tasks that received major
attention duridg the year,

2. a summary of accomplishments, including a disi...;t2aiii of
problems that inhibited accomplishment,

3. a self-appraisal of performance in relation to the priorities
that were established at the beginning.

After receiving the report 'prepared by the administrator who
was the object-of evaluation, the immediate supervisor-would
prepare an evaluative iffitement regarding the administrator's
performance. In preparing this evaluation, the supervisor would
be expected to obtain evidence from subordinates and other
relevant groups regarding the administrator's performance in
respect Jo the priority tasks that had been established and agreed
upon earlier. That evidence should be summal-ited in writing.

The performance reports of binli the supervisor and the
administrator being evaluated would serve as the basis for a

conference between the two. Both the assessment of wlormance
for period of timecovered 4'11ml-cowls and a work plan for
the'emg period would be discussed and reviewed.

Base up n the conference, the supervisor would prepare a
summary _evaluation report, to become a part of the administra-
tor's personnel file. SupplememStary information could he provid

ed by the administiator whose performance was being evaluated,
through which it would be possibte to provi docUmentation to
support any point at which that individ ,i1 disagreed with the

4.supervisor's reifort.
Obviously, the specific procedures ot ined here would need

to be modified to fit specific situations. Two general principles
should govern in. any case, however. livaipation of administrative

performance should be situationally specific and should he based
upon reasonable three-way agreement regarding expectations for
that performance, beginning with the administrator being evaluat-
ed and including both subordinates and supeiwtlinates.Crileria

s3
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for evaluation should be drawn from both the process and task

dimensions ()film administrative role in the specific sit uata.
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PART II

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES te
IN THE

EVALUATION OF, ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE

Dr. Dale Bolton, professor of education at the University of
Washitigton, 'sees an `atuorphons mass of problems and issues
concerning the evaluation .of administrative performance. TOgtve
structure to the wide rige of concerns, he has chooser to
sub-divide the field into three categories: (a) designing, (b)
huplementing, and (t;) evaluating a system for evaluating adminis
trative performance. At the li art of this paper is a discussion of
the often overlooked (*slim : "Should a system bedesigned
which takes into consideration t to reality of the situation which
exists?"
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PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN TIIE VALUATION

OF ADMINISTRATIVE PERFOMANCE
1--I
LC1 Dale L. Bolton

The task which I fike in discussing "Problems and Issues in the
tivaluation of Administrative Performance" is relatively straight-
forward, even though it is quite difficult. As one laces the
subtletiet of the ideas included in ilits topic, one becomes aware
of a rather amorphou& mass of problems, issues related to the
problems, and issues independent of die probletnt. The problems
and issues Inc indefinite in that they are described diltetently by
different people, have different significance 10 individuals in
various roles, and appear to change from situation to slinalion
and front- lime to time. _YeLlhere appears lo he a historiCal
persistence 10 some of them, The technical name fir ill of Os is,
of course. a "mess." I Perceive that my task is that of soiling oul
some of these iljeas in such a way that tjie amorphous mass might
begin lo take shape, and that the sepnilition of the ."mess" into
divisions with reasonable bodndalies mot help clarity our
i kinking and perhaps lead to fruit ful action.

Therefore, I have chosen to subdivide the topic into duce
major divisions: (a) designing, (b) implementing. and (c) evaluat-
ing a system for evaluating administrative performance. The
preface is concerned with what, Iconsidei to be a major issue
which must ,be-faced prior to designing an evaluation system, and
one which is not generally discussed or recorded in the present
literature.

Pieface

II appears to me that the basic issue which must be faced by
anyone responsible for evaluating admipiAtrators is. "Should
system be designed whicKtakes into consideration the reality of
the situation which exists'?" A ctirollary to this is die issue of
whether an-effo'rl should be, made to convince others to lake into
consideration and 311C11191 to cape with Ihe rn!ity which exists.

Al first &ice the answer to Ibis question ,appears obvious
/".-.1.10 the eiteni Thal one may even; .question whether an issue.
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atthally exists. Yet the manner in which some people behave
causes me to wonder whether this question has been faced
seriously. Lel us 'Insider some examples of reality viluch bear on
this issue.

First, there is the well-known fact that schools have clients and
that these clients are outside the school system. Further, a
sizeable portion of these clients have recently beconk vocal about
the fact that they expect edikational admuustralors to be
productive, and that they should be accountable to the outside

'clients for this productivity. In many situations, the clients have
'disparate values and views concerning what is important regarding
productivity, but there is considerable' agreement that the need
for accountaliility exjsts. Yet, there are still a number of
administrators who desire to ignore the posture of clients for
accountability- almost to the extent that they either think it is
'wield or -that it will go away. Should our evaluation of
administrative peiformance lake into consideration these Iwo real
forces: the external pressure for accounla_bilit y, and the internal
resistance to interference by noupiillessionals? If so, are we
willing lo face the reality of the difficulty of acquiring an
accurate measure of the nature of the Iwo forces, how,they
impact on each other, and how they change fonn lime to lime?

Seciind, lel us examhu4some internal conditions of reality. II
appears to me that a continuum exists with relation to `how
preci'sely different administrators desire to communicate and Id
describe their own activities. Sonic are very precise, Mikis are
much more vatme.and ambiguous. For example, if you ask three
Building principals how-often they make systematic classroom
visits with follow-up conferences, one principal might indicate
that he visits a kw classes each week, another might indicate that
he, visits Iwo or three classes per week, while yet another might
indicate that over the 11151 six weeks of school he visited 1.6

classrooms, which averaged just slightly more than five classrooms
cwry Iwo weeks. They may he describing very similar behavior,
yet lite precision of description is considerably different. Each
may have real or imagined reasons for thinkmg dial his _means of
communicating is beneficial, yet others with whom he.' commu-
nicateS may,,mili that events Ivere described differently. ,

Another Wend rcondition of reality is that there are varying,-
degrees of commitment lo the use Of evaluativ. as an integral

c'
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part of the managerial style. Some are convinced that the
emphasis on evaluatitm in management is merely a passing fad,
others view it as an impediment to creative activities, and still
others think that it prevents the full development of a helinng
relationship supervisees. When people with these views gel
mixed signals Iron) top administrators, their initiative m the use
of systematic evaluation is an indication of their commitment 10

it becoming a part of their managerial style. It appears that where
the lack of commitment is at the top, the issue of whether (in
how) to face this reality is of a somewhat ditferthit nature than
when this lack is al other levels in the organization.

Another example of an internal condition i4reality to he
considered is that of ,differing levels of enthusiasm for task
accomplishment. We. all have known individuals who approach
retirement with the view that it should begin several years before
going oft the payroll, or the person who has so many outside
activities which consume energies that very little remains for
learning new skills or procedures, or the person who is emotional-
ly or physically distracted to the extent that there is considerable
preoccupatitin with- these' personal problems. Each may be
minimally competent, yet be coosidelably lacking in entiffisiasm
for work productivity.

The overall issue, then, is whether or not we should take into
,consideration such examples as these when we design and
iMplement a system for evaluating administrative performance.
Or should we simply ignore such conditions which might exist
and design as though everyone accepts our view of how-we think
people and the world ought to be?

If one decides to consider these realities, in what way should
they be "considered "? Should we try to cope by attempting to
effect change in other's views of their environment and their job,
or should we try 10 change the environment and the task in such
a way that it coincides more tiilequately with their views?
azioni (1972) has indicated that the\latter procedure may'be
more successful (and even more etial) than trying to change
people, and that we may be spending-too muck effort attempting
to accomplish the very difficult task of changing people.
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Design

With this issue of what to do with the reality of situations
which' face us as a background, lel us turn to the formidable task
of designing a system for evaluating administrative perforance.
What are some of the problems and issues here? I shall deal

briefly with the bases for design, criteria fo evaluation, means of
data collection, use of data, and certain general principles.

Bases for Desig1
1,

Yogi Berra, the eminent major league baseball player and
coach Is quoted as saying If you don't know where you are
going, you might end up someplace else" (Monroe 1973). In spite
of its considerable ambiguity, this statement till should remind
us of the tremendous need for clarification of he reasons for
evaluation of persomfel. But surely such stated pu poses, even
though they clarify direction and give us one basis for designing a
sys i of evaluation, are not sufficient for providing the bases for

sign. Some descriptions of evaluation systems include a
philosophical statemem, indicating what the adppling _body
believes to be trtre allont such things as behavior, the nature of
man in general, the way adults learn, aid motivational factors for
adult behavior. AI other time's, assumptions regarding such things
as whether individuals desire change in themselves, or what
constitutes fairness among employes, or what Productivity a
person can be responsible for are not made explicit; rather, the
must he implied by ale manner in which procedures .mid criler
are described.

What, then, are the problems and issues in (his area? Leleme
list lust a few:

1. Dow can all purposes for evaluating administrators`be
staled, without getting embroiled in meaningless arguments
over whether one is privrary or more basic than another? Li

...
it is desirable lo evaluate administrative performance for
the purpose of improving' that performance and it is also

desirable to evaluate in order to make administrative
Alecisions, then there are lima when Problems occur in
stating both ofathese in such a way that it is acceptable lo
all parties concerned and still precise iing!' to assi's't in the'

..,
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design process.

2. !low can assumptions regarding such things as the gencial
and unique nature of man, about the purposefulness of an

organintion, and about the recognition and handling of
conflict in an organization he stated without becoming so

ponderous that they become meaningless to anyone excrun
the author? Surely it would be helpful in designing an
administrative performance evaluation system to have
clearly in mind what assumptions are made iegarding the
need to restrict administrator's behavior, or whether one is
to assum6 that each administrator in the organization
desires to improve his own performance. -

3. In what manner is the organization expected to be fair to
all people'? Should all be treated alike by applying common
criteria to all? 01 in what way should fairness be exhibited
by sho ving consideration for unique circumstances, inter-
ests,..nd. talents? Related to this is flue type of pi oblem
which.sometimes occurs .when a person is hued for a certain
job and emphasis, and later this hiilividual wants to change
the job due to a develbping interest. Timeline, he sets goals
and objectives inure in line with this developing interest and
pushes for mutual agreement. One consequence of such
behavior might he the erosion of the direction of the
oiganization; another might be that the style of manage-
ment approaches a "muddling through" process rather tluni
a design. -

4.- What behavior-and results of behavior can a given adminis-
trator be expected to control and/or influence? Should An
administrator he evaluated on certain activili6s or results if
indeed the external forces are so great that he can have
little impact? Or, conversely, should he get credit roc
supportive external -forces which he did not influence?

'5. A problenrexists when there is an apparent lack of
consistency between wrIt len statements which provide the
bases for design and the description of procedures which
follows. For example, if the statement of purpose indicates
that the evaluation system is designed Judy fur improve-
ment and the statement of roles, of the evaluator includes:
(a) assisting evaluatees, (b) judging overall effectiveness, (c),
keeping records for central office, and (d) evaluating appeal

3
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procedures: 1 en a problem of inconsistency exists.

Criteria for Evaluatio

If there is one area nick captures the heal of muss
discussions regarding evaluation, sme y ms is it. It is in this arena

that people differ over the aced fun a ob description, over
perceptions of role expectations, over how g( I slarements should
be -written, and over the impact of perform ince standards on
behavior. liven the meaning of the term "trite for evaluation"
is unclear; some people are referring to characters cs or personal 4
qualities of administrators (such as emotional stabs' , appear-

ance, and socialiility), others are referring to cerlain ins

performed (such as implementation or maintenance), others a c
referring to procedures used by administrators (such as condo

inseivice programs for leachers, planning with PTA group or

initiating a clange in some aspect of the curriculum), whil still
(idlers are referring 10 results of behavior (such as changes in
leacher behavior, or changes in school climate or parental
satisfaction). With such differences king expressed, numerous
problems amid issues exist. The following are illustrative:

I. 110ky much detail should be provided hi specifying stand-
ards of performance for administrators? Since there is

almost an unlimited number of behaviors and results (il -

behaviors which might be specified, what level of generality
is likely to be hlost helpful to evaluator and evaluatee? Is
This level of. generality likely to be different for different
individuals? There appears to be a need for standards of
peiformance to be specific enough to give diiciiion and
allow judgments regarding excellence and progress ,14)1.)e
made. However, too much detail may cause a lack ()I'
attention on the imix)rtant tasks, tend to drive out creative .
and assertive people, and attract only -the passive and ;
coirforming.

2. dhow calm evaluative criteria be wiillen'in such a way that
there is a clear relationship between the processes. 10 be
used and the outcomes expected? Sometimes ploceSs.es'are

tee discussed as though they are ends in ihemselves; job
"targets" are written aV 'hough there no distinction
between process and product. For example, in the area of

'
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"professional development," a target of "attending an
inservice course each year will be rather meaningless unless
[life are some outcomes expected. Rescind, does not
clearly specify what administrative behaviors or character-
istics produce pailicular results. Therefore, there is a need
for local organimtions net only to specify what results are
desired, but also make a first estimate of what behaviors are
likely to produce those results.

3. flow can criteria, be specified so that they are pertinent
despite fluctuations of expectations due to situations and
changes over lime? Most administrative jobs are dynamic
rathir than static. Consequently, there is a problem of
keeping criteria flexible enough to be upto-date and yet
provide stability to the direction and functioning of the
organization. z

4. Now can criteria he stated so they are "real" enough to
administrators that they become columned to act on the
basis of them? Sometimes written job descriptions and role
expectations are helpful in clarifying the general nature of a
job; but administrators with the ,same job desciiption play
interpret them differently and consonently perform in
entirely different ways. In order for aaluation of

performance to occur, the role expectations and the
job descriptions must be translated into specific objectives
and these objectives must be measurable. For trivial tasks,
this is y; for the significant ones,-problems exist.

.
q

Means of Data Collection
a

The collection of information needed to evaluate administra;
live performance is harder to (Nal with than for evaluation of
teochers. Basically, information can be collected in one of three
wayi: observation of behavior, asking questions, and examining

written documents. Certain processes used by teachers are

difficult to observe (e.g., how well"the teacher tianages emergen-
cies), but' most of the processes used by administrators are
considered unobservable or would require an intrusion which
would severoly alter the situation. Therefore, more emphasis is
likely to be played on information from records, from self-report
devices used by the evalualee, and by self-report devices used by

7i5 ij;.:
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chests and subordinates of the evaluatee. Problems and issues
which arise regarding the specifics of such rewinds and devices
include the Following:

I. llow can agicement be reached regarding Who collects data,
what data will bet; collected, when sand whine will it be
collected, and 110w will the data be collected? The extreme
emphasis on evaluating leachers on the basis of classroom
processes has had an impact on the evaluation adminis-
trators, and there is therefore a hesitancy in saying one has
adequate information Ix make evaluative judgments unlesi
considerable observinivis dne. Yet, judgments must be
made, and the more interpietable in Ruination one has at
the time the judgment is needed, the better the judgment is
likely 10 be.1 Explicitness regarding data collection is not
only likely to reduce conflict but also is likely to facilitate

, the beneficial use of the data.
2. How can forms be developed which will facilitate the

analysis and interpretation of the data, the making of
short-term decisions, and the summarizing of data and
conclusions which cover a longer period of lime? Marty
school districts have developed summary ,report devices
which they then attempt to use For short-term recording,
analysis, and' interpretation of data. The results can be as

,.disappointing as trying to hammer a nail with a rubber-
heeled shoe or. carving a delicate wood sculpture with a

able knife.

Use of Data

The use of data involves the analysis and interpretation of data
prior to making decisions, during which time communication is
occuring between the evaluator and the evaluatee. Since much has
been written regaiding.the analysis and interpretation of data, let
its focus on the nature of the decisions to be made. Aside from
the infrequent decisions regarding niodification of assignment,
these decisions appear 10 'be concerned. with the following
questions: -* '

I. Were the results satisfactory? Did we accomplish what we

ISone evcn push mid) rules as "Any yardsikk, nu mailer how crude, is
(wile? than none al all' (we: Moroi: 197,3).

.7 6
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wanted to accomplish?
2. Were the goals' reasonable? Were goals sti that were

reasonable for tl situation, or should they be 'toweled or
raised?

3. Was the process fully implementel. That is, when we
decided that we wanted ccitain outcomes to occur, we also
decided on a process to use in Oder td accomplish these
outcomes; was this process implemented as designed?

t. 4. Should the process be modified? Whether or not the goals
change, should the same procedures continue to be used'?

For example, suppose that a principal sets an oh 'tive that he

would like for all social studies teachers in the huil i to'he
asking at least 25% of their questions at the "analysis" !eve -of-
Bloom's Taxonomy by the end of the first quarter of the school
year. That is an outcome objective for which we can answer the
question of whether the results are satisfactory. But at the time
the outcome is decided upon, a process should also he determined
to accomplish the outcome.. Suppose this principal's process is to
observe and record the level of questions that is being asked by
each teacher at three different time intervals and provide
individual' feedback and discussivon of how teachers might modify
their behavior in order to ask higher level-questions. If that is the
process to be used, then oue decision must be focused on whether
this process was-implemented. This information is ti.e.edbd if one
desires to replicate the process to obtain similar results, or to

' determine whether to establish controls %)ver the implementation,
in case the process was not followed properly if three
observations were not made, and therefore feedback not prOvid-
ed). Finally, the decision regarteg changing the process should
be based on the answers to thWuestions regarding results and
changing of goals? If the teachers did 'teach the level of 25%
analysis questions, and if similar principal objectives have to do
with assisting teachers in changing their behavior, then this
principal may decide to continue to use relatively frequent
feedback and discussion as a procedure.

As the elialnator is400king at the data and trying to make
these types of decisions, he is communicating with the evaluatee.
Th9 analysis, 'int rpretation, and decision making are not done in
istgation.
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What are some problems and issues concerning the use of data?

I. Ilow do we design a process for evaluation that will allow

us to examine data prior to cumin); to conclusions? This ii a

very-difficult task, because it itwofves nut only describing

what should ,be occuring, but also training people so they

will notquickly jump to conclusions.

2. I low can the process be designed so that both the evaluatve

and the evaluator are involved in communicating with each

other regarding the use of data? Are they actively and

cooperativelx involved in making sense out of the data and

in making decisions regarding goals implementation and

cedures?
1

., .

3. Ilow can the process be designed so that the focus of the

total decision process is on the relationship of the processes

and outcomes? The tendency is to look at one or theother.

Initially, management by objectives procedtues which

originated in business and industry had a heavy emphasis on

outcomes, 'or production. However, there is a tendency for

educators to rOcus on process, on what teachers and-

administrators do, with less enybasts on direct results Of

these processes. I perceive the pjoblem here to be one of

acquiring and using data in such a i»annerliat the process

is examined in relation to the outcomes in a specific

situation. In effect, the administrator is concerned' with the

question "What works for me in my situation?" "What" is

the process, and "works" is the outcome; and the problem

of data use is to focus on `the interrelationship of these two

types of data. .

4. How can the evaluation system be designed soAhat records

are open toevaluatce4, and so that cOminunication is open

and authentic between evaluators and evaluatees? This

question is related to both legal and ethical issues, and

implies that there is a need to design a system which allows

people to know what is happening to them.

Some General Principles

Let us turn now to some general principles of deiigning a

system for evaluating administrative performance. A bias exists

7 8,1
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on my part that the process of evaluation is much mole
important than die devices used or recording ,informa lion. Toit
dale the practice has been to seek onus and devices for recording
information that will allow evaluators to operate effectively
without having 10 work hard 10 develop the skills needed to plan,
to interact sensitively with people, and to make judgments that '
benefit both people and the organization.

There also is a tendency to desire closure and permanency for
a situation. Open, dynamic circumstances re4uire wink, reactions,
and coping. When large segments of the organization and the
external environment are changing at the same time, many
administrators desire that Some parts of the system remain stable
long enough to be able to cope with parts that are changing.
Hence, the desire for closure and permanency on certain tic
progduus and outcomes. Desire for closure and permadency are
sometimes related to a 'caning ,toward isolationism. Some
principals tend -to view the building attendance area as their
world, to isolate themselves and 16 close out alie needs of the
total organization or what is happening al other levels of the
organization. ,

What are the problems and issue rel1ed to these tendencies?
I. How cap an evaluation process be designed so that a

cyclical process is used rather than a linear one? Theme is a

desire to reach closure at a certaiu time, bill that closure is
simply the stinting point for the next cycle of events.

2. How can an evaluation process be designed so that it is a

subsystem of the overall ,strategy of management? Many
administrators do mit sec how evaluation helps them do
their job better; consequently, they resist incoipaating it .

lido their manager,ial style.
3. How can an evaluation process he designed so that it

includes halt a self-evaluation component and an external
evaluation component? The self- evaluation component is
continuous, involves the evaluatee as evaluator, and pro-

.

vides instant feedback. However, the external evaluator is
necessary in order to assure that criteria are compatible
with the goals of the organization.
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Implementation

This section will include a discussion of purposes and payoff as

they !elate toimplementing an administrator evaluation system,

consideration of who will develop the plan of implementati( di,

sonic problems and issues regarding the general orientation o the

implementation process, some legal rind ethical /nobles; , and

some problems regarding the reinforcement and soppo of the .

evaluation system.

Purposes and Payoff

Theme is a need for adminishators who are responsible for

implementing a process of evaluation to obtain concurrence of

those who will be involved in implementing B. Otherwise, an

ostensibly well-designed evaluation ,system may be difficult to
implement because of differences of views regarding purposes or

reasons for evaluating, practicality of processes, or potential
benefit for the time invested. Because of such difficulties, ninny
argue for the same people being involved in designing the

...---

evaluation syst (nil who will he involved jii implementing it. Where

different people are involved in the two stages, there needs to he

a cicarmnderstanding of the relationship of design and implemen--
tation, and individuals-need to be willing to change plans and

goals where there is sufficient evidence that there will be extreme

difficullyoin implementation. .
.4

What a dnome of the piohleins and issues? ... ,

I. There is the problem of translating the purposes of an
evaluation system to actions needed ,for ,iaplementa lion.

Theme is a tendency'endency lo write purposes iegeneral terms on

which everyone can agree; then, when the implementation
stage is reached, disagreements occur. Foi!exaiciple, some_

e. evaluation systems state the purposes of . evaluation in
general teens and omit any specific statement regarding the

use of evaluation for the pnrpose of release of personnel.

(Perhaps the general statement includes something about

When ,written reports are filed and I,e tors whiten which
the need to modify assignments of pil simnel, however.)

indicate that action is to he taken regarding release,

considerable confusion tinl animosity are likely' to occur.

$0
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The problem here is that of desiming pm poses so that the
implementation and action will logically follow.

2. Clow can the implenentation occur in such a way that
payoff from the evaluation process will be greater than the
amount of time and money put into-iI? Whether the system
of evaluation is worthwhile or not is an empirical question
within a specific situation (not a deductive one for allitsituationS), and payof f tr the administrant' needs to be
determined in terms of % t die administrator is desiring lo
accomplish with this subsystem, of his total management
system. , ,

3. (low can the evaluation process be ,sdrisigned so that
evaluation becomes an integral part of the total Manage-
ment style, so that evaluation permeates all levels of the
organization? When ais occurs, supervisors begin to model
the behaviors desired insubordinates. For example, if a
superintendent expects principals to collect infomultitm
from teachers regarding their perceptions of the principal's
behavior, then the superintendent should model that
behavior by asking for principal's perception of the
superiniendent's behavior. When evaluation penile:4gs the
total management system, there should be a much more
conscious decision of whether to attempt to change
situations in which peoi6 work or to try to provide
training and supervision to ,change the behaVior of the
people.

Who Develops Plan for Implementation

le plan for implementation should include the objectives of
the implementation (Specifically-,lhe outcomes desired if tliC
implementation is dune properly), the activities which will be.
needed, the people Who will be involv&d:the time sequence of
events. Those who are involved with developing-such a' plan
should be both caPable, and willing to deal with the future,
anticipating and "exploring possible consequences of various
alternatives. Likewise, thb people who are involved qtotild have a

stake in the outcome due to being affected directly; yetthey
shOuld make substaritive contributions via their ideas Ind
viewpoints. It is desirable that the planners represent a large
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)

mea c with them as plans are progressing.
What are the problems and issues?

Should the de-velopment of a plan for implementing the,
evaluation process be developed by an individual, a commit-
tee, or at task bored? The distinction between a committee
and a task force is usually in terms of the time blocks
provided for meeting Snd working, and the duration over
which the groups function. The committee meets for short
periods over a long !ilk, while-a task force meek iii larger
lime blocks and finishes its work more quickly.

2. !low can the implementation be planned-in such a way that
adequate time is provided for communicating with those
w-ho have a stake in the outcome and yet not so much time

apses that large -numbers of people lose interest in the
project? This is a problem of making judgments regarding
the time lag needed lo plan Me implementation.

3. What is a wohkable,size group for planning the implementa-
'lion' and how can resources be provided to the group for
making decisions? Two people may be loo few add 50 may
be too many, but there should be a workiible size group for
planning the process. Resources may include released time

%from other responsibilities as well as expert consultant help
for information.

4. How can the implementation be planned in such a way that
th eventual formal negotiation process (for adoption) will
be facilitated? It is likely that the group selected for

. developing Ike plain will facilitate the negotiations proces1 if
they are people who have credibility with the negotiating
groups. Once the design is completed, the formal negotia-
tions will proceed rapidly and smoothly. The problem is
how to involve people who haver hat kind of credibility.

I.

e

General Orientation

Wiwi:illy, administrators are cuticerited with developing both
high productivity and high morale. -To accomplish this, it is

considered desirable to have open, authentic commtuficalion; to
adopt a futuristic and goal orientedAxisture (rather than 1.i.taking
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backward al problems) in order to evade adversarial relationships;
Lu limit the responsiblity of individuals to the extent Plat they do
not feel arassed by We- multiplicity of tasks; anti to face
realistically the resistances to evaluation procedures.

What are the general problems and issues?

I. flow can an evaluation system be implemented so that
adversarial ,relationships are minimized? Generally, one
assumes .that adversarial -relationships between equator
and evaluafee lead to less productivity and lower morale.
Therefore, the problem is one of getting evaluators to focus
on what can be done in the future to accomplish objectives
rather than to have a fault-finding attitude regarding

4. problems of the past. Thesanalysis and interpretation of
data should be realistic and not evade, prohienis, but the
eniphasis- should be on what is to be done during the next
cycle in order that outcomes will he accomplished.
Clow can evaluation systems he implemented so that there
exists a realistic land well-understood division of labor?
lilsewheib- (Bolton 1974) i have discussed The distinctions
between, processes and products of teachers, principals, and
superintendents. Where-the superintendent's process is a
management development program, the. direct product is
principal behavioi, i:e., the process of the principal.
likewise, where the principal's process isa supervision and
inserviee training program for teachers,-the direct product

-,1- s (outconie) is teacher behavior or the teacher's process.
Only in the case of the ,teacher is the product that of
student behavior.- In each instance, the product of one
person (e.g., the superintendent) is the process of another
(e.g., the principal). Until the distinction between process
and product is clarified.so that one knows whose process
and product is being discussed., there will be great difficulty,
in Separating people's responsibilities and having a reason:.
able division of labor.

3. flow can the implementation occur six that resM-aiices to:
evaluation aie realistically considered? There exist certain
kinds of posittvevievis toward evaluation, including the
following:-

a. [:valuation contributes-to accomplishing organizational
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b. Evaluation determines the contribution which an indi-
vidual makes to the organization.

c. Evaluation has the potential for identifying certain
weaknesses and therefore identifying ways of improving
the organization.

d. Evaluation has the potential for imploving,Communica-
lion and reducing conflict.

e. Evaluation provides the capability for recognizing high
. performance.

On the other hand, there is a need to understand that there

are certain resistances (Andersen 1975, Bolton 19,73).

Illustrative of the resistances are the following:
a. Evaluatees resist when they think there is a lack of

objectivity in the evaluation process. In many cases they
are saying that the evaluator does not have the expertise
to evaluate, or have access to proper information, or
know how to analyze the information, or know how to
deterniine what is important, or know how to-Commu-
nicate with the evaluatee.

b.'Evaluators resist when theyare not sure of the criteria of
the process to be used.

c. Evaluators resist oh the basis that evaluation is a waste
of time and el-loran That there i_not enough time to
do the job: This is generally a time management job, and
one which usually requires shifts of priorities as well as

) additional training.
d..Evaluators alsp resist placing themselves in a position

which could adversely affect another person's life. Of
, course, another p'erspective is that an evaluator has the

potential for helping a person.do a job. better and get
more satisfaction out of it.

e. Evathat s resist when they perceive that the basic
motiv ion of the 'evaluator is-that of fault finding, i.e.,
that he, evaluation is designed to be us ed against the
eval atee.

4. Bow can the evaluation process be implemented so that
surprises can be minimized? Foi example, criteria should be
discussed, conference and report schedules explainedand
.meanings of measuring devices clarified.

5.,Ilow can the evaluation process be implemented so that

(
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evaluators who ' need training in
function effectively are providdl s

need to feel comfortable in their r

to cqmmunicate effectively and k
ship with evaluatees. Also, th
procedures thoroughly and be ab
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the skills needed to
ch training? Evaluators
le as evaluator m mkt

develop a trust relation-
y need to understand

e to follow through vith
them as designed. For example, if the' evaluation process
includes management by object.' es procedures, thew:eval-
uators generally need training i

1 the skills of writing and
critiquing objectives, in multi ling conferences, and in
providing feedback to name mly a few ofilte skills
needed.

Legal and Ethical Problems
II,

4

It appears rather obvious that we are currently in a legalistic
era. Such an era requires that *the eva nator have considerable
information regarding criteria and pr cesses. Due process is
especia4y important when there is a consideration of change of
assignment or release. Ethical considerations of open' files and
openponimuniation are also important when implementing the
administ ratqr evaluation syittelit.

What are the problems and issues?
1. (low can the evaluation system be imptemented so that

communication processes arc explicit and agreed upon by
the partjes involved? What communication is needed before
you collect infoimatiint:what information is needed 41tiring
the time information is being collected, and what informa-
ion .is .needed waftgr collecting information? Also, what

b ommunication should be written and wit:11..906W be oral?
2. low can the evaluation systen he implemented so that

ration regarding the specific purposes of evaluation,
and actions to be taken, eau be communicated regarding
each evaluatee's status? For example, an tivaltiatee has
either a stain's of "retaiii-in the organization," or 'consider
for release from the orfanization." If the e_v_iluatee is in the

'retain" category, then his goals are likely to be concerned
_with, improvement cof performance an is actions With
,planning and Implementing procedures ttWbring,about such
improvement. The evaluator's actions will .focus 'on

8;5
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providing feedbabk and assistance. If the evaluatee is being
"considered for release," Jiispurposetwill also he concerned
with improvement of performance; but in addition, there is
a goal of -improving_ and changing behavior to the extent
that the status changes to "retain.",. Under such circum-
stances, the major evaluatee actions are to modify behavior
in the manner specified by the evaluator. Therefore, the-
evaluator must not only take action,,to provide feedback
and assOtance, but also to give specilk directions regdrding
the deeded change of-behavior. There generally is no
problem on the evaluator's parr in providing dirictimr.
There May be a problem, hoWever, in prOviding,il explicitly
in writing, and in specifying exactly what assistance will be
provided, in order that the evaluatee's bdhavior may be

) motlified. All of this information systeM should be imple-
mented hi sucha way tat it is related to the local grievance
pro.cedure.

Reinforcement and Support of Evaluation. System <.

,

There is a tendency for systems to die, whether they be
physical organisms or organizatroiial. structures (Smith 1956).
Evaluation systems are no exception. Unless support kind rein-
forcement.are provided, an evaluation system will die rather
quickly and provide very little benefit to individuals or the
organization during the duration of existence. If one had
complete information rggarding the nature of events to come,_
support could be provided in such a manner that the system
would At only survive longer but 6e of a high quality during its
lifetime. Even though complete information is not available,
decisions must be made regarding support and reinforcement
when evaluation systems are implemented.

What are the problems inul issues!?
I: Who will provide reinforcement and support to the evalu'a-

lion system? Will to' p level administrators anthe Board of
Education support the `evaluation system, or Will it only be
supported the public and mid-management? How can
the system .be implemented so that support is assured by

t people in status and power? .
11P"
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2. What should he the form of reinforcement and *ippon? Is
it.sufficient that top management provide anniial reminders .
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of reports, due, or is the process so continuous that much
- more frequent review and use of evaluative information is

needed?

3. Ilow can an evaluation system he implemented in such a

way that it receives support -and reinforcement simply
because it is truly an integral part of the total management
strategy and style? Reinforcement becomes a natural
cblisequence of its s cc ss rl use as a part of day-to-day
opei Atm, and the problem is that of implementing in such
a way that this occurs.

Evaluation

If one desires tc luate the esysteni used to evaluate
administrative performance, one alight first raise the question
"What makes a good evaluation system?" In response to such a
question, I would first' posit; that it should do something rm.
administrators -'both those who a 're evaluating and ilinse who
arc being evaluated: Second, I would suggest that there should be
certain indications that the system is %vorking once it in
operation.

What Should Evaluation System Do

'
Let us ex_amine sonic problems and issues in relation ti4tat

the system used to evaluate administrative perforn6rfce
do, especially for administrators.

1. !knead we acquire evidence that the evaluation syitem is
administlators do their job beater? Specifics4, is

tiler evidence that the evaluation proarearbelps administra-
tors to prOvide service to others and service to' the
imp izfition?achj-4ivice to- others,shunld help them to

rut better andbe more satisfied with their job. The
seke to flies orgahzation is to assist it to proceed in the
direction it is designed to go became it is a purposeful-.
organization. If anYthing is thanaging the organization, are .

administrators taking steps fti correct .the errors that creep'.
Cin?-111cffe'cl, is thtgadtninistrativa evaluation system helping

-dministrator40 bring abotit' better performance of indi-
viduals, teams, and groups, and to correct errors as they

8 1
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occur.9

'2. slow can we acquire evidence that the evaluation system is-
helping administrators develop a strategy for management
which is cyclical and self correcting, other than linear and
oblivious to correction? 'What is the intent here? Let me
illustrate both the linear and the cyglical style by identify-
ing certain steps that characterize the styles.
Linear. The linear style of management appears to go
'through the following stages.

. Begin the year:
'2. Specify general goals. Let us suppose this person. has

three goals: students achieve higher! stude ts like school
better, and teachers are more satisfied wit heir jobs.

3; Bxliort and encourage peop4e. This .person einphasiies
the positive, repeats the limited Set of goals often, and

KAilay use a larget4pertoire of cliches and current catch
: phrases, All or this activity is designed to encourage'and

commit people to exert effort toward the general goals.
4.14aintain the iliganizalion. This person knows that

maintthiance in an impintant function, since without it
ceriain activities deteriorate; so he replaces materials and
equipment, listens to complaints,oid sees, to it that-

functions\performed last year are repeated.
5. Wait for problems to occur. Thisiperson knows that

, there will he pioblems, so he waits for Them.
6: Save prqhlems. When problems occur, this person solves

them. Ile becomes very good,at problem sokfing, and the
more experience he has at problem solving, the better he
becomes'..And the better he becomes. the more people
bring their problems to him for solving. And the more

;problems they bring,_the more dependent they become
i] hint for-solving their problems. And this contimies
thiough the year.

7. End the year.
,

This may be somewhat exaggerated, but my intent is to
display a person whose aim appears tube to Mali the year._

1 The linear strategy starts, goes through the year.. and ends.

havC sometimes described this as a basketball referee

strategy._ You pr6bably have seen some basketball refereti
who behave' in 'such a Way That you are pretty sure that

t P
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'their real object, is to finish the game and get oul the back
door before the crowd descends upon them:Some adminis-
Ira tors. operate in that way also. They really want lo finish
the year and' gel aft the keys turned in at the end of the
year and get out before the whole place collapses around
firm.
Cyclical. Contrast the following phases with those just
discussed.'
I. Plan.. Included in this phase is the specification of

general goals as indicated in the linear strategy. I lowever,
---aii. person does not conclude his planning-here. There

-'. also is the need to identify specific objectives, activities
( needed to accomplish the objecjives, people Avhpwill be

engaged in each of the activities, and the -time sequence
of events.

.,
I

,
2. mpicinent. This is a mailer of putting the plan into

operation, of taking the initiative to see that the

activities are begun and kept on schedule.
3. Maintain. This is the same function as identified in the

linear strategy', except that the focus is in relation to a
specific plan rather than to prior activities.

4. Evaluate. This part of the cycle provides the feedback
necessary It) aid in correction, by re-planning, by

smodifying implem Illation procedures, or by changing
maintenance activ. (ies.

4 The person) Who uses such a cyclic ltyle of management
may go through Atte cycle a number of times during the
year concentrating on various aspects of the part of the

..., . ,.
organization for which he is responsible.The incorpotation
of evaluation in this style encouragg, others to model
administrative behavior. For example, leachert see a rela-
tionship between this administrative strategy and the
leaching strategy they have been ericotiraied to use Piz.,

diagnosis, prescription, implementation, and evaluation.
T.hey see the -benefit of making long -range plans and of
correcting these plans in leifrins of short-range evaluation.

The problem here is that of designing. an administrative
i evaluation system which encourages administrators to ipcorporate

evaluatipn into theirion.adunnistralive strategy.,

11
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Is The'Evaluation System Working

,-;

What arc the indications Ilia) the syste i for evaluating
administrative performance is winking? What a e the problems
and issues which relate 10 !his question?

. I . What evidence is there that the function of evaluation
permeates the management system? Are there indication&
that all levels of the organization structure consistently use
evalualion of personnel id increase its effectiveness, or do 6

people perceive That higher levels impose itonly on the
s lower levels?

2, Is there evidence that sufficient time is being spent to
, implement the qvaltiation Procedures? This is related, of

course, to the problems identified above. Unless eviklualion
is given high enough priority for sufficient time to be
allocated, well-conceived plans will mu, produce desired

si.
results.

3. Is there evidence that the evaluation system includes: (a)"
0,

clearly slated purposes (Why do we have a perSminel
evaluation system ?); ()) evaltiafee goal selling (including
clear statement of what is expected, by whom); acid (c)
details for implementation, such as a description of lios. .

and when data ill be collecled, analyzed, and interpreted,
formaking sums (What is done, by whom ?)?

4. Is there e ence that results are occurring? Are students
learning? Are teachers iipproving? Are problems being
solved and errors reduced. ls the morale of the evaltiatees
and evaluators 'Unmoving? Is parental satisfaVim-increas-
ing? This is a matter of gathering information regarding
who and in 'what wiry people are affected directly by the
evaluation systemmm r

a

Con uding Comments

`10
This discussion his assumed that evaluation is defined as a

process of making judgments of events, behaviors, or results of
behaviors in light of certain predetermined -aitcl prof rally
agreed-uponobjectives. Whitt is the evidence that such jthltinents
(which are judgmeni& regarding the performiime of individuals)
are hieing made rather than Those which could be psychologically.

9U
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damaging and often adversarialinducing judgments re irdint the
--4orth of individuals 3s people? An oveall problem is ne ()I' how

to keep this judgment making regarding performance in cdnslant
perspective, in ordeLio assist administra'tos m doing then job
better. Without such perspective, there exists a temk.,ncy 'to
examine personality and engage in faultfinding both a which
have negative effecis on individuals and organizations.

To summarize, my Tient has been: (a) to emphasize the need
to determine consciously whether we should face the complexity
of !humility of evaluating administrative performance, antl.(b) )u
identify some of the problems and issues of descOing, implement-
ing, and evaluating administrative. performance. Hopefully, the

.... organization of. the ideas will Contribute 'to understanding the
interrelationships of these (Wee facets cif an evaluation system.

/
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PART la

CASE STUDIES

This section, displays live exam &Cs of evaluation eclorts which

are being employed to systematically examine adainistrativc
performance in local school districts. They show the limitations
as well as the jib tenralities of actually putting them), into
practice:

The case studies showcased here include the evaluatiOn efforts
in liydcPark, New4Yark; La Canada Unified School Distria,
California; Lake Wallington School District, Washington; Los
Angeles County School District, California; and the Mesa Public
Schools, Arizona.

1
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CV i CASE STUDY NUMBER ONE

1-1 Hyde Park, New York

Cr%
r-4 Frank Gray

LC1
I-4
Cr "... Principals should be and want to be evaluated.

W Tidy do, however, want a system that: 1) measures
ality. ?)" considers only the Variables that can be

rontrollea. 3) spells out clearly aml ahead of tune.Iwhat ,the' principals are to e measured age. inst. 4) is
not subject to different conclusimis by different
evaluators and 5) permits principals to have some

'N.
voice in detemting goals.

All these necessities are satisfied by a job targets
procedure, vhieh is a personalized adaptation of tlw
mane ement by objectives approaelt."

,

,William L. limas, Executive Secretary of the
Natiogal Association of Elementary Schoyl Principals

..
,

Before an evaluation van "happen" there has to be a great deal
of planning, says Frank G y. The following outline can serve as a
useful guide to that plan g. tt

ESe

I. Planning For Evaluation
A

Planning for Planning

Determine Objectives
Determine Nipple who will be involved
Determine Activities that should occur
Determine Time sequence of events
Will planning occur on a piecemeal or ciunprehensive basis?

In I lyde Park, the Board of Educatan al Administration ,

desired "an-appraisal program that was directed toward improving
an individual's performance: yeral guidelines were provided foy
the devolopme of a program- t t ough a policy statement by the

9 4
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Bbard, namely:
1. Performance Based Primarily, it was felt, that appraisal

must- be positive in its approach, making expectations clear
to an appraisce prior to collecting data about its achieve-

ment. Evidence that support was given to the appraisee
should alSote provided.

2. Uniform Procedures The appraisal process should be
applicable to administratoys, professional, and non-profel-
sional staff and'shidents.

3. Due Process Data gathered through appraisal should be
able to be used for re-employment decisions, Appraisal
should be objective lather than based on personality
factors.

4. Compensation The appraisal program should have the
flexibility of being applied to any future plans for
differentiating salary payments.

5. Operationalize Goals Piocedures in appraisal should allow
not .only the opportunity for an individual fir develop his
strengths and improve his weaknesses, but to- further the
goals of fife organization.

With these points in mind, a task force of adthinistrators and
teas:hers set out to clarify the propose and philosorilly of
appraisal.

Purpose of Appraisal

...?. .

The purpose of appraisal in llyde Park is to promote improved 7 -

performappe. ,
.

Specifically, we believe theit3 are a number of related reasons
why an appraisal program is_ desirable the most important 1

being:
1. To motivate teachers and administrators to render theii

.

highest level of professional service. 4
,

.. . .

Teachers and administrators are like other people !-- they
perform better when Alley know that their work is

tuidellaiod and appreciated by their supervisors and their,
colleagues.

.
g

' ---, 2. Toilltelp teachers and administrators succeed in their chUsen

.1., l-professiori. .
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University preparation alone does not fullAbalify anyone
to completely carryout the requirements of any teaching
or administrative position, The school has, an obligation
when it employs a person wlio has =de the sacrifices of
time, effort, and money necessary to become a proles-
sional. The teacher and administrator must be given every
opportunity for success.

3- To aid in assessing the overall school program to determine
tow well it is progressing toward district goals.

How teachers and administrators perform, individually and
as a faculty, determines the rate at which a school program
will achieve its objectives indeed, whether or not it will
achieve them at all.

We 'are convinced -that the appraisalb process described herein,
with its emphasis on ,good panning, deliberate achievement of
performance objectives, and systematic evaluation of results
achieved with appropriate follow-up action, can be a powerful
force for improving instruction and increasing the effectiveness of
district teachers and administrators.

Philosophy of Appraisal

We believe we have a responsibility to studenti, patrons and
staff to carry on a continuous program of appraispl of the
competenciessof all personnel.

We believe that the primary purpose of appraisal is the
deVelopment of a more effective edu5ational program' for
students.

We believe that appraisal is a cooperative process wherein the
Individual appraised and the person responsible for making the
appraisal feel a, joint respohsibility to focus urn performance
areas needing improvement, fework tog r to achieve ilia best
results, and to assess the results. .

.We believe appraisal is emeans n n'end in itself. This
procedure should motivate self-improve bf the apforaisee.

We believe thikt improvement of competence Is alwgys
0

possible; a need for improvement does not necessarily imply
incompetence.

We believe that improvement of individual performance is not

,96,..
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accidental. Improvement comes when a deliberate effort is made
to achieve it.

We believe that there should be performance guidelines and
standards which staff members may use in self-appraisal and
which appraisers may use as they counsel and assist those with
whom they are working.

We believe that appraisal must and dot involve work planning
and review.

We believe that the individual being appraised should have a
number of appraisal conferences with the person doing the
appraising. The staff member should' be given a copy oC the
appraisal record: There should be freedom to discuss and disagree
with the a pptaiser's judgments.

We believe that this appraisal process should, not be used as
basis for merit pay but only to improve instruction.

Next the planners must translate philosophy into specific
program objectives which will support the purpose of their
institution. These objectives wik be used as bench marks upon
which subsequent evaluation; of the program will be made.

;Jr
Objectives of Appraisal

The objectives which the Hyde Park Appraisal Program hopes
to achieve are:

I. Clarify the performance expectations of the individual; i.e.,
make duties and responsibilities of the appraisee and apprais-
er more clear.

2. Establish both short and lofig term job targets that-will bring
about learner, professional or program improvement.

3. Bring about a closer working relationship between the
appraisee and appraiser.

-4. Make appraisal relevant to on-going job pet formance.
5. MSintain the following procedures in the accomplishment of

job targets:
a. - Establish "ground rules" or plans for both the appraisee

and appraiser to follow up on "target" acitievehtent.
b. Maintain accurate records'of all appraisal conferences

and other appraisee-appraiser contacts.
c. Assess. the effectiveness of job performance both by

97
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self-appraisal and appraisal by the appraiser; i.e., make it- ..
a cooperative process.

d. Conduct meaningful appraisal confyrenees directed
toward improving performance.

6. Establish appropriate ways for follow-up of actions needed
for further improvement.

7. Assess the program's effective6ess periodically; revise it as

necessary.

To by most effective, evaluation planning should be a

cooperative effoit.

Who Should Plan?

Although it is the responsibility of a school district to evaluate
its employes, those directly affected by the program should.
participate in its planning, implementation, and the evaluation so
teat:

1. 1. a better plan will develop,.... . ,' 2. there wilibe more commitment to the goals and procedures
3. appraisees and appraisers will know what they are to do
4. appraisees and-appraisers will Ithow what will evaluated

s 5. morale will be enhanced y

.--...../

The planning activity culMinated id the following set of beliefs
, e for evaluation at Hyde Park. .,

/1. Primary Purpose: To safeguard and improve. quality of
instruction t .

2. Emphasize helping people to be successfUl, not eliminating"
.... people

3. Helpanswer: ,/"How am I doing?"_ " /
"Where do I go from here?" . ,

4. Similar evaluation procedures should be applie,d/to stu-
dents, teachers, 4thpinistrators, and classified personnel .

5. Emphasize job Performance, not personality
6. Mutual agreement on what 'to be evaluated and criteria by

which success Cs to be judged

7. Allow fora considerable amdunt of self-evaluation
8. Staff involvement in development of program

..98
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9. Keep it simple°

II. Creating The Plan,/
. .411

Guidelines were establish ed. to make sure every ramific'ation of

the plan was to be considered.

1. Who are appraised?
All aaministrativirand supervisory personnel are appraised.

Personnel assessed under the Hyde 'Park Administrative Ap-,
praisal Program are: Assistant Superintendent for'Business
Services, Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services,
Principals, Assistant, Principals, Director of Communications
Services, Director of Special Projects, Supervisory of Special
Education, Supervisor of Transportation, School Lunch
Manager, Supervisor of Plant Operation and Maintenance,
Business Manager.

2. How often?
Administrativg and supervisory personnel are appraised each

year.
3. Who are the appraisers?

Each administrator and supervisor will be appraised by his
immediate superior or by some other administrator designated

by the Superintendent.
a. The Superintendent is evaluated by the Board of Educa-

tion.
b. Tire Superintendent serves as appraiser for the Assistant

Superintendents, Principals, and, Director of Communica-
tions Services.

c. The Assistant Superintendent for Instruction serves as
appraiser for the Supervisor of Special Education and
Director of Special Projects.

d. The Assistant Superintendent foi,Business Affairs serves as

. appraiser for the Supervisor of Transportation, 'School
Lunch Supervisor, Supervisor .of Plant Operation and

Maintenance, Business Manager.
e. The Principals serve as appraisers for the Assistant grinci-

pals.

4. Role of appraiser

9
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The appraiser is, primarily a counielOr and coach rather than a
judge,, tk assists, the ap see in seeing his strengths and
weaknesses and in specifying t objectives to be adcomplished
during the apnraisk year. He hen assists the appraisee to
achieve his goals, and also'' helps him to assess his degree of
achievement and to identify possible objectives for the next-
appraisal period.

/
Although the appraiser's\primary role is to assist the appraisee
to improve his professional competence, to help the appraisee
to be successful, he is also charged with the responsibility of
judging the appraisee's overall effectiveness.

5. Appraisal Schedule

The appraisal. time period for all administrators and super-
visory covered ly the Hyde Park Administrative Performance
Appraisal Progam Is March 1 of one year to March 1 of the
following year. (See Appraisal calendar.)

6: Conferences
The qppraiser and appraisee will hold a minimum of four
conferences during the appraisal period:
a. Target setting conference at the start of the appraisal

period.
b. Two interim conferences for the purpose of providing

assistance to the apliraisee and assessing his progress in
achieVing his objectives.

c.. Evaluation conference at end of appraisal period.
7. Appeal,

The appraisee signs and receives a copy of the final appraisal
report which will be sent to the personnel office. If he does
not agree with the assessment, he may append a dissenting
statement to the form or request a conference with the
appraiser's supervisor.

A reasonable timetable of deadlines was created.

Hyde Park's Appraisal Program Calendar

Date Action
By May I Establish Job Targets
Between (A) Regular Administrative*ipervisory

-L00
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Con tats
May and (B) Appraisee and Appraiser Work Together to

Achieve Targets
March (C) Interim Conferences as Needed
By May I (A) Appraisee.Self Assessment

,(B) Appraiser Assessment
(C) Evaluation Conference
(D) Next Appraisat'Period Begins

The first step in the appraisal cycle is the setting of job
objectifies. This is accomplished by the appraisee thinking about
the district's programs and goal priorities, his own professional
strengths and weaknesses as they relate to the position descrip-
tion for his job, and the learner objectives contained in the
district's 'curriculum guides. At the same time, his appraiser is
identifying possible job objectives for the appraisee. The appraisal
conference, and it is always a series of meetings, provides for a
mutual discussion and agreement as to the job objectives for the
year.

Several criteria are considered when formulating objectives:
1. Target 'objectives should be sufficiently delineated and

specific so as togive the larilisee a reasonable chance to
define them, establish evaluative criteria, and achieve some
results.

2. Targets-Should be challenging stimulating the appraisee
reach 91. ".

3. Tairget objectives must be capable of completion with a
fixed or series of fixed time periods.

4. Target objective's should be measurable.
5. The temptation to have a large list of target objectives

should be resisted. No one can improve in everything
simultaneously. Priorities are set through the. job targeting
process.

After the objectives are established, the appraiser, and ap-
praisee develop the plan of action. This defines what action both
parties must undertake to complete the target.

Target setting is completed when the following is clear to the
appraiser and appraisee,

im
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Guidelines for Job Targets

1. Wha)is the reasonjor chooshIg theetarget?
2. Who is to accomplish the target?
3. What will be accomplished?
4. What will you do and what help will be expected from others?
5. What activikes, procgsses, material and personnel are needed?

or How will the job target be sought?
1

6. What are expected dates for completion for parts as well as the
total work plan? .

7. What kinds of data will be collected to assess target achieve-
ment?

8. What will be an acceptable level of job target accomplishment?
ip f

An example of a fully developed administrative job target
would be:

Appraisee' Position
Appraisal Period

Appraiser - Postion

Objective:

assist teachers to improve their Instructional skills, and to
furth r building priorities thrqugh the development of a planned
progr of supervision.

Work Kan:
Time Line k

The appraises will develop working September 5, 1976
categories for the purpose. of making
decisions on the frequency, timing and
nature of supervisory contacts with
staff me1nbers. ,

2. A supervisory schedule will be Secember 10, 1976

develo ° to include, appraisal con-
tacts, cli ical observations and visita-
tions. e schedule will reflect the
*followin guidelines:
-a. Obse tion clusters will be utilized

1 02
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to concentrate on specific teaching
skills.

b. Visitations will be clustered With
observations to follow-up on rec- '

ommendations made during post-.
observation conferences.

C. Visn'ations' will also be utilized as a
follow-up of' appraisal conferences:

4. Isolated 'drop-in visitations will be
incorporated to maintain a working
overview of classroom programs.

6. The appraisee will work'with teach-
ers on the Appraisal. Program to "
insure targets focus efforts towards
accomplishing building and district
goals..

3. Special emphasis will be 'placed on
those teachers who will beweligible for .

tenure, and those probationary teach-
ers experiencing difficulty.,

4. Time ,will be alloted during faculty
meetings to discuss the supervisory
prpgram. Teachers will become aware
of plans for' cluskring obser$ations
and increased visitations.

5. The -appraisee will further develop his
. ,skills as an observer. Concentration

will be on identifying instructional ..
patterns in the classroom and the
means for collecting supportive data.
This will be accomplished !V reading
literature (Cougan and Goldhammer);
making visitations to other schools,
and attendirT workshops designed to
increasttobserva lion skills.

6. The ipp\aisee will enroll and complete January, 1977
the course ED 603 Clinical Super-
vision, at the State University during '4\
the :fall,. 1976 semester, to upgrade
skills as an observer.
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a I. A- copy of the supervisory schedule September 15,4977
will be sent toihe appraiser.

2. The appraiser will receive conies of all
supervisory contacts with staff men.r-
bers within one week ofontact.

3. The appraisee will subniit to the ap
praiser written reaction of visitations,
conferences and workshops attended.

4. The appraisee will keep a Jog of
readingscoinpleted.

Appraiser Assistance:

I. The -appraiser will offer his reaction
and suggestions for Improving obser-
vation/visitationreports.

2. The appraiser will make arrangements
for the .appraisii to meet with Paul
Michards, Professor of Educational
Administration, to, discuss his 'model
of, pattern frequency' charting as a
means of summative evaluation.

3. The appraiser will provide the ap-
praisee with readings helpful in devel-
oping observation Skills.

4. The appraiser will provide support to
the amiraisee for making visitations,
attending Conferences and workshops.

Outcomes Expected:

I. A closer working relationship wjth
. staff will result as evidenced by pre-

and post-testing, with' the Krueger
Climale Scale..

2. Increased information on which to
base recommendation for tenure and
re-employment will be evidenced by

a
Jl
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comparison of the quality of the 1977
evaluation summaries with those of
1976.

3. Clustering,of supervisory contacts will
providvmore precise information on
the.teacher's instructional skills.

During die time the appraiser and appraisee are working

toward target achievement, data arc' being collected on the
achievement of the various parts of the work plan; there should

be no surprises. These data. are non-judgmental and arelused to
provide feedback on how well things are proceeding. In,collecting

data, a variety of techniques (e.g., visitation by appraiser,
self-evaluation, observation by Superintendent, colleague; Assist-

. ant Superintendent, or other personnel, use of video tape or tape
recorder as a self-monitorint technique) are considered. The type
of monitoring done will depend upon the nature of the target.

The data are used throughout the appraisaleriod to change or
5 m9dify or continue the action of the job largeteThere seems to

be little sense in holding Bawd information back which might have

been. put to use siic months earlier. Interim conferences are also
held to discuis progress toward job targets.

In preparing for the final conference or performance review,
the emphasis is on objective analysis of the data collected by both
the appraiser and appraisee. The 'administrator goes through a
period of self-appraisal An which he might ask the following

4 , questions:
How well did I "hit" the target? -;

What succeeded?
What failed? Wily?
Was help adequate?
Was my own effort ample?

--Pow can my performance be further improved?
At the time the appraiser 'considers the same questions. The

final conference will focus not only in reviewing the .data to
determine how well the target was reached, but wilt develop

follow-up plans:
The real effect of appraisal is the impact it will have on the

growth of the administrator and his future impact on the
instructional program. Therefore,the final conference focuses on
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-follow-up activities to reinforce the gains that have been made
and the identification of targets for the next appraisal cycle.'

i III. Support

In creating and implementing any plan there ripst be an
investment of time and training.

4
.

Training for EvaluatOrs

In-service courses
Conferences skills '' .

b Setting'objectives
Time management
-Systematic planning'
Monitoring achreveinent
'Clinical supervision ,

Written 'documents and manuals
. .

Conferences and seminars
Rote playing
Discussion at regular administrative meeting&
Analysis of targets and evaluations
University courses
Individual consultation
Workshops or clinics
Group meetings devoted to evaluation

Time for Evaluators

0

`-') -
Time for planning
Time lir visits , I
Time for conferences
Time for follow -up

Process of Installing Persionnel Appraisal.4

1. Commitment by Board, Administrators, and Tekchers

2. Appraisal Committee
3. Intenstve In-Service _...

a. Appriaser a '

1,0 G, .'
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b. Appraisee
Pilot Program

5. Continuous Evaluation of Program
6. Monitoring of Process
7. Part of a Total System
8. Communication
9. Focus on Positive and Improvement

s

The planners also realized that there was often a discrePancy
between what people ideally expected from the evaluation and
what was actuallybeing delivered in reality.

Evaluation of Educational Personnel

Way It usually is
Threatening to teachers
dt-irindfninistratinS

Rating of underlings
by supervisors.

Used for administrative
decisions (Judgmental)

Sank "Yardstick" for all

Focused on what
individual is and (foes

Past oriented
(Where we have been)

Evaluatee unaware
on what judged

Programinstituted
by others

Way it ()light to be
Wantedk.becduse it gives insight
Info own performance

Evaluatee and evaluator
are partners

Used to Stimulate Improved
performance (Diagnostic)

t

Emphasis on Maximum
growth for individuals

Focused on what
indivianal achieves

Future oriented - .

(Where we want to go)

Evaluatee takes pdrt in
determining' evalua-
tion criteria

Evaluatees actually involved
in develpping the plan
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4

Subjective evi nation Success criteria mutually.
instruments an agreed on in advance
procedures

little-if any-
- feedback

0 ' 4

Open communication betWeen
evaluatee and evaluator

109-

r

. In an effort o prevent people. from developing unrealistic
expectations ab the evaluation effort, dray-had to continually
remind people wh t the plan would-and would not do.

'
The Hyde Park Plan

-e.r

Provide data for personnel decisiops
Upgrade skills - .
Oheratfonalize goals
Increase communications ,
Make expectations clear .

Make people feel good about accomplishment
Cause pedple to establish priorities
Take time

.... .

d

"t

The,Hyde Park Plan Does Not ,
4. .

Cause less paperwork
Relate pay to Oerfortinance .,:.

Systematic Review

Is administrative performance improving?
Are administrators, receiving assiitan5e
Are administrators with problems prdving?
DO administrators understand what is expected of them?.
Are the bpardand superintendent provided adequate informa-

1., lion for making personnel and policy decisions?

9
...

. '1
eh

; : e

-1
r-i° p

,.

.. °

Advantages and Disadvantages ., -
'° ' ' .

Among the advantages of the job target approach: - J,-
I. PerforMance objectives not-bnly-serve at a guide for others

:--, -

p t, 108 '
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to -appraise the performance of an administiator, but also
enable the administrator to appraise his own performance:

2: The performance Objectives approach enables an employee
and his employer to view all aspects of a job and focus
improvement on specific areas. ,

3. The approach is individualized and can be applied to all
sectors of the educational community, students, teachers,
administrators, and the board.

4. The performance objectives approach is pad of the tidal
MBO /R approach which allows for --11 more efficient and
effective operation of the school organization.

S. Performance objectives enhance communication between "
an administrator and his ppraiser. When an administrator
knows what his objectivesfare an4 what actions are needed

- -- for ailtie4il globjectives, t results in an improved attitude
?"---,,towatd his job.'there are, of course, speci drawback.i to the performance

`objectives approach. Among the major pitfalls we found were:
1. The job objective does not guarantee adequate perform-
" ance. An administrator can -make himself look good if he,

can get his immediate supervisor to mutually agree to
objectives^Whicican'be achieved without much effort. .

2. Busy or "make viorkt! objectives can undermine the
appraisal ,program. Objectives must be seen as relating to
on-the-job, perfOnnance.

3. Nothing destroys the performance appraisal program faster
than an, unskilled appraiser. An administrator must have
confidence in:the person that is serving as an appraiser.

` IV. Tips For Evaluation Manning

Su'perinten'tlint and board must make their commitment
known.

Help all who will be affected (appraisees and appraisers) to
:absorb new ideas and master the skills involved.

Don't wait' to discover the perfect system before beginning.
Make haste slowly. li-,requfres much time,:communication and

patience in'order for staff to gain knowledge ana under-
standing and to develop necessary, skills.

Superintendent `and, board must continue to stress peA'ortn-
{
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ance evaluation as a top priority.

A
Finally, if improved Performance is desired goal, In evaluating

administrative Pittforma'nce, the administrator and evaluation

I. Understand the:gells of evaluati6n
2, 'Accept the responsibilities inherent in the process
3. Share in the establishment of job targets
4. Be willing to look ,,realistically and critically at job

performance
5. Accept suggestions and help in job improvement
6. Be willing to accept changes which wilt improve job

performance

4
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CASE STUDY NUMBER TWO

La Canada Unified School District
Donald.C. Ziehl, Ed.D.

MN. The effectivess of the La Canada Unified School District's'

I-4 evaluation design Is based on the belief that evaluation is more a

cs matter of personal contact betweeir supervisory and subordinate

workers than it is a matter of formsangprocedures. However, in

Lc% an effort to convey insights into the persohaWty and peiforniance

11.-1 of this Program, it is the forms whichcomprise this report

Basic Essentials
Objectives Basi,d Performance Review System

' 1. UNDERSTAND DISTRICTtNVIRONMENT

- A. -Collective Bargaining
B. Participative Management
C. Collegial Environment
D. Community Values-

1

2. UNDERSTAND DISTRICT LEADERSHIP STYLE

A. Theory X, theory Y
13, Board and Suptrintendent Modeling

3..,UNDERSTAND1NG OF DECISIONMAKINV ROLES

A. Model of Professionalism .

B. Decision-Making Matri*s

.
4. UNDERSTANDING OF POSITION FUNCTIONS

A. Responsibility
13. Authority'
C. Reportability

5. ORGANIZATIONAL AGREEMENT ON-OBJECTIVES OF

. PERFORMANCE REVIEW SYSTEM .

A.- Job Understanding
II. Personnel Development

'C. Salary Placement

111
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6. AGREEMENT OF DISTRICT EFFECTIVENESS AREAS
A. A.M.A. (American Management Association)
B. L.C.US.D. (La Canada Unified School District) 41.
C. Stull Bill

7. AGREEMENT OF FEEDBACK INPUT PROCEDURES

8. AGREEMENT OF EVALUTOR/EVALUATEE ROLES
A. Coach
B. Mentor
C. Judge
D. God

,
9. AGREEMENT ON PERFORMANCE REVIEW SYSTEM

SEQUENCE - .
10. AGREEMENT OF PROCEDURE ANNUAL PERFORM-

ANCE SUMMARY

112
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Establish
,,

District
\budge
priorities °, .

.

.
.

,

.

.
.

v
' I

.

Evaluate*.
Building
Principals - ..

:' 5
.

.

.

.

Determine
annual bus
schedules,

. '
_ .

..

.

.

,

.

Establish
length of

. school day ,

.

.

.,. .
I

.

. ,..

,

.

EvaluatiOn of
special
programs.

.

..

...

-

.

Determine
. Course-content

. . .
.

..
.

.

.

.

/
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Development of
3.5 year
facility needs
report

Developmentof'
personnel \
Within staffing
unit plan

Organizing Spec.
Ed. Programs

. within individ-
ual buildings

er

How To Use This Foym ,

Put one letter (A to D) in each box.
A = Makes final decision to accept or.reject
B = Holds prime responsibility to plan and make recommendations
C = Is involved in formulation of plazi and recommendation
D = Is informal of decisions

These letters are hierarchically ordered, so it is assumedthat an 'A' also includes B,C, and D.
It is not necessary to fill in all spaces. If in doubt, use a

113
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tFOECTIVENESS'AREAS
La nada Unified School District

_s
Coindunity 'Re ! ions

, 2. Staff Relations 5-year PersOnal Professional Plans

3. Studeitt Relatio
4; instruction 4
5. Administration

.6. Self Renewal

California -*Stull Bill
e ,

I. Student Progr
2. Public and Profepsional Relations
3. Ixaming Environment
4. Professional Grovith

I

Amerkaa Pilanagement Association

, 1. Planning
2.' Organizing,
3., Controlling
4. Coordinating

4
.4)

Areas of Principal Responsibilities*

1. School Organization
2: Instructional Progrin
3. Relationships with Students
4. 'Relationships with Staff Members
5. Relationships with Community
6. Relationship with Supervisors
7. Plan and Facilities
111 iSchedules, accountswil other Management Matters

4%School Climate \

O

f.

117

*"Evaluating.School Principal,", developed by Arthur Rosenberg.
4g
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'SPRING

Solicit

Staff

Review

, District
Goals

:Peer Input Objectives

iStiperior Position
'Responsi-
bilities
and

. Authorities

April-May

Performance Review

9

. SEQUENCE OBJECTIVE SETTING

SUMMER

Determine Prepare Agree

District Indiyidual on
Effectiveness performance Standirds

Areas - Objectives -0 of
Measure

I st Draft
with Peers

July-August Sept-Oct

Is 11"

f.

WINTER

Revise N.41#, Review

Objectives Cbntinuousl
During

Standaids Year
As °

: Needed

Nov-Dec
se

Jan-March

oo
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Name
Supervisor

"lb

Petfo nee Riview Preparation Form

Position

119

I

Major nesponsibilitiei
(Effeetiveness Areas)

Standardi

1. t L 1

2

3

1

' 2
3

S

nti

Once the Performancf, Review Preparation Form is filled out,
it can be chirted outlining a superintendent's perceived areas of
emphasis The following is an example of such a chart. Notice
that by, going ihriiirgh this process, the superintendent himself is ;
stating his responsibilities end translating them into performance
standards, which he knows he will be Judged on. Additionally, he
suggests whit his results should be and these also become his
observable goals.

.

0
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AREAS OF EMPHASIS SUPERINTENDENT 1975-76.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATa

/
Responsibilities.

Direct, monitor and evaluate
activities of district admin-
istrative staff

So
That Results

Vilified School
,Administrative

Services are planned, or-
ganized, and controlled
effectivelyrld efficiently

113

How To
Measure Standards

1.1 Administrators reporting to
superintendents will have a
minileUm of five individual
MBO review sessions prior to
May, 1976

1.2. Prior to December, 19/5,
Assistant Superintendent of
Business will update three-
year plans and report same
to Governing Board

13 Superintendent, along with
Assistant Superintendent of
Business, will visit each
school site quarterly to ob-
serve safety conditions,
housekeeping standards,



C

t. Coordinate activities of
District 44cpignistrative
and Boar ApproveI:1 Ad-
, visory Groups

3. Develop plans for future
__organizationaLchange_and

program improvement

. 1

Committee talks maybe -ac-
complished on schedule

LCUSD will contine to lie
on "growing edge" of
public education in
California

I

plant needs and send written
observatipns lb responsible
personnel

2:1. Superintendent of designate
will'ineet with each Advisory
Group once semester

2.2. Board will recave at least
written reports indicat-

ing status of all Advisory
Group activities during year

2.3. Superintendent will attend
all Affirmative Action Citizen
Advisory CoMmittee meetings
and accomplish needed staff
,work on schedule'
SUperintendent will devote a
minimum of 10%-ofhis-
energies and time reading,
attending confere9ces,
gathering data and preparing
reports which project future
needs and direction (daily

41'



COMMUNITY RELATIONS

record of time commitments;
tally of reports prepared)

.;

N

Responsiblities

Keep lines of communication
within La ,Canatt open to the
maximum number ofgroups so
that 'two -way communication
is assured -

°

a

Results

Community school relations
continue to be positive =

t-
es

How To
Me*, re

X21

Standards

.1.1.. 1.1. An analysis of anununity
organizations will be.made
prior to Noveinber 1, and a
plan developed foj Board/
Staff student contact with
key community grodik-;`--
Prior to October 15, written
communicationsVith all
community organizations
(Coordinating Council roster)
will be accomplished, at

,

1:2.



A

..-,r

0

1

I.

1 22

'
*

k -;least five requestslri
-., . i-students, resulti

1.3: . or to December I, Board
Preiident and Superintendent

,-, ' wilt present for Governing
'4' 7, Baird approval a plakkr, ,,,

4--
....

tacting priority 1 ilom. .

munity groups
1.4. ,A minimum of 15 Senior, CM-

iens will becortb actively
. .11 involved as Voluriteei

?== it Instructibnal Aides during. ,

tbe 197S-76 school year
1.1 Each CommunityiServIce

Club will derti at leot
ope session to a local..
school matter presentee
by a districtstaff Member

1.6., Prior to FObruary, in updated'
Fact Book Will be developed,
printed, and distributed to
LCUSDitaff and constituents

-; ,

a.



Actively participate in
community organizations,
and events that foster ,

Welfare of students
and the total community

Community will be aware of
LCUSD student, staff and
program accomplishments

6

123

2:1. Superintendent will continue
. his relationships to La

Kiwanis, YMCA; Board
of Directors, La Canada PTA

Council, and will attend 80%
of the regularly ichedbled
meetings.

2.2. Superintendent will attend
an average of ten conmitufity
related events per month
(tally date book)

2.3. Superintendent will meet
with La Canada Board of ,

. Realtors a minimum of four
dines during The 1975.76
school year -



ResionsVbill ties

. Keep Governing Board
Members infomed of La'

., Canada Unified 'School
District matters and
perform reponsib4ities
as secretary to Govern-
ing Board

,

f

GOVERNING BOARD RELATIONS

So
=That . Results

Policy and monitoring
functions of Governing
Board.can be perfortned
effectively and effi-
ciently

. : : {

124

C.,

How To
Measure Stan

1.1. Satisfaction with information
gathering and seport to
Board will be evidenced as .

judged by Board President

1.2. Board Agenda development'
process will allow suf-

vtficient time and provide
. sufficient background

data so that Governing
Board cad take action
without requiring addi-
tional time or data (95%
affirmative tally)

.s

.

t



Seek increased understanding
of staff and Governing Board
expectations by direct in-
volvement in mutualigoal
seeking activities

Superintendent of Governing
Board place emphasis in
agrid upon areas

.0'

1.2j

1.3. Regular Board-Meetings will
last an average of 3 hours

4 1.4. Personnel Items, both clas-
sified and certificated
will be handled in regular
session 80% of the time
(tally)

1.5. Minutes, correspondence
and requested reports will
be completed prior to next
regularly scheduled meeting

1.6. Meet and confer minutes
will be mailed within 24
hours of each meeting

2.1. .Prior to November I , admin-
istrative staff and Govern-
ing Board will have review.
ed Superintendent's goals
and objectives and agreed
upon standards of measure-
ment

2.2. Quarteirly reviews of Super-

ai



3,, Seek additionalways to
assure greater Governing
Board and Staff under-
standing

I. Assist Governing Board
in preparation of MO

Lines of communication re-
main open between district
staff and Governing
Board

7

Board can improve its effec-
tiveness and model be-

intendent's goals and ob-
jec6es will be scheduled
by Superintendent and Presi-
dent of GOverning Board

3.1 Board Representatives to ,

Meet and Confer will meet
a minimum of four times
with administrative staff
for purposes of feedback, '
input, etc.

. 3.2. Each buildinglaculty will
have Teen directly involved
with sharing Board/Stiff
views at least once each
semester (tally) -

3.3. Meet individually with
each Beard member at

least once each semester
at the Board member's
convenience,.

4.1 Board President and Super-
intendent will prepare pro-



Goals and Objectivet haviors consistent with
district's MBO emphasis

5, Serve as appointment secre- Board Goals and_Objectives
retary for Board involving time schedules

ancAppointments will
meet standards

Responsibilities

STAFF RELATIONS

Results

posed first draft of Govern-
ing Board's 1975.76 Goals
and Objectives prior to
Noverither 1

'5.1. Daily tally of appointments
will be maintained .

Haw To
Measure Standards

. 1.8. Superintendent, prior to Max,
1976, know by name every
employeein the district
(checklist).

1:9. Superintendent will meet
with LCTA President on a .

scheduled basis that will -



2. Assure that all district
employeds are actively
involved in job enlarge-
ment activities

3. Encourage community and
staff to improve district

:programs

Employees will improve
their efficiency and
effectiveness

Additional Item 10.27.75
LCUSD programs will

'continue to be recognized
for excellence and
supported by staff and
community

.7"

.128

average twice per.mimth
(checklist)

2.1. Superintendent's Secretary,
othei classified secretarial
personnel and Superintendent
will develop 1975-76 plan
for. secretarial/clerical in-
service prior to November 1

2.2. Assistant'Superintendent of
Buiiness and Superintendent
will develop a plan for
maintenance and custodial
in-set-vice prior to November 1

3.1. A completed plan for initiat-
ing a child care center will
be developed for consideration
of Governing Board prior to
May 1, 1976



Principals should also determine their own goals and perform-`

ance objectives within the educational institution. The -goals

should be reasonable and worthwhile. Below is an example of one

such goal staiement.°

.r Goals and Objectives for 1975-76
Principal

I. COMMUNITY RELATIONS

1. Members of the Kiwanis Club will view the high school

program as one with high quality. At least three club
meeting programs will be presented by .myself or

memberp of the staff.
2. At least 75% of the members of the PTA Board, in an

anonymous survey will rate the high school's instruction-
al program at least good, on a scale of poor, average,
good, ot.excellent.

3. The community view of °Irk athletic program will be
improved thrOugh the articulation of our athletic philos-

ophy by the athletic director and myself.
4. Through participation on the Pasadena Area Coordinat-

ing Council of Continuing Adult Education, 1 will
continue to iruprove and enlarge the Adult Education
courses offered Un the LCHS campus.

li. INSTRUCTION

5. On all tests, our I I th and 12th grade students will
average in the top decile on state norms, or at least one

grade level equivalent above actual placement.
6. By January, 1976, a proposal on revised graduation

requirements will be presented to the School Board for

its consideration. f
7. Students and parents will have an improved attitude

toward our' foreign language program as measured by

, feedback provided by the counseling staff .'nd the
department chairman.,

S. The program of articulation between FIS and LCIIS will

be improved over last year as perceived By the 'Super-

r
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intendeni, the Director of Instruction K-8, the two
Principals, and Department Chairmen of both schools,
a. At least two jbint, in-service meetings will be held

involving the total school staffs.
b. At least three departments will initiate meetings

with their counterpartiltylS.
9: Through participation on the User's Group of the Data

Processing Consortium, I will help establish a functional., t es t scoring program and an operational "California
uiclaoce" system by June 1976.

Ill. SELF- ENEWAL .

to. By arch 1976, I will lialVfmet with at least 'one
university representatife to explore the possibility of
entering into a doctoral program.

11. Through attendance at management conferences as
participant or presentor, I will sharpen my own manage-
ment abilities as measured by the, Superintendent.

12, I will organize and present at least programs on
values and/or interpersonal relationships to groups in the
community or to the school staff. la

IV. PU It. PERSONNEL. SERVICES

13. tudents WM perceive me aka strong, but fair, principal:
o e who listens to their point of view and demonstrates
a espdct for it, as measured by an anonymous survey

,ta n in the Leadership Class and: the Principal's
Ad sory,Commit tee.

14. The community will have. an improved perception of
high school counseling services, as measured by feedback
from the PTA Board.

IS. Student accountability for attendance in class will be
improved as a result of administratively initiated sys-
tems:. .

V. MONITORING

16. The general housekeeping standards of the high school

130 :
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will b.e perceived by community and staff is being of
high quality.

17. The high school MGM program will be a more visible and

well structured program as a result of the efforts of the
head counselor and the MGM teach rs. I will meet with
the, head counselor and approp MGM teachers at.
feast twice during the year to A cuss program progress.

iVi. A INI4TRATION
,

18 .Serving for this year with the authority to select
certificated personnel for recommendation of hiring, all

p leathers hired will be evaluated at the end of the year as

having met District standards without qualification.
19. Studenls, teachers; and parents will. perceive. that the

high School' administrative team is sensitive to "special
needs of'each group. The team will be .viewed as
effectiiely.administering the high school program.

20. Each member of the team will be able to identify A

distinct 'points of growth in the other members of the
team. .

VII. EVALUATION OF PERSONNEL

21. All probationary certificated personnel will complete thp

evaluation process by March 1. All appropriate steps will

be completed on schedule by all evaluators.
22. All permanent certificated personnel will be visited at

. least once by me, prior to May 1,1976.

VIII. STAFF RELATIONS

23/11ighschool teachers will become more aware of the K-8
instructional program and will have a pdsitive 'attitude
toward the work_uf their colleagues at the other two
levels.

24. All teachers at the high 'school will have a better
'understanding of the total school program through:
a. The work ,of the Committee on Inter-department

Communication (Bicentennial Committee), which 1

131
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chair. p
b. Joint meetings of at least-half of the departments

prior to pre-registration next Spring.
25. All members of the District Administrative Staff will

perceive me to be honest and open in my relations with
them. They will view me as being supportive of the total
District program, not just that of the high school.

IX. MEMBERSHIPS HELD

Data Processing Consortium
Meinber Users Group
Representative of Users Group to Board of Directors

Pasadena Area Coordinating Council of Continuing Adult
Education
Kiwanis Club

Cl airmail Vocational Guidance and Education Com-
mittee

Board of Directors Hillside Developmental Learning
Center'?

La-'Canada Chapter American Red Cross Board Member /
Profestional Memberships

ACSA
NASSP
ASCDf,

X. FIVE-YEAR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN

June, 1976 Decide on Doctoral program (go-no go)
If I enter the Doctoral program, I will complete it by 1979,
at the latest. Within five years, I plan to be a Superintendent
of a small suburban schooIdistrict.

At the end of the goal period, theprincipal Is judged on hoW
well he met his objective& The evaluatioh is conducted by his
Immediate superior and Is contained in a report like the exempla
below.

132
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Goals and objectives in this area of responsibility have been
'"demanding and Have been achieved. The quality pf programs has

constantly been under review and reports to administrativestiff
and Board have been of a very high quality. The most recent
Option 11 report is an example of this effort.

Performance Review
1974-7S'
Principal

This is this principal's second year at the High School, his 11th
year in the District and 18th year in theprofeision. Ills and
objectives have been demanding and he has, with one major
exception, achieved them at an exeniplaty level.

He is, in my estimation, the most effective high school
principal we have had. His instructional leadership qualities, plus
the aganizational format of the high school havvillowed him, as
principal, to attend matters heretofore unattended.

1., Student Progress

2. Learning Environment and Classroom Management

Again, demanding goals and objectives have, been developed
and fulfilled. He and his administrative team have, constantly
reviewed their individual responsibilities, and with the advent of
cdordinatim of attendance, needed improvements have been made
in the counseling and discipline processes.

An increased number of classroom teachers are taking a4r--
active tole in the on-campus supervision. All of this effort has
resulted in higher student and staff morale.

3. Public and Professional Relations

$Demanding goals ;Ind Objectives have again been achieved at a
very hjgh level. He haiexceptional leadership qualities. It is
surprising -to me that he chairs several groups that interface with
the High School and District. He worked thls,..year as the
chairman of the Pasadena Area Coordinating Council for Adult
Education and his efforts as chairman of the Data Processing

.133
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Users Group are noted. The area of public,- and professional
. relations is an area of responsibility in which, i fitl,,,he has made

great strides this year. lie has a sensitivity to both the inside and
outside functions needed to maintain a first class secondary
program.

4. Professional 019tth

His' professional growth activities for this school' year have
centered on staff and administrative inservices. His objectives
have been met in this .responsibility area. Next year, he will be
attending the Center of Educational Leadership inservice sessions.
Those skill - building activities should further sharpen his leader-

l'hip skills.

b. Devilopmintatteap -

The major goal and objective that he and '1 feel has-r pf
achieved concerns articulation of The 7-8 grade program with the
high school. This area wil

IL Five-Year Professional Goals

tht next five years, he plans. to venter a doctoral
program with a long .range goal of becoming' a suburban
superintendent of schools.

7. Summary

This principal is viewed very highly,.by his colleagues within
the organization ind is maintaining strong staff relations. His
planning skills are superiorio thosepf his colleagues: 1n my view,
he .represents a very flidng pdtential as a future district

"Superintendent.

Director of,Instruction 9-12/
Lela Principal

May 19,1975 May 19,1975

Date
1.34

Date

District Suieriniendenta
O
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La Canada high School
Office of the Principal

MemWto: Superintendent Date: May 16,1975 k

Frotn: Schoot Principal. SubjeCt 1974-75 Assessment of
Principal

1. Student Progress

A. Programs in English, -Math, and Science now have demon-
strable sequences of skills and implemented procedures for
tracking the progress'of students.

B. Student 'achievement in English has been remarkably
satisfying.

C. Foreign Language has revised kiwis- program to better insure
true achievement, of anguage skills, rai-heilhan,'mastering.
the system?'

D. Measured aLlicvcareat-by-our-studerrts-this-year-shows a
.

continued high level, in comparison with other districts in
California. The 12111 grade class contains an extraordinary
number of top students as reflected in the number of
National Metit Finalists and state testing results.

:-
2. Learning Environmentand Classroom (SchOol) Management

A. With changes made the Administrative structure this
year,the follow las occurred:.

(I) Improved counseling services..
(2) Greatly improved discipline procedures. Specific: I

have not been involved in a single student discipline
case this year.

(3) Some improvement in the attendance accounting
system. Still much room for improvement. The
coordinator in. attendance will be foCusing on this
for next year.

(4) ,Management of Instructional Program has resided
almost entirely in my office, causing a system
overload. I intend to share some of these responsi-
bilities with the head counselor next year..

B. General student morale has been-positive this year. Teach-
.
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ers are reporting that students acre "sticking with their
.studies" better than in the past, as the end of the year

.approaches.
C. Staff :notate has been high this year. No major conflicts

betvisen teachers/administrators/counselors have caused
any dislocation of staff attitudes and feelings.

R. Campus supervision and monitoring .has improved greatly.
Teachers are participating in this function in a formal
program for the first time in a number of years. The
administrativeteantiexcepting mylelf, has -participated
more than in the past, contributing to a reasonably tight
activity.period and lunch period control.

E. The Option II program has relieved a number of pressures
t t previously imriacted both students and teachers. It

ovWes a viable alternative to our junior and senior
dents. .

'

3. Professional Growth

Our high school InService Program thisyear has accomplished
the foltoiving:

A.. An organized, department by department, assesiment of
our current, instructional program.

B. Systematic plans for changes in the Instructional 'Pro-
gram. ,.)

C. Departnitirt C men assusning "leadership positions
within their depar nt and withinthe totalfaculty.

.
4. Public and Professional Relations

- A. School-an its program is viwed in a quite positive light
tlirough rd Reports, press releases,. and my- interface
with the A. -,

B. Orginizationsancl positions held:.
(I) Kiwanis

a. Chkirman Vocational Guidance Committee
`b. Chairman 2, Ad Hoc Cornmittee to work with

the hillside Development Learning Center
(2) Pasadena '.Area Coordinating Council for Adult

'continuing Education. District Representative

6
4)
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',*.
(3) North San Gabriel Valley Data Processing con-

e - sortium . <

a. Member User Group
b. User Group representatiife to the Board of

; Directors .y..,

(4) La Canada Chapter American Red Cross , Vice
,

Chairman
(5) Membeiship held in:

LCTA ;apparently for the last year
CTA apparently for the last year

ACSA
,..

'NASSP
ASCD .

-..Summarizing, I.feel very confident that I have achieved the
great' majority of my goals and objectives, and that I have
identified ways in which to remediate those areas where I met less

complete.success:
.

8 La Canada Ur;ified.telopl District.
Statemenfrof Goals and Objectives

Name Date
Current Assignment and School
Class Step

--- '''"7--- .

_1 I. Statement of Goals and Objectives
. R I,

A. Student Progress

_.._
. .

1. 'Every, student in Eng..2A134 will be able to write an
organized five-paragraPh essay consisting of:

a. a beginning paragraph in which the central idea

is introduced, and
. b.. three supporting paragriphsWhieh expressiheir,

topics clearly in the topic sentences, and
c. a concluding paragraph which summarizes the

, . main thought 84 subordinate paragraph topics.
Measurement: ..

topic and thesis sentences which express the main

1 .

1:37
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idea of the paragraph and essay;
movement from a generalization in the topic
sentence to specific-examples and support in suc-
ceeding sentences;

summarizing skill and sense of conclusion at the end
of the essay;

growth ih each of the above skills recorded on
student writing (all 1st semester students have
completed, 2/24/75)

2 80% of the students in Eng. 2A114 and Eng. 3.4 will
be able to recognize the significance of the charac-
ters and theme the author has created and will be
able to reflect that tecognition in writing and
speech.

Measurement:
abliAgy to interpret symbols and images
ability to make inferences about characters
amity to draw conclusions

4bilitrio determine author's intent
ability to ditermine significance
ability to compare and contrast

The abilitjes will be continually practiced in class
discussion, writing exercise, and reading tests (more than
half completed, 2/24/75).
3. 70% of the students in Eng. 2A134 and Eng. 3.4 will

be able to discover specific ways in which their
writing needs to be improved, and will be able to
independently implement improvements.

Measurement:
completion of grammar units .related to written
grammatical weakness;
ability to condense thoughts through increased use
of phrase and clause modification;
ability to increase and/or reorganize'eorganize iupport within
Individual paragraphs to 'produce consonance with
the top nce;
ability to expositorymprove exposito skills by developing

t
ideas through definition, through classification, and
by specific ilexamples;

growth observed in individual writing conferences'

138
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B. Learning Enviropntent and Classroom Management

4.- Instruction will be provided to diagnose Rid meet
the majority of student needs most effectively by
individualized writing analysis and by periodic
writing conferences with every student in which
student and teacher mutually agree upon how
his/her writing may be improved (at least one
conference; 2 with most, 2/24/74).

Measurement:
increase of student suggestions for improvements,
decrease of teacher suggestions

5. Student motivation and interest in current trends in
language: and literature will be fostered by bulletin
board's and other visual displays the classroom.
Student self-expression and independent writing will
be encouraged through journal writing labs in which
theatudent reacts to a wide variety of stimuli.

Measurement:
observation of student leterest
periodic journal entry reviews

C Professional Growth (Personnel electing Planned Ap-
proved Program confplete and attach form 9022.6)

6. I will increase my teaching effectiveness by regular
evaluatiorrof-my lesson plans and curriculum units
and by seeking student evaluation of class activities.

7. I will expose myself to new developments and
methods of teaching through attending one confer-
ence and studying new materials drawn from the
English Journal and publishers (three conferences
attended, 2/24/75).

8. As second-period team leader, I will offer and
encourage other team members Co offer electives
inchtling literature of value and substance and
assignments which demand' the best efforts from
students.



D. Public and Professional Relations

9., 1 will establish an atmosphere bf 'natal coopera-- Lion with parents by calling .them when needed and
by sending home during the year four progress

'letters for each student in Eng. 2AB (2 progress
letters sent 2/24/75).

E. Other Responsibilities

10. As coordinator bf the Eng. 2AB writing curriculum,
1 will continue to establish guidelines and provide
materials to other Eng. 2AB teachers so that a

j
to

greater uniformity of Eng. 2AB writing proficiency
may be achieved.

11. I will strengthen extra-class relationships with :stu-
dents and faculty by supporting and attending
athletic and non-athletic student activities throtigh-
out the year (renewed: 2/24/75).

II. Conditions which may affect achievement of objectives cited
may be attached. All objectives are subject to revision.

The above Statement of Goals and Objectives is assessed as
Demanding or Acceptable.

Evaluator's Signature

October, 23, 1974

-Date

Evaluee's Signature

October 25, 1974

Date

La Canada Unified School District
Memorandum

To: GoveininiBoard Membeis
From: Clerk of the Board
Subjedt: Board of Trustees. Statement of Goals and Objectives

1974-75
Date: December 10, 1974
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1. Communications

k.The Board of Trustees will continue to expand its efforts to
maintain meaningful two-way communication with staff,
students and community..

Objectives
A. Each member of the Board will visit each school in the

district at least once each ye' with an emphasis on
classroom visitation and staff dialogue.

Minimum Acceptable Level
°Allschools will be visited by at least one board member.

Method of Measurement r
Tally.of visits by principals.
B.Ilte Board will meet at least once each semester with the

augmented administrative staff to increase undetstanding
between the management team and the Board.

Minimum Acceptable Level
An increase in understanding by a majority of the members
of the management team and by a majority of the members
of the Board,

Method of Measurement
Affirmative response to questionnaire
C. The Bqard will meet with parent groups to listen and

\ exchange ideas.

krri1mum Acceptable Level
t least one BOard member will meet at least once each

year with the La Canada PTA Council, with three PTA
executive boards or at parents' meeting in the district.

Method of Measurement
Tally of visits

.

Public. Communication
D. The Board .will continue to prepare articles of

141
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community interest for publication by local newpapers.

Minimum Acceptableievd
At least three will be published during the school
year.

. Method of Measurement
File of articles published.

Student Communication
E. The Board will continue to be sensitive and responsive to

student concerns and communications.

Minimum Acceptable Level .

Based upon requests by'studerits.

Method of Measurement

Record of dates of requests and dates ofres

H. Management

The Board`will continue to fulfill its responsi Hides with
regard to efficient and effective management o finances,
personnel, physical facilities and planning..

Objecifves
A. The \tBoard' will review pertinent policy stitem is for

timeliness.
q.

Minimum Acceptable Level
The Board- will review one Policy series (and related

Nrocedures) durini each two-Month period.

Method .of Measurement

Reports from Board members of policies reviewed.
B. The Board

Jinn
V* I request review of long-range plans in the

areas of es, facilities and personnel annually by
March). S al attention will be given to replacement
of administrative personnel and lonkrange needs pertain-
ing to replacement of law e4Iment items.

. -I.
.
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Minimum Acceptable Level
Update in each category by March 1.

° Methods of Measurement -
°r

Report date and copy of reports .
C. The Board will assess the current Health Instirance Plan.

Minimum Acceptable Level
decision on Health Insurance Plan by March 15.

,
Method of Measurement
Stated
D. The Board will identify, by Febivary 1,,areas for staff

review which will ierve° as a basis for anticipated Meet
ind Confer sessions.

Minimum Acceptable Level
Identification of areas forstaff review by February.
. . ...

Method of Measurement
Written dated reports.'
E. The Board will convene a District AilvisoryCoMmittee

.to review current educational issues relating to: 1.

Employers)Employee Relations, 2. Impact of Serrano
Priest School Finance and 3. Curriculum Changes and

...the Implications for La Canada Unified School District.

Minimum Acceptable Level )
Committee will be appointed and functioning by February
1,1975. .

..4
- .

Method of Megurement . J
A completed committee report of findings and recommend:
ations will be presented at a Governing Board Meeting priori,
to February 1976.

III. Instructional Program

The Board of Trustees will continue its efforts to keep the
.

educational program of the district in close. klationship4/
143
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the adopted District Educational Philosophy and Educa-
tional Coals.

Objectives
A. The Board will review and update P?licies 100 and 110

annually prior to December 1.

Minbnum Acceptable Level -
At least one Board member will work with a committee
selected by the Superintendent and be prePared to discuss
proposed additions and changes by December 1.

Method of Measurement
Report to the Board
B. The Board will request review of specific educational

programs.

Minimum Acceptable Level
By January 1, Board members will indicate to the Board
President, educational programs to be reviewed by the
professional staff.

Method of
Tally pf requests made and requests fulfilled.
C. The Board will solicit from its professional staff alter-

nate-plans to piprove the effectiveness of the teaching/
learning process.

Minimum Acceptable level
The Board will request the Directors of Curriculum to
report. to the Board periodically on alternate plans which
are being studied or which appear to merit study. Within
the resources of the District the Board will allow time and
provide resources for studying plans which appear to have
merit.

Method otMeasurement
Reports from the Directors of Curriculum on alternate
plans which ale. being considered.

-1 4 4
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D. The Board will make' a study related to so-called

personal values (traditions, ethici, values) which affect

or which may affect perional decisionsThe purpose of

the study, will be. to identify values which might be.

considered as appropriate to include in the course of

study.

Minhnum Acceptable Level
Adoption before June 3P, 1975 of a plart-fof action to

' complete the study, including designation of personnel

(Board, staff, committees) who will participate, method of

reporting and time lines.
Lb

Method of Measurement
Board minutes.

IV. Personal Growth

The Board of Trustees will commit itself individually and

collectively improve its knowledge and skill of educational

matters.

Objectives
A. Each Board member will attend at least dne conference

conducted by a recognized school board or7liminhtra-

live association.

Minimum Acceptable Level
Stated

Method of Measurement
Report of attendance
B. in addition to reading regularly all publications received,

each Board member will read at least one boOk each

semester that relates to current educational matters. .

Minimum Acceptable Level
At least three board' members will read four books during

the school year.v

145
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Method of Measurement
Repoli: 4o the Board.

. C. The Board will, through the Superintendent's office,
. . request reports on legisiatiyn as it affects the school

district.

1k,

0,

Minimum Acceptable Level
Except fovemergency legislation, the Board will be made
aware of legislation that requires action by the district prior
to the time when action is-required. Except foremergency
legislation, the Board will be made aware, within a
reasonable time after Aenacttnent, of hegislation which
establishes new programs or eliminates or restricts establish:

. ed programs or which requires increased expenditures from
local funds or which deals with personnel.

Method of Measurement
Written dated brief summaties of the legislation submitted
to the Board not later than the iffective date of the
legislation (other than emergency legislation).

S
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Materials Provided With Case Study Froin
La Canada, Ca liforkia '
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CASE STUDY NUMBERTHREE

Lake Washington School District,'Washingion

Daniel Sullivan

On February 5, 1973, the take Washingtbr( School District

....t,Number 14 in Kirkland, Washington, adopted a revised policy

14.4statement regarding the evaluation of the performance of its

17.;administrator& The purpose of that effort was, to establish an

evaluation system whith wouldImprove the quality of instruction

trvby.
µ

I. Strengthening positive motivation through recognition of

w performance and accomplishment.

2. Providing an understanding of the administrator's assign-

meat and major performance areas.
3: Fostering communications on performance through multi-

level evaluation.and review.
4. Establishing d&pmented performance as a decision base for

personnel actions.
S.: Insuring the compatabitity of administrator objectives and

District goals.

The evaluation plan is administered in the following manner:

Adk inistrator Performance Evaluation

A. General Evaluation of Performance

A rit tcn4valuation ohierformabce takes place annually and

inn' es a midyear conference. The purpose ofs the midyear

' col mace is ta, orally review the administrator's performance.

. Staff/Pier Evaluation of Performance

An administrator shall give each staff member for whom he is

directly responsibleAthe opportunity to complete an Administra-

tor Performance Evaluation. Whether the administrator shares the

results of these evaluations with his supervisor is optional with

149
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the administrator.
A written evaluation of performance by a peer chosen by the

administrator may take place annually.

C. Evaluation of Management By Objectives

Evaluation of established objectives takes place annually and
also includes a midyear conference. Evaluation is performed by
(1) the administrator and (2) his immediate supervisor.

rj

4

, ,

I. Establishment of rObjectives and Plans, for ii.ccomplish-
ment. Objectives and plans for their accomplishment
established jointly in a planning conference by the super-,:;.
visor and thezadministrator to be evaluated. The conference.,..
should also include delliiition of the criteria to be used id,
measuring accomplishment. A copy should be provided foe'
both the supervisor and the administrator being evaluated.
Objectives established should consider current District,
schoolor department goati.

2. Midyear Conference. A review conference will be held
between the administrator and his supervisor at midyear.
Progress should be reviewed at this point and effort

- redirected" as deemed necessary by the two persons in-
volved.

3. Final Review Conference. 4/-%---gal review confer ce is he
lietween the sflmittistratprvnd his supervisor prior t une
30. Prior to this conference, both the administrator and
supervisor should have completed the evaluation instru-
ment. The conference shOuld include a point- by-point
review , of Ors and accomplistunent as seen by both.
parties.

D. Documentation and filing .

The completed and signed general evaluation 'and the Manage,
ment.by'objective work sheet will be placed in the administrator's
evaluation file and will'be ilted with the immediate supervisor:
The completed subordinate/peer evaluation may, at the discretion.
of the administrator, be included in lasamluation file. The
completed and signed summary evaluation and response will be

150
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forwarded to Personnel Services for inclusion in the administra-

tor's personnel file.

E. gcheduleof Events for Evaluations

1. Junel - October 15

, Review previous evaluations.
Complete and review administrator s outline of duties and

supervisor's response.
Complete and review statement of uniqu6 factors Arid I

establish objectives.

2. December I - Febnutry 15

Midyear review conference..

3. March 1- June 30

.
Complete evaluatiotiwf objectives.
Administrator receives and reviews staff /peer evaluation:
Complete general evaluation of performance. -

Supervisor subniits signed summary _evaluation and response

to Personnel Services,

F. Adjusting Grievances

- ' 1. DOI:Mims. ,

(a)"Grievance" means a complaint by a certificated

.employee concerning the application 'of ',`Administrator
PerformanCe Evaluation";

(b)"Grievant" means a certificated employee,of the District
having a grievance; , '.

(c)"Certificated Employee" means any employee of the ,

Lake Washington School District as defined in the state

code; ili .

(d) "Organization" means that organization which, has-won
a majority in an election to represent the District's
'certificated employees as provided in the state code;

'1 51
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(e)"District" means Like Washington School District
Number 414;

(f) "Board" means Lake Washington School' District Num-
, ber 414;

(g)"Superintendent" means the District's chief administra-
tive officer;

(h) "Adntinistrative Supervisor" means anyone who has
strvisory responsibilities as part of his job description;

Or it Appropriate tine.:Administrator" means the
individual, who has supervisory responsibility for the
administrative supervisor to whom the grievance is
orginally submitted;

(j)"Grievance Review. Request .Form" Means a printed
form utilized in the process of adjusting grievances under
this procedure. The form shall include:

.

The facts upon which the grievance is based.
A reference to the section of "Adnilnistrator Perform-

ance Evaluation" alledged to have been violated.
The rimed); sought.

(k)Words denoting gender shall ,include Ithe masculine,
feminine, and neuters and words denotidg number shall
include both the singular and the Plural.

2. Thne Limits. The adjustment of grievances shall be ac.
complisited as rapidly as possible. To that end, the number

of days within which each step is preicribed to be.
accomplished shall be considered as maximum and every
effort shall bejmade to expedite the process. Under unusual
circumstances; thertime limits prescribed in this statement
may be extended by mutual consent of the grievaui
person of persons by whom his grievance is being consider-
ed. To the exte that time limits are expressed in days, the
days shall don st of school days except that,after June 1
they shall cons t of all days exclusive of weekends and
holidays so that the grievance may be adjusted before the
close, of the sch 1 year.or as soon thereafter as is possible.

,Grievance claim involving retroactive compensation shall
bp, limited to no more than 30 days prior to wafen

.submission of grievanceI5.2
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3. Represetitation. At his request at each formal step in the
procedure the grievant may be represented by the Organiza-

. Hon; however, the Organization shall not be obligated to
represent any grievant. Adjustments shall not alter the
terms of "Administrator Performance Evaluation."

4. Class Grievances. In case of a number of individual
griev.ances involving in principle the same dispute, subject
to the consent of the employees involved, one employee's
grievance shall be mutually selected as representing the

- typical grievance. All decisions of that grievance will be

e
binding on the other grievances. .

5. Confidentiality. All matters pertaining to specific griev-
ances shall be confidential information and shall not be
unnecessarily or indiscriminately related, disclosed or di-
vulged by any participant in the grievance adjusting process-
or by any employee or director of the District. Aid

documents, communications and 'records dealing with'
grievances and their adjustment shall be filed separately
from the grievant's personnel file and two years after the
adjustment has resulted, all such documents, communica-
tions, and records including those held by the Organization,
excepting a record of the grievance and the final adjustment
thereof, shall be destroyed.

6. Freedom from Reprisal., Individuals involved in grievance
adjustment proceedings, whether as a grievant, a witness, a
representative or the Organization, oriotherwise, shall not
suffer any restraint; interference, discrimination, coercion
or reprisal on account of their patticipatitin in the grievance
adjusting process. 'C.(

7. Assistance in Investigation. During the course of any
investigation by the Organization, either to determine

-.../ whether it will represent a grievant or to enable it to
represent the grievant effectively, the District shall co- 4
operate with the Organization ancl furnish to it information
germane to the grievance subject to the consent and
knowledge of the grievant.

8. Procedures. Every effort shall be made to resolve griev
ances, or potential grievances, through free%and informal
communications between the grievant and his immediate
administrative supervisor. However, if such informal pro-
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cesses tail to provide an acceptable adjustment 'of the
grievance, then the grievance may be processed as f011ows:

Step 1: The grievant, or at his request the Organization on
. his behalf, may submit an executed Grievance Review

Request Form to the grievant's immediate administrative
supervisor who shall arrange for a-meeting to take.place
within five days after receipt of the form. The grievant, a
representative of the Organization (if the Organization
accepts the grievant's request for representation) and the
grievant's immediate administrative supervisor shall attend,
the meeting. In addition, both the administrative supervisor

. shall provide the grievant with a written response to the
Grievance Review Request within three days after the
meeting.

Step 2: If the grievance is not adjusted at Step I to the 1
satisfaction of the grievant, then the grievant, or at his
request ihe recOgnized employee Organization acting on his

' behalf, may refer the grievance to the next appropriate line
administrator within five days after receipt of the written
answer prescribed in Step I, or within eight days after the
meeting-prescribed in Step I is held, whichever is the later.
The administrator shall arrange to meet with the grievant,-.
and with a representative of the Organization (if the ,
Organization accepts the grievant's request for representa-
tion) within, five days-after the grievance has been referred
to him. Both the administrator and the grievant may have
present others who might contribute to an acceptable

. adjustment of the grievance. The administiator shall pro-
vide his written .decision concerning the grievance and any
adjustment of it to the grievant within three days after the

peeling. -

Step 3: If the grievance Is not adjusted at Step 2 to the
satisfaction of the grievant, then the grievant, or at his
request the Orginization acting mills behalf, may refer the
grievance to the Superintendent withitit four days after
receipt of the written answer prescribed in Stepe2, or within

p seven days after the meeting prescribed in Step 2 is held,

11 154' .
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whichever is the later. The Superintendent or his designee

shall arrange to pied with the grievaint and with a
respresentative of the Organization (if the Organization.

accepts the grievant's request for representation) within five

days after the grievance has been referred to him. Both the
Superintendent or his designee and the grievant may have

present others who might contribute to an acceptable

adjustment of the grievance. The Superintendent or his

designee shall provide his written decision concerning the
grievance and any adjustment of it to the grievant within

five days after the meeting: The Superintendent shall not
delegate an ialividual who has been involved in one of the

- previous steps.i

Step 4: Arbitratiot If the grievant is not satisfied with the
disposition of his grievance at Step 3, or if the Superin-

tendent or his designee has not provided a written decision
within the time limits prescribed in Step 3, then the
grievant,- or at his request the Organization acting on his
behalf, may have the matter submitted to final and binding

arbitration under the rules and administration of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services.

If a dc4nand for arbitration is not filed within 1.5 days of
the date on whiCh the meeting prescribed in Step 3 is held, .

then the 'grievance shall be deemed withdrawn and that
specific grievance may not be re-entered.

Each party shall bear the full costs for its representation in

y_the ar 'nation. The fees of tile arbiter shall be divided

equall between the District and recognized employee

Organization, provided, however, that the 'recognized
employee Organization declines to represent the grievant
elects to proceed to arbitration without representation by
the Organization, then the fees of the arbiter shall be paid
one-half by the District and one-half by the grievant.

9. Deviation Ikon: Procedure Grievances involving an adminis-

trator above the level of unit administrator may be initiated
at Step 2 or Step 3, whichever is appropriate.

'
t
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Before the administrators could be evaluated, the planners had
to decide on what a good administrator was They devised the

'following description of a tn), a let adthinistrator and his/her
performance. .

Indicators of Admin istrate Effectiveness
...

- Indicators of administrative effe iveness are listed in seven
-Ask areas. The categories of thetas s are:

A. Curriculum and Instruction
B. Staff Personnel
C. Pupil Personnel
D. Finance and Business Management

E. School Buildings and Equipment
F. School-Comunity Relations
G. Professional Growth

'Beneath the heading of each task category will be descriptions
of administrative performance which will be indicators of
effectiveness. Few of these descriptions will beappropriate for all
administrators ge descriptions of perfonnancecover all levels of
administration in the Lake Washington School District. .

A. Curriculum and Instruction

I. The effective educational administrator responsible for
curriculum and instruction coordinates his efforts with the
efforts of others for cooperative development of the
instructional program.

.

s

a. Initiates, administers, and facilitates systematic develop.
meat iof-a school-system philosophy specifying instruc-
tional and curricular objectives.

b. Assumes leadership in developing school, departmental,
or area philosophy consistent with school system philos-
ophy. .

c. Contributes to the development of system-wide curricu-
lar structure consistent with school system philosophy.

d. Develops administrative structure and defines adminis-
trator responsibilities in the area of ciriculimi and
instruction.
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e: Provides leadership for the development of comprehen-

sive goals and related, sequences of performance objec-

lives for p icular curriculum areas. Analyzes results

and revises go Is and sequences accordingly.

1. Cooperatively develops instructional guidelines and re-

start:es, an makes provisions for their use and refine-

ment.
g. DevelopS and/or administers assessment program and

in-service programs for staff members.

h. Establishes and maintains a professional library for staff

use.

.i. Develops programs of student activities consistent with

school district atiilosophy.
j. Organizes and Mministers supplemental programs based.-

owidenti fied needs of those served by the programs.,

2. In cooperation with other staff members, the effective

educational administrator' responsible for curriculum and

instruction consistently seeks improvement of instruction

and of the total instructional program. -
a. Keeps informed about significant new developments in

curriculum a instruction.

b. Stimulates an ssists staff members in investigating and

evaluating prom sing new developments. w
-

c. Works with staff in the implementation of instructional

chaugeis under way in tl district.
d..Works with staff in his area of responsibility so as to

support and strengthen the Career Compensation Plan.

(1) works towarirstaff ctioperation and support.

(2) assists staff members in selecting, appropriate

and. signiftcant objectives for professional

growth.
(3) assists i, n development and execution of profisr

sional growth plans, including means of

measurement,
(4) completes required general evaluations as out-

, lined in Career Compensation Plan, #

e. Conducts research projects related to only= and
instruction as appropriate.

i
f. Obtains mid. disseminates information 'and initiates pro-

posals whiff to supplemental funding of
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curriculum and instruction projects. ,
-g. In cooperation with staff, evaluates and makes 1 com-

mend:Woos concerning materials, and texts.
It. Works for curriculum development and improveninatlif.

instruction.
i. Prepares annual reports as requested of status, accom-

plishments, needs, unresolved issues in area of responsi-
bility.

j. Attempts to resolve conflicts within area of responsil
bility.

k. Follows systerratic plan for involving commqnity, stuff
and students in curricular and instructional planning,\

I. Con triluttesto overall efforts by accepting responsibility
for special assignments.

3. The effei:tive educational administrator responsible for
curriculum and instruction cooptratively develops and
implements changes of viewpoint, teaching strategies, and
school program to serve varying needs of students.
a. Works cooperatively, with staff members to increase

flexibility in instruction.
,

b. Works with staff in -development and application .of
teaching strategies which place students in active roles
(e.g. student-teacher planning).

. c. Develops programs of voluntary activities based on
students; interests.

d. Identifies and uses special abilities of staff members and
students in particular activities. ,

e. Provides for systematic review, evaluation, and refine-
ment of methods for [heeling ah.,.ta! differences.

1 f. Develops and refines method of reporting pupil progress
which are consistent with structional objectives for
indivitual students.

4. The .effective educational administrator responsible for
instructional resources and services organizes and adminis-
ters instructional resources and services to meet the needs
of students, leachers and administrators by:
a. Participating 'in the selection and ordering of materials

for all instructional resource centers.
b. Supervising the collection of recommendations lot
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additional instructional materials from teachers :old
administrators.

c. Pioviding in-service workshops for instructional person-
nel in the utilization of audio-visual equipment and the
construction of visual materials.

d. Ensuring that appropriate instruction .in the proper use
of instructional resource facilities and materials is

oprovided for staff and students.

B. Staff Personnel

1. Recruitment and Selection:
The effective educational, administrator responsible for
recruitment and selection:
a. Cooperatively anti appropriately participates he

employment cycle of the school system.
b. Actively participates in the development and implement-

ation of recruitment programs and selection procedures
for i:ertificated personnel.

c. Develops recruitment materials and works with other
educational administrators in recruiting and employment
of classifies! personnel.

d. Attempts (o correlate _the eff iveness of selection
procedures with teaching-mint.' lance.

e. Develops a plan and/or assists lyzing causes of
employee turnover and retention.

1., Provides information and' suggestions for upgrading the
effectiveness of the substitute teacher program,

g. Encourages cap-able student teachers. in the school
system to seek a teaching career.

Assignment, Load and Transfer:

The effective- educational administrator responsible for
assignment, load and transfer:,

a. Implements school hoard policies pertinent to these
areas.

b. Consults with other administrators regarding assignment
procedures and enlists their cooperition in making the

''process at effective as possible.
c. Makes work assignments, when possible, based. on ,the.

strengths of the individual in relation to the description
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of his job.
d. Makes assignments on the basis of the individual's

qualifications and, when possible, consideration of his
desire for the assignment.

e. Makes instructional and service load's equitable and as
fair as possible.

f. Cooperates with other administralms in deteimining
assignment, load and transfer requirements for the
school systein.

3. Chienting the SChool bmployee:
The effective educational idministrattir responsible for
orienting the new school employee:
a. Develops orientation programs to introduce new person- '

"net to the school system and the community.
b. Designs orientation programs which naturally lead into

the in-service training programs of the school system.
c. Cooperates in, the development of programs and Noce-

. dines which provide the opportunity ftoexperienced

6

staff petionnel to assist new employees.
4. Development of rersomidl:

The effective educational administrator responsible for
developing staff personnel:
a. Cooperates in developing comprehensive ill-service ed-

cation programs which arc well-organized and well-
planned. -

b. Communicates with members of the schOol system the
nature of the professional development program and
how its objectives rellite lo their areas of concern.

c. Proviaes opportunities for selected professional develop-
meet experiences for school employees, under his supers
vision.

d. Utilizes a wide variety of in-service techniques and tools
in implementing the program in order to meet needs
and interests of tlie whole staff, i.e.., workshops, brain-
storming, bird sessions, dembnstrations, group discus.
sions and role !Slaying:

e. Supports in-service training programs on a system-wide
basis.

S. Staff Management Rol&:
The effective educational administrator responsible for
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fostering the staff management sole:
a. Develops a cooperative and positive relationship with

other school personnel to achieve the goals of the school

system.
b. Stimulates staff morale, promotes organizational pur-

pose and readiness to change.
c. Exhibits rational administrative behavior in job-relevant

situations which- encourages other school personnel to
trust and respect his leadership.

d. Seks a balance between concern hit organizational
cds and personal satisfaction.

c. K presents management at the various levels (as ap-
pr )priatc) of the grievance procedure.

6. Nisi) mel Administration and EMployee Organizations:
The effective; educational administrator responsible for
r.

ablishing positive relationships with employee organiza-
tions:
a. Operates within his appropriate role' in the organia-

tional plan of the school system.
b. Encourages informal organizations.
c. Cooperates in establishing a comm unication procedure

whereby problemsituations or concerns can be discussed
in terms of the goals and objectives of the school system.

d. Strives for relationships with employee organizations
which will encourage such organization's to assist in the
attainment of the further development of each employee.
in meeting the school system's goals and objectives.

7. Special Education Programming:
The effective et-lciitional administrator responsible for
Special Education rograms maintains, supports, and devel-

op program(s) of dal Education by:
a. Disseminating/ information about services of Special

Education, types of disabilities served, and methods of
referral.

b. Following systematic procedures for identify* students
in need of Special Educatiim services and for placement
in Special Education.

c. Formulding and following specific procedures for in-
corporating Special Education into the total school
program and for including Special Education students in
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the total program of school activities.
d. Working with other persovel to enrich the Mu fictional

program for Special Education.

e., Providing in-service activities for school personnel to
enable them W recognize and meet needs of except
children.

C. Pupil Personnel

1. The effective educational administrator responsillW---14
pupil personnel services devises and maintains efficient
records systems to meet student and organizational needs:
a. Attempts to provide for efficient and systematic main-

tenance of necessary and desirable individual records.
b. Follows district policies regarding confidentiality of

strident records.
c. Cooperates in the plan,-development and refinement of

group and individual guidance activities. .

(1) involves staff members in the study of student
needs and development of appropriate policies,
strategies. and classroom activities emphasizing
developmental and preventive guidance.

(2) arranges for in-service programs directed to
initiating, maintaining, evaluating, and refining
school guidance functiUns.

d. Applies principles of effective guidance to handling of
studeteprbblems and conflict situations.

-(1) deals with causes as well as symptoms of
student problems.

(2) comincts. systematic, constructive follow-ups to
crisis encounters with students as,appropriate.

(3) develops case studies of persistent or severe
student problems as appropriate.

(4) acts to influence Mine -behavior by securing
teacher or student commitments to positive
cdurses of action.

(5) uses many sources of data for making major
decisions affecting students.

(6) consults with and makes referrals to specialists
in seeking to resolve persistent or severe student
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...

,
-1 ----.

problems.
"(7) defines and pursues courses" of ;idiot) which

emphasize enabling as well as controlling tune-

. 'ions.

c, Provides Am 'essential soci services directly affect ti,ig

*dents' school expetienc , in close cooperation wiAh

other school services and atoininunity agencies by:

(I) supplying essential information about available

social services to teachers, nurses, guidance !

persOnnel, and administrators. ,.

(2) coordinating efforts of social services and guid-

ance in areas and matters of nititualconcern .
and responsibility.
develqing _orderly procedures for referrals to

t)
. ,

solialr'services and for providing follow-up,

: reports on referrals, - .

IL (4) developing and maintaining,close working rela-

Ifonships with communiI yr.ageneies.

ft/Contributes to maintenance andydevelopmeillof times-

/,14sary and beneficial health services by:

il (I) participating in cooperative Planning for thei

pi organization' and administration of school

s I
'1

health services.
r4 Q) maintaining records, and reports of-health serv- , ,

ice activities, including Stateto meet Stat `?

requirements for periodic vision hearing, and

tuberculin tests.
.

(3) using health services as a resource for aid in

diagnosis . of student probfeni4s, and idenlifica-

. lion of handicappca'children.
(4) developimprograms of licallli.and hygiene for

students through consultation between health

servile personnel and the general staff.

(5) .providing,, in cooperation with health services

personnel, recommendations and information

related to dealing with students with special

plrysical or health probleas (e.g., epileptics,'

diabetics).
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(6) cothdination of health services with other
school and community agencies serving mu=
dents.,

(7) participation in regular evaluation athe opera-
tion of health services.

g. Works with therapists to organize speech and hearing
services for maximum effectiveness in overcoming sm.
debt disabilities.

(I) preparing a written description of the program.,
including objectives, criteria for kinds and
degrees of disability to he served, and methods
of screening and referral of students.

(2) providing' for systematic communication bc-
'tween therapists and classroom teachers and
between therapists and parents when essential.

(3) establishing case loads and schedules for theta-
..

pists.

0) providing for case records to include therapy
provided and progress made.

(5) preparing an andtud report summarizing thera-
pists% activities, results, and recommendations.

h. Organizes and administers guidance and counseling
services tojneet the anticipated and expressed needs of
students, teachers, and administratois through:

(1) assessing vocational trends, communicating edu-
cational implications of new vocational devel-
opments to professional" staff and students,
providing resources and activities which en-
courage student exploration of occupational
and prt6s3ional alternatives.

providing educational counseling services by-
sy,stematic9Ily identifying appi&priate no-
tional agencies for a wide range of vocatim al
interdts, by providing accurate and current
financial assistance information to both parents
and students, and by providing .reasonahle
resource and activitiej which pronate student
e'xploration of pose-high- school educational
opportunities.

providing personal counseling servjces on a

(2)

ti

(3)
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confidential and individual atd/or group basis

for secondary students. t A

(4) providing in -service programs to enable instruc-

tional staff to deyelop skills in assisting students

to develop positive attitudes toward self and

the school environment. -
(5)- identifying supplemental and supporting com-

munity service agencies which'can be utilized to

help students with special physical And ,psycho-

logical needs.
(6) designing and administering in-service progratus

for the professional deielOpment of guidance

and counseling personnel.
(7) systematically examining ilk effectiveness of

the guidance end counseling program by ob-,

tabling evaluation front 'parents, gradtiates, ad-

ministrators, teachers and parents; ModifVing

4pr(!grain on basis of evaluation oblained.

(8) designing and admiiiistgring a testing program a;

which, provides a sound basis for the vocational

a'ittl educational counseling of students -and

which provides' a basis- for curriculum and

instructional decision-making by administrative

and instructional personnel.
assisting in initiating and completing research

studies -related to graduates, students, and

dropouts.
(10)providing annual reports to appropriate admin-

istrators relative to the status of pupil persOnnel

services.

D. Finance and Business Managemdnt

(9)

I. The effective educational administrator responsible for

general business procedures and management:

a,. Cooperates with appropriate personnel in the overall

management of financial andbusiness affairs relating 10

the operation of the school system.

-b. Follows federal, state and local laws, rules and regula-

tions .relating to school finance and funding as they
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apply to his particular assignment.
c. Provides his superio6 with information relating to

ndin$ under his snpevision.

d. Provides information to -his staff. as to the current
financial developments and situations as they may apply
to his position or assignment and 1p the stall.

e. Develops an insurance piogrankfor appropriate coverage
of facilities, equipment and personnel as per statutes and
policies.

2. The effective educational administrator responsible for
budget preparation:

a. Secures the cooperation and involvement of all affected
personnel in preparing levy land budgetary needs 'and
recommendations. (Teachers, department heads, classi-
fied employees and others are involved in recOmmending
Heeds and priorities to implement the educational
program.)

b. Prepares a realistic budget that considers the educational.
program, the expenditures necessary to support the
program, and the anticipated available revenues.

c.- Develops cost estimatevoc proposals that would change
the number of certificated and/or classified staff mem-
bers of their compensation.

d. Allocates- budget funds in accordance with expressed
needS and.budget

e. Arranges for public meeting% inform the general public
as I edootional needs, the proposed budget to meet
the e needs, and the financial problems relating thereto.

f. Provides in-service for appropriate staff in the develop-
ment/management of budgets.

3. The effective educational administrator responsitile for
managing requisitions awl purchases:
a. Informs personnel who are responsible ror the manage-

ment of budget funds as to the amounts of funds
available.

b. Provides for systematic and efficient *chasing proce-
dures and expenditure of funds under his jurisdiction
and for the instruction of the staff in these procedures.

c. Arranges for storage and equitable distribution or
materials and supplies linstructional iind/ornon-instruc-.
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tional).
d. Checks carefully the receipt of equipment, materials and

supplies and reports to the proper school officials.

e. Arranges4r efficient purchasing through proper bidding

procedures.
4. The effective educational administrator responsible for

managing expenditures of funds:

a. Secures established procedural approval before obligat-

ing the expenditure of budget funds.
b. Consults with his superiors before obligating any funds

when the expenditure might be controversial. Example:
Equipment which might be dangerous, require balding

alteration; etc.
c. Establishes an accurate and,efficient system of control-

the expenditure of funds (budget, extra-curricular)
within pie framework of all federal,' state and local rules

and regulations and of reporting the status of all

accounts.
5. The effective educational administrator responsible fdr

funding (securing of finances):
a. Is inforMed as to the availability 91 Tederid, stat4/111e and

local sources of revenue.
b. Secures all possible funds from available sources that are

necessary for the efficient implementation of the total

school program.
c. Manages funds so as to have sufficient funds available to

meet obligations in an acceptable business manner, to
properly invest idle funds and accurately account for
funds.

6. The effective eduCational administrator responsible for
business affairs relating to personnel:.
a. Organizeiand operates a system of accurate personnel

accounting and reportik relating-Ito such items as,sick
leave, loss of time, etc.

b. Assist the &hoot Dtrectors and school personnel in the

development of saliry schedriles and fringe bedefit

programs. -

7. The effective educational administrator responsible for

' foodservices:
,

Directs the operation of efficient food services for schbuls
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in accordance with state and 'local laws and health
regulations and in compliance with directives of the School
Lunch Division of the State Delia' uncut of Public Instruc-
tion by:
a. Selecting of capable personnel and assignment to ap-

propriate duties.
b. Efficiem budgeting and economical purchasing pioce-

dures for equipment, supplies, and food.
c /Maintenance of high standards of food quality and

sanitation. .
d. Providing (within' limits of cost) food and service

attractive to those using the lunchroom.
8. The effective educational administrator responsible for

transportation services:
Provides, organizes, and directs n adequate, safe and
efficient franspurlalimi service for th students that is in
compliance with all local policies and state laws regulating
school buses and drivers by:

a. Cooperatively determining transportation needs indi-
cated by the resident location of all pupils.

b. Providing adequate physical equipment and personnel
(within cost limits) to peel the transportation require--
ment needy.

c. CooperatiGely developing a transportation plan of routes
and schedules.

d. Determining that all physical equipment meetsgl local
and state laws and regulations concernhig coniWoction',
design and safety.

e. Providing a system (r selection of personnel (drivers)
that will ensure legally qualified drivers, in good physical
condition and of high moral character.

E. School Buildings an4 d Eguipment

I. The effective educational administrator responsible for
school building plans:
a. Keeps informed as .to advances- in. educatjonal, pro-

granuiling, building design, equipment and materials
development through reading, altindailce at
ences, workshops and exhibits, contacts with architects,
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contractors atl suppliers.
h. Develops die necessary procedures to determine the

adequacy of existing facilities to provide for the system's
educational program.

c. Analyzes results of surveys and other predictors of
enrollment projection and educational program needs inn.
developing an overall plan for meeting facility needs.

d. Provides an opportunity for staff (certificated and
classified) and the community to become involved in the-
planning construction (new or remodeling) of facilities
to house the educational program.

e. Keeps informed as to all rules and regulations concerning
building construction and causes proper forms and
procedures to be completed and followed.

2. The effective educational administrator responsible for
t . managerent of physical facilities:

._.

a. Provides 'lot the effective and equitable utilization of
buildriqp, grounds and equipment.

b. Cooperates with appropriate personnel in organizing and
conducting an effective maintenance program for build-
ings, grounds and equipment.

c., Submits to the proper staff members, requests for
repairs, alterations and improvements.

d. Provides for care and for respect of physical facilities in
their usage.

3The. effective educational administrator, responsible for
buildings and equipment: ,-
a, Given *gnaw resources, provides for sufficient equip-,

ment, materials and supplies, for the operatitin and
maintenance of the physical facilities and equipment.

..

b. Plans and/or supervises the effective and economical use
of materials and supplies in building maintenance.

c. Follows stated procedural practices in thelequisition,
storage, distribution and inventory of materials, supplies
and equipment. .

tl. Develops and/or supports a program for Ilk selection,
training, assignment and supervisitnrofilie custodial and
maintenance staff.

e. Recomthends and/or -implements a long-range -main- '
tenanee program which Rovidet for emergency niiiio-
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ten nce, preventive maintenance, recurring and periodic
mat lemma. and deferred maintenance, Such program is
to in 'hide the development of a maintenance records
system.

F. School-Community Relations

I. Establishing a SLhool-Commun y Relations Program:
To .develop an effective sclto -community program, all
educational administrators:
a. Contribute to the development al implementati4t of a

system-wide school-community relati f ogr

b. Identify the publics with which the schoo (immunity
relations program interacts, such as (I ) the 51 dents, (2)
the faculty, (3) the parents, (4) the taxpay rs, (5) the

..m non-taxpayers and (6) organized servic and social
f . agencies in the community.

c: Interpret the policies, rules and regulations, objective $,
conditions, and needs of the school system to th

. various publics in the school system and dre community.
d. Are consistent in the admipistration of policies and'toles

and regulations within the framework of the school
system: i

.
e. Create a climate and provide opportunities which

strengthen the lines of communication, betweeit the
pat ras'andithetschool district.

f. Utilize the various media of public communications
available to the school (radio, news- paper, speaker's
bureau, staff newsletter and community newsletter).

g. Help inform patrons and the community of the school
program, calendar, policies, add innovations.

h When appropriate, develop assessment instruments to seq
if patrons in the community understand' educlitiOnal

4 programs of the school sygtem and to colleil data for
the purpose of future program development.

2. Community Relations:

tit To develop the proper altitude for a successful school.
community reltUjons program, all effective educational

°administrators:
'a. Identify the needs and concerns of various
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constituencies in the school system and provides this
hip& for an effective system-wide school-community
relatAms program.

b. Devise means and programs which enable the school
district to aid in the cultural, recreational, and educa-
tional interest of adults as well as children.

c. involves parent organizations in the utilization of school

facilities, equipmenot and instructional materials.
d. l'rovide for home-school involvement on a systematic

basis.

e. Provide a source of information to taxpayers who would
not 'atonally receive items or materials from children
enrolled in the school or school system.

f. Develop and maintain an up-to-date listing of organiza-
tions and clubs, service or social, who can be valuable

'sources of support for school programs.
3. Utilization of Community Resources:

All effective educational administrators endeavor to 'en-
courage utilization of community-wide resources:
a. Solicit the aid of parents and other's willing to share their'

specialized knowledge.
b, Cultivate leaders in industry, business, labor and cum

munity organiiations who can communicate vocational
opportunities to school system personnel.

c. Involve cilia') groups to serve as two-way communica-
tors for s *ool and community.

d. As iippropriate, utilize parent groups to aid on- tours,
field trips parties.

Utilization of School Personnel Talents:
Since- the school syStem has talented personnel, the
utilization of these individuals enriches the educational
administrator who:
a. Consults with school personnel the planning, produc-

tion, and presentation of specific communifations.
-b. Assists in coordinating Work with' civic anif other groups

which contribute. to .the advancement of the school
system.

c. Provides staff members with assistance and materials for
exhibitionat educational conventions, workshops, and
seminar meetings locally and in preparation of materials _
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fo'r community and staff dishibution (handbooks, re-

cruiting booklets, etc.) for the improvement of instrucz'

d. Assists in coordination of the publication of maii\als
which kvould be subject to periodic up-dating and
revision.

e. Encourages and instructs school personnel in the use of
schoolcommunity relations techniques and informs
them of the activities of the school system.

5. Program Evaluation:
All effective edit itional administrators:
a. Cooperate in the systematic evaluations of communica-

tions and reports utilized in the total school-community
relations program.

b. CiZperate in the inteiaction with community leaders to
determine the reaction to educational programs in
operation and also to obtain reactions to proposed,
programs.

c. Recommend methock, for assessing feedback from in-
ternal and external audiences to modify communications
operation or initfate -action to establish new objectives.

G. Professional Growth

I. All 'effective educational administrators are active partici-
pants in group activitiefor professional growth of adminis-
trators:
a. Help to identify and select desirable professional growt1(4

projects to be undertaken.
b. Participate actively in group undertakings for' proles-,

sional growth of administrators, such as:

(I) workshops And ,con fcrences
(2) study groups
(3) planning and research projects
(4) pilot projects
(5) appraisal and evaluation activities

2. -MI effective .educational adinistrators assume respon-
4ibility for a continuing personal program of professional
improvement:
a. Identify and assign priorities to significant professional
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gioNth areas directly related to their particul4 adminis-
, l ra five i esponsibiliyes.

.- b. Follow a system tic plan for attainment of personal
professional growth objectives throughilich activities as:

(I) planned programs of independent reading and
study

(2) selected college courses
(3) selected professional meetings

t. All effective educational administrators use new under-
standings and skills to improve their on-the-job perform- _

ance :

a. Change or enlarge their activities to reflect changed -
concept of their role.

b. Change management of time to reflect revised priorities.
c. Provide impetus and direction for change.
d. Adopt new leadership techniques.

Experience provides the best test of a system, and Sullivan
reports what he has learned ,in designing an evaluation system by
listing some practical tips for others engaged in a similar task.

r.
Statutory Requirements

1. Engage attorney early to provide appropriate legal counsel.
2. Review all statutes relative to evaluation. At

3. Consider recent court decisions which speak to dismissal for
poor perforniance planning and organizing. .

.4. Have legal counsel review final document before implemen .

Cation, i.e., due process, open files, fairness (types of
communications before /after). 0

Identify Purpose

et l)iTfcrent people have different expectations or standards for a
program or plan. Uppermost in the minds of sonic is increased
output or productivity: ()dice place most value on personal or
psychological security, or high esprit among colleagues.

Aisumptions as to desired outcomes should be clearly under-
stood lne all piirties very early in the development process. For
example. consider the following:

17.3
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I. Negative side effects. Even though an evaluation program
produces short-term gains, will the effect on morale be such
that admihistrator effectiveness will be lowered? Or, in
reverse, will negative sid* effects (such,,as low esprit, or
negative attitudes toward the prpgram) be reduced after the
program has been in operation for a period of time?

2. Political viability. At the current time, programs must not
only be within the political framework accepted by the
stale legislature, but also he approved at the local level. In
recent...years, this process of local approval has been
formalized through negotiations. Consequently, programs
need to be elxandned continually- to determine whether
they are acceptable to those' involved. Determination of
acceptability is considerably different from a deteimination
of whether the programs are producing desired educational it
results.

3. Social viability. Whereas political viability is concerned
with whether the solution to a problem (i.e.; a program '
designed to solve an identified problem or to accomplish a
specified goal) is acceptable -10 those involved in making
decisions, social viability i.citneerned 'with whether the
solution is acceptable to a larger social,group. For example.
although a given evaluation program may be negotiated
between, aboard of .education and a professional associa-
tion, it may not be considered acceptable to voters of
the community. As costs of education continue to rise,
voters are insisting that evaluation programs be designed to
make individuals accountable to the larger yublic = rather
than simply to themselves or the education profession. If

.' this trend continues social viability of evaluation programs
will continue to be a concern.

4. Recidivism. Recidivisni occurs when a program tends to
slide back rifler props are remiwed. In effect, the program
regresses to a prior state (usually a more omfortable or
easy one) when monetary or psychological supports are
removed. When programs are new, -there is usually much
interest in them. As time goes on and as new programs in
other areas demand attention, there is a strong tendency to
reduce efforts to maintain a continued level of aclixity. In
every program it is important lo guard against recidivism

. 1.74
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and to take remedial action immediately if it does occur.

The evaluation system should: .

a. identify both characteristics (prIess) and the results of

behaviors (product).
b. state minimum standards while providing for individual

differences through goal setting.

c. encourage evaluation as an migoing process and propide for

multiple conferences between administrator and supervisor.

d. lend itself to an orderly process with a Wine frame for

providing feedback information to the embra ce.

e. piovide for cousistancy between documents and proce-

dures.

. f. meet expectations regarding "fairness."

. Involve Staff
1. Who do clops plan?

- involve tlfose who have stake.in the °Mamie and The

o
ability to conyibute

- task or committee?

- workable size group (restmices, i.e., time, scheduling,

budget, ett.)
-

needfor negotiation process, Lt., deeision-making model

2. Determine means of collecting ilata, i.e., observed behavior,

questions andfor written records.

Inherent problems usually cause managelnent systems to

. rely on self- report and records.

a. Need to agree on who, What, wire,,, where and how

' b. Data collection forms involve both evaluator and

evaluatee

A good evaluatioir system should be designed in such a 'harmer

that a strong trust relation. ship is developed between evaluators

and eValuatees. Channels of communication should become more

open and authentic. When such is not the case, resistaces tend to

creep in and defeat any positive effects that 'night be accrued as a

result pf the system.

Commitment

Another viewpoint held by a nuinber of staff is that the prior

program of evaluation may not be so de,ficient as to warrant extra

effort on the new prograM. Before ofost reopIe will %4yrk hard 'on

j75,
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developing a new program, it may he necessary ti) identify
specific and serious deficiencies in the old plogram. If the
deficiencies ate' not deal to those who ate working on the new
program (at either the planning or the implementation state),
there is a very strong tendency to resist the additional effomt
necessary to develop and implemew the new program.

Deficiencies of-a program may he expressed in terms, of
outcomes and/or mocesses used to produce those outcomes.
Unless it is clear that the outcomes are unsatisfactory in terms of
some standard, people often are unwilling to look at the processes
used to produce the outcomes. The Board of Education and the
chief administrator of the district must articulate the need and
their commitment.

I. Need for a support'syste;lime, money, administr
participant support)

2. Statement of goals (where isthe piogram going)
3. Without reinforcement and support, an evaluation system

has the tendency to die.

lnservice
4

Although' procedures such as Managethenl by Objectives
(MI10) have many, advantages, they are nest without Problems.
For one thing, conlidembleskill is needed in planning and
developing objectives. In this connection, one particularl acule

\ problem arises because some. performances are so complex and-
\difficult Or impossible) to measure that.an individual may follow

brie of three paths:
\ I. ignore those prformances that are diffichlt, tti inektsuie and

concentrate otkon those 'which can be measured (or even
dial an be-measured easily); or Ai .

2. concentrate on objectives that have a high' predictability of
achievement; or

3. engage in perforinance contracts (or agree on slated
objectives) without specifying the evidence which will be
acceptable for knowing whethes1 the objective has been

st. attained.
Given the need to evaluate as comprehensively as possible, a

more reasonable alternative might' be to (a). agree on the
measurable objectives, (b) ie,cognize the iThportant although (as

;if 1:76
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yet) immeastnable goals, (c) agree on the approximate amount ()I
energy, time, and resources to be spent on the Iwo types of goals,
(d) agree on the information required to reveal as much as
possible about the attainment of the two types of outcomes
desned, and (e) delennine whether it is,%vorth .Rending some
money to develop additional measures.

Inservice translates the plan into action. implementation Lan
be Imu lewd by inadequate ()mutton and naming.

`,
Evaluation

Sta ilizabon of Procedures

111 Antic' to Willie the outcomes or results of a rowan' for the
evaluation of that progiam, it is`necessary for all procedures used
to ,be stabilized so that they are consistently implemented and
appliVd. °diet wise,.it will be impossible to at tribute the results to
a given procedure. Therefore, it is necessary to permit a

reasonable nine Iranie to examine and compare outcomes.
Sonic questions to consider when developing guidelines rot

evaluating the system:
I. What makes a good evaluation system'?
12. What should the system do lor admmistralois?
3. What should the system do for ()diets?

What should the system do lion the organisation?
5. k it self connecting (cyclical) lather Ilium lineal?
(,. &low do we know the system is working'

- sullicient time being spent
- 'elation to 'rest ()I' system, i.e., results, ielotionship of

rocess and outcomes.

Summary

I. 13e mate that evely system has a teudgney toward
pennanency.

2. Deteumne how die process-product relationship will be
established.

3. Provide lor a cyclical process.
Since one pail of the evaluation system is Managepient by

Objectives (ainl Accomplishment of Objectives), mi Mar be helpful
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) onsider what is known about the managenieut aspevts of ibis
procedure. Some of the research which has been done regauhng
Management by Objectives accepts and supports the following
statements:

I. Changes brought 'about by 111110 depend on Mg rigor eith,
which tlu. planning, #edback, and corrective junctions gre
carried out. Unless these aspects arc done Well, Mli0
appears to Nation similarly to other less systematic
procedures.

2. Most managers who use MHO state that doing the planned
work was PO' easy compared with &Tiding what to do
and how to do it. This idea is compatible with number I
and expands the idea that the creativity of planning is a
critical phase of the process. When planning is combined
with review of results, management of the organinitünsal

. unit becomes a continuous process which his a normal
operating.cycle.

3. (figaniza-tionsscan experience disillipointment wfiere 41/10 is
used purely for performance appraisal or solely as a basis
for compensation. In the latter instance, MHO is vulneiable
to extraneous factors and delibirate misrepresentation. It is
most successful when it is the approach to management;

-it- rather than an adjunct approach which is considered
tangential to the real work to be accomplished.

4. Implementation Of MIJO has a great deal to do with its
success. When top management has responsibility Pr
implementing the process, success appears to be greater
than when the personnel division is responsible for imple-
mentation. This is probably due to the degree to which ,
process actually permeates the management 61 the total
orgaiiizaticin.

S. il1110 procedures provide fredback which is necessary or a4mr--

manager to control his own performance. This statement
should hold for teachers or administratitrs aid should be
compatible with any sir tegy fin learning used by a teacher
or leader. Since the eventual purpose of an evaluation
system is to provide learning so that person becomes a
better self-diagnostician, 11180 should aid ht. this purpose.

17a
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CASE STUDY NUMBER FOUR
Lbs Angeles County, California

' Maryin R. Matthews'

In 1971, theleoislature of California passed a bill which began

requ'iringl'ArL governing boards to establish a UNIFORM system
UNof evaluation and assessalint of the performance of ALL
TI certificated personnel within _each school district of the state.

Q:,, Called the Stull Act, it furthermore required each school district
to DEVELOP and ADOPT its own objeclive evaluation awl

assessment guidelines; legislation p=d in 1975 amended the

Stull Act' prohibiting the schools from using published norms,-4 established by standardized tests as a.criteria for the evaluation
and assessment of certificated people: 'I

1.1.1 Here are two examples of bow schools within the Las Angeles

County School District accented the challengetodesigra unique

system with which evaluate their administrator.'

Example A: South Whittier School District

This example begins with a memo a superintendent sent to all

his principali to inform then; -how he plans, to initiate evaluation
of their perform an de.

I have deVoted a grdut deal of thohglit 1p how we might work

,andlierc is my suggestioni
1..1 would like fti spend a full day at each school, sometime

betWeen now and December 1. Please call my secretary to
reserve a day convenient to you'. On that day, there arc several

thini I would like to do with you:
a: 'Review all teacher cvaluatiuns,andobjectives.

, b. Discuss and ser"princiors-'objectives (you might wish to

dwpork-,s prepait ahead of time, or we can develop.cooperatively at

that
Visit_each Classroom:

d. Take a driving tour of the attendance area served by your
. school.

'."

*.
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e. Make an inspection of the physical plant.
f. Meet informally for '1 5' to 20 minutes with your staff

(preferably after school, to react and reinforce the day's
activities could be in t wo groups, primary and iipper, you
schedule. ..).-

2. As has been true in all cases up to now, the emphasis will be
on the positive. Key questions for you and me to answere.
a. Ilow can I help you and your staff 16 achieve sikcess with

your pupil objectives?
b. What specific support do you wish from the Superinjen

dent?'
c. What, if anything, .is the distriCt office doing that is

deterring you from working effectively toward reaching s.

your objectives?
- I in looking forward to working with you on this most

important task!

Position guide

Next, the superintendent and principals created a guide which
would be used as a. basis for judgmbnt

X
..(2,

:Title:

Principal

Accountability:

To children for the supervision di the educational plan agreed
to by the principal and the teacher.

To blue S ierintentlent for the evaluation of his work as the
site adini istratorin carrying out the act ivitieS listed.

Major Responsibility:
e,

Supervisiun-aud Evaluation of histructional Program

'implement the district adopted instructiiinal program in his
building and supervise and evaluate said iiistructiun.

180
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Direct, coordinate and supervise as( well as 'evaluate all

'personnel assigned to the school with annt:21 recommendations

to. the Sonuntenden I. This may he done on an individual
basis, or by a meeting of staff as deemed necessary.

Assist teachers in obtaining suitable curricular materials and
-give them suggeitions for securing new ideas and aids.

Cooperate with the staff in developing policies and supervising ,

a program of school control.

Persunel Supervision

4
Hold pupils aecinintable for their conduct in ,khe classroom,
on the grounds, and on their way to and from school.

Provide
X

help for the staff and pupils through available
,consultant services.

lac redirnsible for the coiled classification and promotion of
all pupils within his school.*

Must have knowledge of, and fully comply with all smog alert
regulations. -

Supervise all student body activities and administer student
body fund's, or any district funds originated at the school level.

Plant A anagewenl . 7

Reofuis lion supplies and 'equipment for his budding, issue
these to personnel, and make adequate reports and inventories.

Jord' Kegulaily inspect his school' with reference to similition,
health, appearance, safety, a)1(1 leiter:11 effective. operation.
Take 'effective measures 'to maintain high standards of the
same..

Fire drills and civil defense are t be regulated by each-
building Rrincipal and are to be held mntly. (Title V, Section
5554)
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Com 'madly. Relations

Establishes and maintains effeCtive communications system
wit li children, staff and community.

Submits all required-reports to the district office.
xi

Iferkornis such other duties as are `Assigned by the Superinten-
-,dee(.

Qualifications:

Must possess a valid California Administiitive Credential.
P

Must possess a Master's Degree.
. ,

)Nast have taught at feast five years in the eleinentary grades.

Preferred some iternship opportunity atthe administrative
- level, either planned or voluntary.

Dimensions:

The principal is responsible for the deployma of the
following resdurces (based on an average size school of
pupils). ,

Scholl! Plant S 700."0-0) Peki:tie!
School Staff 230,000 500 children
Supplies and 17 teachers

Equipment 10 classified
Other 70,000

S1,000,000 (approxiMately)

Principle Activities:

Interprets and implements the district-approved Curriculum.

Provides leadership to the staff in determininObjectives and
identifying school needs.

1 82
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Enlists, the :pistante of resource personnel,.

Identifies needs, provides, assigns, and coordinates m-service

growth oppbonnities for teaching personnel.

Supervises and evaluates the performance of all assigned

.personne.1 un accordance I district's adopted uniform

guidelines for evaluation nd assCssinent, recommends appro-

, prifate action in cases of substandard performances.

Assists the teaahers to developing standards and objectives fU'r

student performance, and haf.periodic conferences to deter-

mine the degree to wh eseare being met. _ ,

--:

I folds students accoiptabte for acceptable behavior III class-

room, on playground, and to and froin school.

Plans, coordinates, and evaluates the total prograin orinlpil

scrvices.incInding guidance and counseling.
f

Plans, supervises, and directs the business operation of the

-school in iiccordance with district'policies and priwedgres; and

supervises all student body activities and adnihristers student

body funds, or any district {urn's originating or assignetrktmt he

school levelT- ,
.. -,

Carries or t -a ,progran of conjiminity relations as a means of

interpretii g and furthering school programs through PTA and

other Con iipinity organizations.

Complies with firetirillS-Tul civil defense *la tylis (Title V,

Section 54), also smog,.alerf regulations. .

,,.
. -

!iv:111'06s all personnel as required by district policy.
1.

Cooperates )4itli the staff in developing school policy.

(.b, s
A 1s` (or the forrect classification and promotion of

..- all )14)04 Within W
a
school.

183
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I
Requisitions and issues equipment and' supplies foi the
building and personnel, and will supply lite district office will'

'invenlories as requested.

Inspects the school with. reference lo saml a lion, heatili,
appearance, safety, and general operation, and will take action
In correct subslandard conditions.

Submiis all required reports lo the district office.

Performs such other duties, as 4e assi ied by the Super -
inlendeut.

Current Year Objectives:

Writes or select early objectives and submits, to the Siiper-
inierident as basis for evaluation.

*)-- tt /(YZ School
Principal's Objectives

1972-73 .
#

1
Each, principal decides how touse the guidelines in lomnitai-

.ing his own performance oblectives. c.

Curriculum and Instruction

_ 1. The principal will, before May 15, make a minimum of five
observaliini -visits to each clazwoin.

2. The principal will, by May, have at Icasl iwo* formal meetings,
wilh each teacher In consider ohjeclives and make an
evaluation. One of the meetings will be in the fall and one ut
the spring. Also, as many intermediate conferences as deemed
necessary by either teacher or principal wilt he held.

3. During, the school year, the principal will attend 80% eeof t
upPer grade minimum day planning meetings and assist in

1 considering methods of implementing improvements, givin
recognition for effective procedure, and makingevery effor1M
help acquire materials ro make the program' effeclivc.!When
considered beneficial, ale WW1 Mail will he called Ilk meet

100
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.

together discuss areas ut mutual concern to both upper

and lower grades.
4. By November I, the prinqipal will have confercnced

dually with each leacher to cooperatively establish standards

of expected pupil progress for each class.

5. By October 15, the principal will have set up a plan whereby

the curriculum badget for the current school year would_ be

dispensed equitably, with a record, systesw showing all expen-

ditures, itemized as, to description, price, purpose, and

assignmeTii.
G. The principal will give aid to teachers throughout the year in

regard to selection and purchase of materials.

7. The pkincipal will proclaim a "Good CitiztriShip Week" during

the year. The followiniwill be accomplished during the week:

A. rach class v ill be giien a total of .at least 60 minutes of

instruction in regard to good manners and other aspects of

what constitutes a good citizen of the school.

-B. As measured by staff observation, 75% of the students will

evidence stime positive growth in association with peers by:

I. Showing compassion
2. Making a polite gesture
3. ShOWing'concern for the school facility.

C. During the week-, '100% or the school _staff will sat an

example for the childre*
I .QBcing especially courteous
2. Picking up paper along the corridor, and showing other

trails of a good citizen.

D. Outstanding cilizenship. win, be acknowledged,- by

teacher as deemed appropriate. Recogrrition of school

"Champion Citizens" will be made at a PTA unit meeting.

Ninety percent (90%) of all classroom objectives-will be met.

Community Relations

I . The principal twill, during the. year, attend at least two

functions of the youth groups (scouts, etc') of,the community

who meet at_the XYZ School.

2. The: principal will 'Wend 100% of the/'XYZ, PTA Board

Meetings during the year.
3.. XYZ School will provide at least one art display to be hung in

1 5
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one of the % neighborhiod ban ks. I These materials will 'be
"representative of the grade levels.

4. The principal or someone designat by him will prepaie an
informative article about Ole school u publication in one of
the local newspipers. Also, several articles will be prepared for
publication in the PTA bulletin. '

Staff Relations

I. The principal will, during arse of the year, and by
arrangement with teacher of various classes, spend at least 12
boos in actual classroom ii iruction.

2. The principal will give support to the faculty social coniiiiiitec
. in planning activitipt Ilirp.ugh the year which will serve it

permit the-group 6 interact on a relaxed social basis.

Plant Management .

1:1

1. The principal will mai& saf check of playground
equipment once each week and lir e recommendations to the
maintenance department for any needed repair Mph; 24
hours. .

The prim I will request thatIlie custodian and teacher check
the coi ion of the classroom equipinent as the room is being
used . d cleaned and will submit a work order for repair that
the custodian irunablit to effect.

3. The principal shall siihnift to the Superintendent requests for
new and replacement equipment when requested in the spring.

Guidance, Welfare and Attendance

I. The principal % ill repo r(' any incident of child abuse and .

follow the pro edines as outlined in County Special' Bulletin
No. 42,1968.0, plus amendments. NO

2. The principal will read and initial allteferrals,to the Guidance
Office that are initiated in the school. A list of such referrals
will he kept by the principal and the disposittyof each case
will be kept.

. ;,
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Principal, )iY2 School
Certificated galuation Report 1972-73

tf

. ,

Finally the Principal isevaluated on how he met his objectives

The evaluation is done judgmentally by the superintendent who

sits down with the principal and tlrey discuss the evaluatio44 If

the erincipal agrees with the judgments, then he signs it.

o

1. Standards of Expected Pupil Progress

The staff at XYZ School, despite an ambitioqs selection of

-objectives, have succeeded in meeting or exceeding over r

90% of them'. I am extremely impressed, not only willqa
scope and selection of objectives, but with the thorough.,

ness and perception shown in (he entire set of teacher,k

evaluations.

The Principal of XYZ Schooyeels that the staff Nis- been

'emulous in objective selection. Ile has succeeded in

maintaining a "low profile" regarding the new account-

ability system. Stall response indijates that the system has

helped to provide focus in teacher-pupil planning.

II: Assessment of Personnel Competence

The Principal- of ,XYZ School has met all of his personal/

professional objectives, despite some ambiltms ones, Ile

has worked actively in the area of affective growth. Ile

organved successful "good citizen week" involving all

children mid staff. Ills efforts in the patriotic program are

kmiwn throughout the community.

Communitylnyolvement is good and growing; the volunteer

aide program at XYZ School' is effective. I enjoyed visiting

a PTA Hoard Meeting, and witnessed an interested and .

active group.

The Principal of XYZ School has effectively 'involved his

staff in cimicuhini planning.
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Plans for next year include continued gradelevel decision
'making. Dr. Crawford will be utilized as consultant to the
staff in this regard.

Ill. Assessment of Other Duties 4

The Principal of XYZ School is, a thoroughly proNssional
administrator. Ile can lie counted on to cat ry out his
assigned , duties. without fanfare but competently and
creatively. Ile has assisted in several district projects this
past year, and currenily is helping to develop a plan fm
restoring music edutation in the schools.

IV. Maintaining Proper Learning Environment

The Principal of XYZ School prokles security for childien
and teachers through carefully developed and enforced
standards. Ile milks well with his staff ant) community.

Ile is working with one teacher with problems, and is
attem.pling 'to create a positive and supportive climate for.
professiont:geowth. Ile is receiving assistance fropi the
district in fits regard.:

Principal, XYZ School Serintendent

Date

Some schools hanaled the task differently. The William L.
Hart Union' High School, for instance, asked the evaluator, to
compare an administrator's pprfonnance to adjunct duties and
the School Board's wishes, in addition to his own program
objectives.

188
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Example B: Win. S. Dart Union High Scho5,1 District
Administrative Evaluation Form

.

Name Date

Title or Assignment.
School or Location

Evaluation Scale

0 Meets or exceeds District Standards . 0 Unsatisfactory
0 Needs in improve '

I. Standards of Performance i
M N U .. ,

0 0 0 A. Performance basal
q,
on objectives related.

to Program Coals. (Specify areas where
, sdulards have not been met.)'l

10 0 0 B. Performance based on Board approved
duties and respm iliiies for the_appro-
priate persunrtEl classification. (SOcify

'areas where standards have not been
met.)

0 0 0 C. Performance based on duties normally,

t rettuired as an adjunct to the regular
-. - assignment. (Specify areas where stan-

dards have not been met.)

II. Professional Competency
N U .sr

0 0 0 A. Provides administrative service.and leader-
ship. (Specify areas where professional

a
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competency has not been demonstrated.)

OO- 0 B. Professional knowledge 1)1 current 'educa-
tional practices. (Specify areas where
professional competency has not been
demonstrated)* ,

,

O o ci C. Commun. y _ relations. .(Specify 'areas
where p fessional competency has not
been de migrated.)-

0
,
0 . 0 D. Staff relations. (Specify areas where pro-- -

fessional competency has not been
dentonstiated.)

I

0 C. Professional conduct. (Specify areas

Where professional competeney-has-not----
been demonstrated.)

. ,
Conipo a luatiop

0 Meets or.exceed;bistrict Standards Li-Unsatisfactory
0 Needs tp improve

Recommentlations::(Unique contributions to students, school,
>ti community, and/or priOssion. I:twine:tient

4 J
based on prior recommendations.)

,

Recommendations for improvement o1 instruction arid/or service:

,-.

-.
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Evaluatee's Comment : e.

Signatuic of Evaluatce Date

(Your signature liere does not necessarily mead you
agree with the evaluation, but it does indicate thaf an
evaluation was made and that you received a copy.)

.

Sign:dine andVitle Of Evaluator Date

Building principals are also scruntinized by teachers and other
subordinates on how well they provide administrative services.

Adninistrative Service Questionnaire
Scale

WI( (No Basis for Response) 3 (Average)
IlLow) 4 ,

2 5 (High).

What is your opinion conccining: \
(Please circle pie),

NBER 1-.2 3' 4 5 I. Me general knowledge this adminis-
trato has- in the area of. school
sachninistalion?

z Olds he a ilirongh knowledge and
ailefstundig,, of the; Education
''ode, Board Policis, and Administra-
tion -Regulations as they relate to the
daily operation of the school?)

MIRE I 2 3 4 5 2.77w ability of this administrator to'
1 4

communicate effectively?
(Does he keep staff; members in.
formed, either directly or ihrinigh

1 91 , 4
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a

&pat !Meta --:chaimai Ale Ins ex-
6 planations clear and definite? Ate

avenues open for twotway common'.
cation?)

I

a

2 3 4 5 3. This administrator's fairness in (W-
hig with certificated ad classified
staff,
(Is he fair and impartial in his treat-
men! of,all staff menthe's?)

NBFR I 2 3 4 5 4, The ability of this administrator to
establish a &mak far professiohal,
growth and developent?, .

(Does he encemage staff members to
.or

innovate, to explore new avenues to
promote putil growth and develop-
ment?)

NBFR I 2 3 4 '5 5. The empathetic ondersramling shown
by this administrator? ,-

, (Is he patient, friendly, considerate
and helpful?)

NBFR I 2,.3 4 5 6. The ability of this administrator to
get things done in an efficient mid
businesslike manner?
(Arc plans well made! Is little time

Milt I 2 3 4 5

wasted?' Are 'requests handled
promptly? Are educational needs
met?)

7.771e-skill tl dministrator has to
sitive contributions
ets b, ths; operatiq&i:

bring -alum
from staff
of the schop

(Are staff members ideas and opin-
ions worth something to this admittis-
trator? Do staff me-tubers help decide
how tot solve problems and how to
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g et their work done? Do they receive
real reasons why certain things hap-

, pen?i

NBFR I. -2 4 5 8. The. general 7all-round), leadership
ability ()his administrator?
(All things considered, how close
does this administrator come to meet-
ing your COVations of what an
administrator should be, or how does

he compare with other administrators
you have had in thd past)?)

9. What is your opinion concerning the expectations his
achnutisinnor has for teachers or classified staff?

(Indicate one)
4- 3 Ile expects fatless than he should
b Ile expects somewhat less than might

reasonably be expected

c I lis expectations are reasonable
d His expectatims are somewhat demanding
c lie expeits far more than is fair or reason-

., able to ask

: 10. Name one or things about the operation of this school
that you.particularly like.

Ir

I I. Give one or two suggestions for the overall improvement of
ihe operation of this school

12. Name one or two things about this at)Ministrator that you
particularly like. .

13: Give-are or Iwo suggeitions Jor the improvement of this
achninivrator.
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These case studies are not sutimit led as "exemplary Models,"
but father as examples of thoughtful responses to a mandated
process which is very complicated it) perform. In no way do they
meet a "theoretical:: ideal for evaluation of administrators.
However, they arc examples of action by school dishicis on the
leading edge of reality.

These two systems differ both in formation and thrust. They
are working because three ingredients are pesent: Reasonable-
ness, Integrity and Trust. For evaluation to work the process
must be surrounded by these three at I Unties.

TRUST
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EA 010 410
CASE STUDY NUMBER FIVE

Mesa Public Schools, Arizona

Frank L. Vicino

--7 '
, . ...:

,..0 liven though I have' since received my baptism in the sea of

i:..4educationese, it has been exceedingly difficult to set aside my

previous tra mint in s StenIS and operatiOns analysis. When I was

asked, therefoie, to e imine.alternative ways to evaluate school
r-4 personnel. I was taken by my past behavuns and cleated

LrS pagination With an unconstrained series of system-oliented chartsri and tables.

C:31 "To be &insistent with a system's orientation we must begin

LIU with a definition of our system. Using the.acceplable-operational

dainition that a system is a group of components integrated or

cOordinated to accomplish a purpose, we can define the educa-

tional system as designed to coordinate the process of delivering

learning. The educational systeni is made hp of malty other

subsystems: transportation systems for delivering children to

school, cafeteria systems for feeding them, communication '

systems, and so on. All of these systems interact. One of I ho..

highest orders of system design, and in turn, adininistrative

responsibility, is tO keep all of these systeng from hlterfering

with one :mother. Ilow ican the office commuhicale without

constantly interrupting clisses with the intercom ? At the bead of

this Paige educational system is the Instructional Subsystem with Al,
. - ,

other, subsystems supporting, monitoring, and hopefully assisting'4,

the instructional subsystem 1 its purpose. .... .I\
The minor subsystems flu I will be primarily addressing in

this report are the subsystems 1. selection, evaluation, and staff

development. These sOsystems lifie-a, general, purpose the

iiklaintaming anti- improving of the qmility of histtUelithi. Un- '
tort unalely, in many districts these sub.templo not interact, in.,

fact, !hey lunction as independent entities. Apparently this has

primarily heap the result of historical accident.

At one time the day of the district with one'school Ace-

lion. evaluation and stall development were'admiuisfered.hyone

persilInnand'Illeiefore thesubsystems were integrated, plobably

--9to1 in the ,tnost elficient and e'l'ective manner, hint integrated
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G

nonetheless. As &aids grew ii ve and complextly, and as
specialised approaches in selection, aluation and staff 'develop-
ment were instituted, departments bk»med with dil feting speed'
patterns and tminology and somelinies %vitl seLict vows not to
communicate with one anodic'. If the overall purpose of the
educational system is to be accomplished-, however, these
subsystems must nergc, integrate and .work together. Their
efforts must be coordinated with dect and pipit! inter-wimmini-
cation. I see no way out of Lomplete integration. Possibly because
it is the most effective wayor because 1 ant biased, I also see i he
evaluation component as, being the basic element of cohesion and
communication between selection and staff d

M
velopment.

The three rings of Figure I serve to Musk to the interaction
and cvnummicatim'llow through the three coponents function-
ing.as a personnel subsystem. This figure is merely pictorial and
extremely simplified. In order to examine the actual integration
process between the components, we need to break down the I
system in more detail.

Figure '2 schematically presents some of the steps and
processes that help integrate,,- selection, evaluation and staff
development.

Host Readiness

e

One of the first steps Irk he taken in any revamping of the
instructional subsystem, or most probably any other system
changes, is what we have called host readiness. The I lost
Readiness Assessment is a series of semi-formal procedures to
deterMine the &glee to which the, human, fiscal and material
resources that will be required to iplenrent proposed changes
are AVAILABLE, READY and WILLING.

In this procedure, interviews, checklists and observations can
be employ d to collect data related to the availability, readiness
and willingn ss of the resources.

The major thrust in,the I lost Readiness Assessment is to insure
that energy/resources are not expended doing some ahly
complex and time consuming activities and find that the time or
audience (host) is not prepared to accept, impl fnent or otherwise
utilize the results. -

As evaluators, for example, we may find

1 9,

that the school
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district custodial subsystem appears inefficient and clistly, and

c effectiveness evaluation is inithite*I and completed only to

the socio-political etc. fores are such that& change

can take Ice, or that you could not find, anyone in a
decision-making -position to implement' and/or Main the find-

. ings.
Since evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining and

providing useful information for judgnig decision alternatives, it is

at this' point that the host readiness assessment becomes all

important. The decisions must he made action-related.

A)first step in the Host Readiness Assess-Then( is to examine

out decision settings and then the possible alternative actions. For

example:
1. The degree of change which might result from a choice.

2. chic urgency or timeliness.

4
3. The prediction of consequences" for different decisi

options.
4. The costs and risks associated with decision options.

5. The audience attitudes about possible changes and ways of

accomplishing them.
When a I keReadiness Assessment was conduc ted initially fop

the design and operation of a leachers' evaluation/staff develop-

men( instrument, we were stopped short. The analysis indicated

that the system was not "ready" to accept without the

adminislramis, modeling /be proposed system. I lence our en-

1 ranee into administration evaluation.

A host readiness analysis for the administratoss evaluation

system was positive and oar:thin-id proved ready for such:a

System..
The next step alter host readiness is to determine the,neells of

the administration system (Figure 2).

N eeds Assessment

The term "needs assessment" covers many'' and diverse

situations from the very simple act of writing a grocery list, where

is determined that we do Vol have a set of items with the

underlying assumption that we ought to have those -toms; to the

very esotede "modnlai components analysis with regression on a

criterion variable" which, to everyone's relief, including mine,
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will not be presented here.

:Some needs, because of the superiority of our information
gathering-system can be made fairly obvious. The beeds of a

baseball team are gedeially apparent, since there are volumes of
Statistics available to help determine these needs. You can
examine your team in relation to others in areas like:

Teat% Batting
R.B.I.'s ,

Slugging Percentages
Pitching°

.a. Won -Ldss

4 b. Earned Runs

oc. Strike Outs
d. Walks.
e. Use of Relief Pitchers

Fielding
a. Errors
h. Double Plays.
c. Passed Balls,

The team .administrators could then determine where ,their
needs lie, whether it's in pitching (.left- handed vs. right- hayed),
fielding out-field), hitting all the time, etc. In fact,
statistics are so well utilized that commentators continually refer
to the manager's playing of percentages.'

As a needs assessment program, the baseball team model is.
fairly sophisticated but since there is so snitch data available the
needs become apparent more difficulty of course lies ahead in I,

satisfying those needs.
You can go, from that situaCkm with the needs expressed

rather obviously, to the case of the clinical psychologist or
psychiatrist where extensive and subtle data gathering has to take
place before any needs can be determined; and the needs can be I'
so well. hidden that different clinicians may come up with
different needs, hence varying etrception and/or prognosis.

As you can see from these examples, There is a wide range of /
needs assessment procedures in terms of complexity and ob-
viousness. There are also other less apilarent dimensions, but it
will serve us. well to examine a few examples in operational,detail
that have;heen,coutlucted in Mesa, along with pitfalls, warnings
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and hopefully some useful suggestioni. The examples I have,

chosen fall someikhere in between the baseball and psychologists'
needs assessment procedures in terms of complexity and ob-

viousness.
I will describe a needs assessment model we employed with the,

results of the needs assessment (Vicino, De Gracie, Zaharis,,and

'Rase. 1973). Afterwards I will discuss the operations useyalong
'with the prtiblems, pitfalls and successes we mom red along
the way:. .

The need), aisessment, like most needs a ssments, was born

out of a series of questions thoie "see ing statements" were
related to the evaluation and staff development of school district

administrators:
. In what areas of knowledge and skill is it important for the

Mesa Public Schools to have competent administrators?

2. I low many of these skills do administrators have now?
3. What skills would they like to gain andftir implove?

What is the best way to establish a system 'enabling
administrators to get and/or improve those Skills?

, Most programs of this nature include an analysis of areas of
,knowledge perceived by the district to be most important for
athttinistrators, and an assessment of the administrators' compe-

tencies in these areas. This is sometimes referred to as the
discrdpancy of what "ought to be" to what "is."

What is lacking in most of these analyses is the incrusion of

what "is wanted" by the administrators. In Order for any training

program to increase the probability of its use outside of the
training session, it shOuld reflect "individual training desires" as

well as district discrepancies. -

We designed a needs assessment model, referred' to as

ANAM Administrators' Needs Assessment Model answer

the series of questions posed.
Figure 3 shows the steps we used to determine thexleMents,of,

an administrators' training program using:
Value the value or priority of a particular areaof

knowledge to your local public district

,administrators.
Caps as reflected by the individual's perc'eived

competency..
Affect a nreasure of affect expressed by the indiv id-

liars desire for training in a particular area."
U1-
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, Figure 3

ANAM (Administrator's Needs Assessment Model)

TRAINING
VALUE + GAPS + AFFECT =

PROGRAM
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Ails of admimstratOr knowledge that tank high on value,
knowledge gap and affect could then be used to, form the, basic

and immediate-elements of a district training program.

%/ALM + GAPS + AFFECT = TRAINING NEEDS

II is hoped that use of this model will increase the possibil4
of broad acceptance, utility and effectiveness by including input
from the interested slibpublics. Successful ownership is then
transmitted to the participants-of the, training program whdre it

belongs!
Now ,That we've Inid a chance to look at the ,general,

characteristics we will now look at the operations involved in
fulfilling the requirements of the model.

Table 1

Program Steps '

I. Steering committee selection and mecjing.
2. Determination of contributing subgroups.
3. Model determination.
4. Generation dinitial list of areas ti be investigated:.
.5. Workshop with groups made up o, representatives from

contributing subgroups with leaders:

a. Presentation of halal list.
h. Augmentation and consolidation of list.
c. Finalize list.

6. Steering committee merge i all lists, eliminates redun-
dancies, consolidates areas And prepares final list.

7. Final list seat to greater number of representatives of
courributing subgroups for priority ranking to estaOlish
district VALUE,.

8: Instrument prepared reducing list according to
minion generated in Step 6.

9: nnen! administration to target population(s).
10. Reduction and analysis of data to determine ranking on

GAPS and Al:II:CT.
I I. Subject data to model formulation resulting in final

- ranking based on VALUE, GAPS and AFFECT.

12. \Use. monitor. feedback. change.
The first step shown in Table 1 is the usual first meeting

2 u 3
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what are our objectives? In this step an Assistant Supeontindent.
the Director of Staff Development and the Dilectin ul Reseasch
and Evaluation set' the constraints and details cum:ming the
accomplishment of the next foul steps.

They determined the contributing subgroups. that is, who
should contribute to the determination of a test of achninishatoi
areas of knowledge. This is one of the fast major .leas ul
potential pitfalls we would like wide participation 'diverse
representation for ownership and comprelienSivyness_bui we all
knoi/ the inverse relationship between cominttee sue and
product accomplishment. Ilere is where political sagacity and
operational dictates must be optimized:1'4u sorry I have no words
of wisdom concerning this step other than to eidphasi/e that
one should spend considerable time :ifnd concein m deterniining
subgroup repi emit al

Our resulting ubgroups were administratovs Thal represented
the following areas of expertise.

I. Business and Finane,
2. Policy Administration
3. hopri Development
4: Elementary School Administration
5. Secondary School Administration
6. Outside District Administration'
7. Principal ,

rr
8. Assistant Pancipal
9. Research and Evaluation'

10. Consultants
II. Vocational SchOol .
12. Guidance
13. Personnel

In 'terms of Step 3, Table I. Model , DCteimination, we
developed the model as outlined further and determilTd that
each of the entities be given equal weight.

ft must be pointed out at this point that the model can be
adjusted for any future ch'anges'in district philosophy or for other
school (Hs-trick with diffeiing philosophies.

Referring hack to Figure 3, to change the nu) el oye would
simply decide Which of the 'three areas, VA ME,. GAPS, or
ALFECT is the most important to the prOailidg district
philosophy. Sinipty by varying the, weights of the three
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components of the model, the modelican be designed to meet the
speCific needs of any school district. A district with a central
administration establishing strong direction would weigh VALUE
greater than either of the other dimensithis. Hence, the model
would, employ the followilig weighti: 2 (VALUE) + t
(GAP) + I (AFFECT) = Training Needs. This, therefore, gives
the administrators twice as much voice in the training needs.

When generating a list of administrator knowledge areas, some
guidelines at least in terms of "level of behavior" must be given to
the groups constructing such a list. We could list general

anibignous skill areas such as "Ilumau Skills" or we couldi be
extreihely specific and talk. about -behaviors such as "smiling"
"greeting'" etc. or we could strike a level of abstraction between.,
the two such as Listening Skills, Conflict Intervention Skills etc.
We agreed to describe behaviors at the level of the latter we

still, luiwever. hat} o resent the subgroups a "starter list" to
prevent the listinghf skill areas which were tbo general or too
minii-setde in approach. "Starter list" behaviors were based on the
research literature concerning the role of the principal and other
`said administrators. Then onto steps 5 -6 (Table where

small groups (preferably heterbgeneous) with group leaders were
set up in a large media center. The committee members Were then

given a time limit .to complete the list with no constraint on
numbers, of items. They. were told to "Agree to Disagree on
content", and `!Agree to Agree on process." In this way we

"insured the diversitrand richness of the list and yet preserved the

process. .

At this Ruin( the lists from the various groups were merged,
redundancies eliminated,, areas consolidated, and a list for
prioritization (VALUE) prepared: (Step 7, Table I)

The list was then given to representatives of the aftiemen-
tinned subgroups responsible for district policy to prioritize
according to 'district value, In reality they were asked to rank
their top fifteen. Average ranks were calculated and district value

rank the first dimension of our model was established. (Step

8, Table I)
'Then air instrument was prepared to be administered to our

target population, in this case all district administrators. (Steps 9,

10, Tattle I)
The first page of the resulting questionnaire is shown in Firope.

4.
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Figure 4

First Page Questionnaire
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The following steps were used in constructing the instiument:

TheAst of knowledge areas was. streamlined by eliminating
sage extremely low, pinked areas and combining similar
Ones.

'2. The questionnaire or inventory was developed to allow the .
individual administrators within the district to indicate and
register (heir perceptions regarding their expertise and (heir
desire for training in the,knowledge, areas.

3. The questionnaire was then sent district administrators.
They were asked,to indicate their extent of experience with
the specific knowledge areas by checking the .appropriate
response-under Experience. In the same mannerothey were
to indicate (heir extent of interest in the knowledgtarea by
checking the appropliate response under Interest.

4. In lesponding to the questionnaire 'on the section under
44 EXPERIENCE, the administrators were asked to use ,the-

following as definitions forjheir responses.
a. Expertise in

You have experienced the. practice or procedure in
diverse situations and because of your wide experience '
or (raining are able to serve as a consultant, conduct a
workshop or lead a task group in that area.

h. Worked with
You have utilized (he practice or procedure, (even
(hough modified) administrative or teaching

roles.

c. Knowledge of
Implies that ytnir knowledge extends beyond definition:
As an example, you have read articles in the area or have
discussed implications of. the procedure or practice.

No Knowledge of
4

Your knowledge of the area extends to no more than a
simple definition of the procedure or practice.

When the questionnaires were completed and returned, the
data was reduced and analyzed to "determihe ranking on GAPS
and AFFECT. (Step I I , Table I)

Table 11 vim:it's the top 15 ranked knowledge areas in terms
of VALUE that is.; the way the distinct policy-makers priori-'
tited the knowledge area in terms of importance to the district.

20
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Table II
Value

Rank Knowledge Area

Grou Dynamics
2 Decisio i Making'.
3 Commit icalion (Written and Verbal)
4 Contljt. Intervention
5 Management by Objectives

6 Child Development
7 Team and Task Force Organization
8 Listening Skills ,

9 Curriculum Development
10.5 Needs Assessment

10.5 Cr'eative Atmosphere (SchooF Climate)

12 Task Analysis

13 Learning Theory

14 District Organization
15 Program Coordination

Table III shows the rankings for district gapS that is, where a
lack of competency was perceived by the respondents.

Table 111

Gaps
.0,

Rank Knowledge lea

I , Year Round School
2 School Within School
3 ' Modular Scheduling
4.5 Continuatio'n School
4,5 Operations Analysis
6 Athletic Scheduling
45,, Vocatidnal School i

Multi-cultural Applieil Knowledge
' 9.5 PPBS/PERT ° . , '7

9.5 Criterion Referenced Testing \
11" Daily Demand
12 Design of Resource Cenler

,
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13 Aceouriting,
A.

14 Systems Analysis

15 Data Collection mid Reduction

table IV depicts the rankings for district desires for training.

Table IV, .

Affect /

Rank Knowledge Area.°

1
Management by Objective's' .

t 2.5 Decision Making
,*.ft .../

2.5 Needs Assessment 1

4 Teacher and Self Evaluation -

'5.5 Task Analysis

5.5 Systems Analysis
9 Group Dynamics

I
.

9 Team and Task Fotte Organization <-

9 Diakilosis and Feedback Procedures

'9 Multi-Cultural Applied Knowledge

9 PPBS/PERT . rr
12 Operations Analysis

'13.5 Evaluation" Design

13.5 Conflict Intervention

15 'Perfort»ance Objectives '

The ranks for Value, Gain and Affect were then subjected to

the model manipulations and the resulting list expressed the most

1

pressing and desired training needs (Table V).

-4

Table V

Training,Needs

Rank Knon;ledgeArea

Management by Objectiv'es

2 Conflict Intervention

3 Operations Analysis

4.5 Multi-cultural Applied Knowledge

4.5 Systems Analysis

6 Task Analysis

203
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Grolip Dynamics
8 feeds Assessment
9 Team and Task Force Organization

10 ,PPBS/PERT
I I is posis and Feedback Procedures
12

13 Child Development
14 Criterion Referenced Testing
15 District Organization

This final ranking (training needs) was determined by slimming
ranks across the three columns of Value, Knowledge Gaps, and
Affect. The new set of numbers was then ranked with one (1)
representing the area with the most consistently higher. rankings
in Value, Knowledge Gaps and Affect. (Step 12, Table 1)

The successful district administrator training program should
begin with training sessions designed to aniiver to the higher
ranking training needs formulated by the ANAM.

At this point we are at Step 13 (Table I) which.i,s4he Use,
MonitOring, Feedback and Change of the program mulls.'

Other Uses For The Data

The following section describes sonic experiences we have had
with other uses for the data collected in the ANAM.

Task-Group, Lecturer, Workshop Coordination
Can Be Scteened From Original Listing

An opportunity presented itself to use the 7ANAM in 'this
manner. There has been considerable interest in the district in
examining the schoolwithin-the-school concept in reference to
the building of our newest high school.

We queried the omputer for names of administrators sliming;
a high degree of lowledge in the area along with high interest. ,
We came up with nine names, four of which eventually bCcame a
part a task force in examining the advantagii and dis-
advantages of school-within-a4chool.

210'
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Chart And Monitor Personal Grriwth

In MBO Programs

The computer printout can present a profile of a particular

individual. The administrator and his supervisor could examine

the ANAM for possiblq areas of growth, interest, etc. and base

personnel growth plan Ain the data bate in formatimi.

Invitation To Training
In Areas Of Intereit

When training programs or special interest lectures plan-

ne4 anYANAM printout could present a Hit of personnel that

indicates desires for training in that splciai interest area. In fact,

invitation mailers could be printed from computer storage.

Designing Training Programs

Specific Subgroups

Jusl about he time of the completion of the ANAM, the

district was engaged in setting up an Administrator Internship

Program - where a,grinip of teachers, consultants and specialists

were screened for. future adMinistrative positions in the district.

Those who passeethe screening were enrolled in an Adininistra-

tors Training Program. All of the participants were administered

fhb ANAM. An analysis was done on the results and the training

needs for. the prim were determined, and the training program

designed mound the needs. isor.

GAP Profiles As Baseline Data

For Administrative Change

s ry

The change dictated by the gaps could* brought about by,
selecting administrators according to gaps or moving administra-

tors to work stations*where they would fill a void.

Pitfalls And Problems r

Now that I discussed allIhe positive aspects, I wthild like to

stop right here while I'm ahead, but it says here that I will expose
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pitfalls and problems ... so ..,
ow'

Self-Evaluation Problem
. ,

, e i

' Rost of us would prefer to rely 'upon our own instincts and.
experiences for an.ongoing self-evalualitr. But such evaluation is
limited by its nature:.

Tell me, good !hums, can rou sec your face'?e -
No, Clash's, jOr the eye sees not itself

1

ilia by reflection: by some other things . .

The criticism that the ANAM dealS with sell-evaluation is well
taken. To design'a i'est, however, of Group Dynamics or Conflict
Intervention c4ltr probably involve' our whole Research and
Evaluation Department for six monthi to a year. In ANAM them
were fifiy four such competency areas. It became apparent early
that testing at his stage of the game is not plausible.. We
attempled.to rectify Some of the self-evaluation problem by
stating the response in behaviorally defined terms Expertise In,
Worked With, etc. Eurthershi our analysis we collapsed response
categories so that when responses for Expertise $1 and Wo edt
With were combined In IIiis'manner some ambiguity in the
individual's perception would he reduced considerably in data
analysis. ;

In addition, further validity checks are employed when the
results of the model are implemented. As an example, if one of
llte administrators indicated he/she was an expert in a given field ;
and is then asked to assist in developing a workshop in an area
ill which expertise was claimed, the Staff.DevelopmentiDpart-
went could' then assess 'the administrator's background and
observe competency prior to permitting the workshop and then
again by assessing the success of the workshop. .

Knowledge Area Definitions Weak

Another area where we sulfereil. criticism and I have to
admit rightly so was in defining the knowledge areas. We
assumed incorrectly that' since these lists were generated by
administrators, they would comprehend the terms used. That,
assumption was correct, but pnly in part. The (eons should be
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- operational delisted and then presented to the respondents of

the quail° naTre.'On the-second administration of the ANAM,

and n ()the models since development we have included a list of

the te ns with operational definitions-.

The Threaten ng Nature Of The Instrument

Another p nblem we were afforded, was the perceived threat-
ening nature of the insturnient. When initially employed, the

administrators felt that results nip be used against them in some

Vgay.
The following ;represent three considerations that we found

must be addcessed in order to reduce the threatening nature of

ANAM. .
I. Use as many interested, subgroups as you effectively can in

designing and defining' the knowledge areas, so that all
groups feel ownership-of the instrument,

2. Spend time emphasizing the staff deviopment aspects of

the. model and bow the desire for, improvement is ad-

dressed.

3. Administer to small roues (lessqltan 20) after is detailed

discussion period on the model aiul' its usage in persoikal

growth. 4

Wherc Vie Are At

We_ look back with alternating feelings,of success and failure
', w1161 we examine our present status regartliug the articulation of

Staff Development, Evaluation and Personnel activities via the

instructional subsystem %litel. Ileing.quantitatively oriented I
would Say we are about 40 percent of the way towards the
successful accomplishment of our subsystem tumid. We have

sticceeded more in integrating-the program with staff Develop-
ment acthms and activities than we have with Personnel actions.

At present ;\ however, we arc examining nicans.orproliling schools

interms of the Iflowledge area needs or their staff. This

information, it is hoped, will be utilized by the .personnel
screening committee in addition to the traditioAal job descrip-

tions. Further, we ate working with representatives from the
administrative staff, teacher organizations and, the Personnel

c213
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Department 'on constructing millet ioiceobservatirlinitrunielta-
(km based On similar behaviors to,,those outlined in air-insn
tors' Needs Assessment Instrument (De(racie.'Vild, and Vicino,
1974) developed in the same manneras ANAM.

We view the Mine of the model with positive anticipation and
just enough guarded enthusiasm si) as not to impede our progress.

. ,

)
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PART IV

GEI'HART ON DESIGN

NSPFR CoDhectoi William J. Gephart presents a practical 4
apprqach to the engineering of an evaluation design, Influenced

. by his cOthtfiet %Vial Gerald Nadler, Dr. Gephatt tillers a logical _

system useful in the design of All types of evaluation el forts.
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DESIGNING A PLAN FOR EVALUATING
ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE

LC\ William J. Gephart

r74

LO, Previous chapters of this hook have given some dclindion ul
the administrator's role and function, insights into the problems
and issues in evaluating that role and function, and illustrative
plans tieing used in ()mating school systems. It a school has the
tlesire or mandate to eValliate the administrative function, the
next step is the design of a plan for cairying out that evaluation.
The material which follows outlines procedures lin the dcsign'ot
that plan. Most of the discussion which follows is based on the
writings of and experiences of the author with Gerald Nadler.
University of WisconsinMadison. Readers should understand that
credit for the positive elements of the methodology should be
directed to Nadler. The negative elements are to be credited to
this writes. Thiough the application of these nfethods, educators
can create working procedures that are situationally appropriate
and modifiable over time. This assertion is based on several

toe, applications ofthe design procedures by this writtwand, on their
use by numerous other educators who have worked with Nadler.

Assumptions, sic tp the Process-.
The approach described below is based. on a number of

assumptions that should be understood at the outset ails recalled
as the different points in the design system are studied.

I. The creation of a plan for evaluating administrative
performance is a situalionally specific, nontiivial task.
General plans and models for evaluation have 'been
descrihed-by many writers. These descriptions are expressed

r a language that is abstract, mini' to be applicable in
almost all settings. For exaMple, St ulliebeani et al. (1971)
define evaluation as, "the process ordelineaking, obtaining,
and providing information fig judging educational decision
alternatives." Such a statement makes a contribution to
'general understanding of the evaluation process. But, it
does not definitively set the inherent kinds of work that
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will be needed in a specilietime and place: There is general
-.-

agreement evolving aiming the leadeis in --the field that
evaluation is a situation specific process and that the design

of the evaluation plan is a non-trivial aspect 'of the' procqs.!,

2. The creation of a plan fin evaluating administrative I.

performance in a specific school orschoolystem should be

conceived as a continuing activity. An evaluation plan is

desigqed to serve a particular purpose. As a result, it has

particplar task or workw elements. And, since purposes
change over time, it sh old be antici'r ed that the

evaluative plan will change o 1 that tit . Thus, anygrfort

to mate an evaluative plan for appraising adminishative

peu formanGe should as.lume that the Plan and its com-
.poitent tasks will,change41 time passes AND that the plan

should systematically expedite such change.

3. A major element for determining siructine in the design of

a plan or procedure is the pulposC or function to be served.

Clarity is needed regarding the question, "What is,11 thaNe

want- ilieplan 11) accomplish, if it works properly" At Yeast

two pmfitises arise in the diseuision of evaluation of the )!\
performance of personnel. Those purposes are the provision

of information for: (I) decisiOns relate() to personal or,

individual improvement, and (2) the administfative deci-

sions of promotion, salary, assignment: and termination.
The evaluation plan designed to accomplish one or both of

these purposes will he shaped largely by -the information

needs of the chosen purpose.
.14. The individuals most dirccjly involved with the plan ones it

is operational should be actively and contltually involved in

the design_ of that plan. The knowledge necessary for

operating or effectively participating in .a plan must be da.

possessed by those who will use it and those who will be

participants in it. To ensure this, the design of the plan

should involVe (hem, ir
.5. The strategy used by an individual or a group lir resolving a

problepriaterially determines the nature and quality of
the so/uticin.. The need for a plan or procedure to evaluate

administrative performance is a problem' with certain
dimensions. There is an intention _to 'do something that is

blocked by the absence of a toot or itcedure. Numerous

21a
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strinegies exist for systematic resolution of problems. In
education, the three most commonly used aie,the research,
evaluation, or 'development ,-processes. Each of tIlese

processes serves a particulafunction: (I) the research
process is particularly efficient in the generation of knowl-
edge, the conversion of unknowns to 'utwits; (2) the
evaluation process is particularly efficient for determining
relative or"absolute "worth" of an entity or entities; and (3)
the development process is particularly efficient in the
creation of tools or procedures for doing work. II a

resolution strategy is used on a problem other than quo rot
which it is particularly effective, the sokition is typically'
limited in its effectiveness. Thhs, the differiciiiiiition of
these strategies (and their appropriateness in problem
resolution) should be clear in the minds of -individuals
charged with the solution of a problem. Typically, educa-
tors der not diffcrientiate between the research and the
development process and only recently has there been
much agreement that research and evaluatiop are different
processes.

As indicated earlier; these five assumptions structure the re-
mainder of this presentation. The next session will present the
development or design process as articulated by Nadler (1967).

,That will be followed by an approach to describing a "system" (a
tool or procedure), also developed by Nadler (1971). This
appioach. to "systems anahysis" in this 'writer's view is a much
more "prescriptive" and helpful aplifoach to the analysis and/or
description of a s'y'stem thaR, the more typical inputs-processing-
outputs (11a11 and Fagen, 1(&). 'The linal scestion E:the paper
presents steps to be followed in applying Nadler's design
approach and systeths description matrix to the design,huple-
nictitation, and evahnition of,a school,or school system plan for
eyluating administrative performance.

Work Design The Nadler Approach to Creatio
Work Procedures ,

The Nadler approach to designing work procedures evolved
from efforts of the Conversion to Practice Research Group al
Washington University. Gerald Nadler, now a professor, of

2,1
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Industrial engineering at Madison, Wisconsin, was a member of

that group. Concerned with how people effectively design

working procedures and f.tools, the .Conversion to Practic,

Research Group did a number of case studies of subjects

'identified by a peer nomination technique. Individuals were asked

to identify successful developers of tools and procedures. Thel

case studies dealt with a number of fields: industrial mimeo

psycholoy, urban planning, architecture, medical treatment,

legalbriefs`, etc. After the individuals were identified they Were

extensively interviewed regarding theis patterns of work in

creating- a new product Or procedure. Out of the case studies,

Nadler has identified and described 10 elements or steps in the

development process (Nadler 1967).
The: IQ elements tiC the design process are:

I. lingyion determination. In this step, the individuals

involved worked together in specifying the functions. to

be accomplished and the purpose of the system to he

designed. In doing this Nadler advises the creation of a

hieraracy of functions. This is obtained bstarting with

the function on which the group initially is focused and

slating as clearly as possible what would be accomplish;

cd if that set of working procedures or system were

designeil. Once a groupfigreement has been achieved on

that function, the group is asked to pretend that the

procedures or tools have been created and that they are

working effectively. Then they are asked to identify the

next level of functioning that they would be Concerned

about. This is repeated until the group indicates it is

impossible to go to any higher level-of function because

of questions of authority-, resources, etc. After the
function hieraracy has been developed,- the group then

makes a decision as to the higheit level in that hieraracy

for which they Want to design a new procedure.

2. Ideal system design. This step involves the formulation

of the best posSible way for accomplishing the function

chosen. Nadler summit that the zero function question

(What would the eircunistanoehave to be in order for

us, not to need to design that prodedure?) be given

serious ;Mention. This question helps identify many of

the components that, will be necessary in the ideal

:44p.
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system 01 accomplishing the work. tlad Cr has also
t evolved au approach to systems analysis (t eated in the

next section of this paper) that helps desctihe an ideal
system in considerable detail. The product of step two is
the identification of the different components of a
system that will he needed if the beV possible approach
is going to be taken toward accomplishing the work
desired. , -, i

3.. htbmtation gathering. This step calls for the individuals,
involved in the design of the new system,'Io gather
information about. the existence of ale components of
that system. They are seeking to find how many of them
may already exist, and to find if any of the components,
exist fn titore than one form .'(that is, are there
alternatives for any of the apparently needed compon-

., ents?). "
4. AlteniatiPe system suggestion. After the information is

gathered the individuals involved are asked to consider
what 'alternative systems suggestions they Can create
given the information about available components. This
calls for them to consider as many different plans for
doing the work as posh*. These alternative systems
will involve different ways of working around situations
where specific components do not exist and incor-
porating all the alternatives av: 'tu for a single system
component, '

5. Feasible solution selection. This step asks the individuals
to examine' each of the alternative, systems that have
been designed. to sec which of them may be most
feasible in a given setting. In this'tdeliberation, they
should consider both the demands and needs of the local
setting and the completeness of the alternatives being
Nuisidered.

6.. Solution formation. This step involves setting up in
. operational form the procedure chosen as the most

feasible solution. It recognizes that sonic of the elements
of that solution exist, and perhaps wine. du not. It
involves working out the manner in which either those
missing components or elements are filled or "patched
around."

e....22 '.i.
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7. Design review. This step asks the Tlidividuals involved-to

examine the formulated solution in -terms of the degree Q.

10 which it is going to accomplish the function deter-

mined in step one. Sonic iteration of the previous steps

will probably bnecessary.
8. Design tests. Now the design is put to work. This

involves setting up the procedures and actually working

through them and the collection of data to sec how it

operates and the degree to which it accomplished the

function. Again, itcratidns to previous steps may he..
necessary given a wide discrepancy in the data generated

and the degree of function accomplishment desired. .

&haunt installation. Once the design tests indicate an

acceptable level of function accomplishment, the solu-

tion is installed in the setting where it. is to work
continually. This step is emphasized as an important part

of the design process, because again, -a review is

necessary to assure that the new procedure will work

'under the actual field conditions in which it is needed.

10. Establish performance standards. This step calls for the

determination plsany special conditions that musk be

met in the environment in which the grocedure is to

'work. This step is necessary for maximum efficiency of

.---TEC newly designed product or procedure and to prevent*

unnecessary break-doWns in the procedure. .

Nadler indicates there are three criteria to be applied to any

...

.

development effort which would employ the, above procedures.

*Those criteria are: (I) the degree to which the chosen function is

accomplished, (2)iihe cost benefit analysis of the systemsomd.(3)

the degree to which the people whoiire actually going to use the

procedures are involved in its design. Nadler emphasizes ate latter

as an extrinely important criterion: tie has stated that he would

rather bet ii people build an imperfect system which they can use'

than buil 41 perfect system which caning be used. An expansion

of these prints can be foun&in Nadler's writings (1970). ,...

. - ,
The NadierMatrix for Systems Analysis.

Muck. if the language used to describe a system in systems

analysis t rocedures is relatively abstract. In such writings, a
,.
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syitem will typically be described as having three components.
inputs, outputs, and' processing, It is contended he that this
language is too vague and abstract to be of much elp to the'
person charged with the responsibility for designing at new Idol of
procedme, either of which can be conceived of as a system.
Nadler has created a 8" x 5 matrix which identifies 40 classes of
questions useful in describing a system. Ile has done so by
identifying eight .elements which he Says are common to all
systems and live diniensions that should he used in exaniining
these eight elements. The .matrix is shown in Figure 1. The eight
system elenielits are defined as follows: ( I )/,'utie/ion. Function-is
the mission, aim, purposes or primary concern sought in a system,
what the system should achieve, or do (not how well the syVem
functions bit) what it accomplishes). The function is ustially
state(k in the infinitive form of an action verb: to determine, to ,
identify, to dissemiate, to obtain, to leach, to collect, etc. Coals,
goal-like words and phrases, measures, rights or objectives arc
never included in the' function statement. They specify the rate
diniension of the function. The function is the primary concern ,

in the analysts of the system. (2) hums. These ate those physical
knit, information luid/or 'Ionian beings oni which processing is
being done iind which are changed in prim (3)Omputs.Those
thingS, physical items, in fornration, human beingS, and /or services

which result from the processing of inputs (in. other words
outputs are those things into which the inputs are changed). (4)
Sequence. Sequence refers to the process, transformation, con-
version, or order of steps which changes the inputs into outputs.
(5) Environment. The physical, locational, and attitudinal (socio-
psychological) factors within which all the other system elements
operate. II& includes the real life atmosphere in which the
system masts and operates. (6) Human agents. This element of
the system refers to the human resources required for the
operation of the system but are not converted in loon as time
system operates. (7) Physicial Catalyst. Physical items are
sometimes needed to facilitate the accomplishment of the
function. If those physical items artnot changed in font, they
are considered physical catalyst elements of the system. (8)
Infimnation catalyst. In the same manner as the physical batalyst
are sometimes needed, so too is Worm:Ilion requited for the
operation of some sylems. If that information is not changed in
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Figure I

Nadler's System Analysis Matrix

Dimensions (12
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fo in as the system operald, it is considereil,in the Nad lei scheme
as an infomalion catalyst.

It might he helpful for the made' to have a simple Insation
to ideittify these eight system elements. For Bus purpose, think
for a moment about' _the lighting system that is being used to
illuminate the page you are currently reading, and Lonsider that
as a system. Its function is to provide the necessary illumination
on a work unlace. Its inputs are human energy and elechical
energy (human energy to flip the switch, electrical energy to
provide the light). Both of these forms of energy are changed in
form as the system operates. Outputs for the system include heat
ana light energy. (It should he noticed at this'point that outputs
are not synonomous with function. Outputs are those things to
which the inputs are converted. Sonic combination of the outputs
should accomplish the purpose or fraction.. In almost every
system, there are more outpuls'llian the minimum set necessary
to accomplish the function.) The sequene element of this
illumination system requires the expenditure Of human energy in
the flipping of,a switch; that is, a conversion of t helium:in energy
into a motion. Next, the closing of the witch c-innpletes'a curcuil
and allows electiical current to move. That current, in turn,
encounters a resisience which produces the heat and light energy.
The environment has physical and geographic characteristics, as
well as perhaps sonic attitudinal characteristics. (In sonic in-
stances, there seems to he an-attitudinal set which requires a

particular form for the illumination systent:- II must decorate as
well as illtuninate. In other environments, the decorative element
is not as apparent.) The environment in which your illumination
system is operating can be described as both physical, locational,
and emotional or attitudinal in chmacter. The human agent in
this particular system is Ilk person who flips the switch. The
`individual is not changed in luau through tha activity, but
without that activity the system does not rune m properly. The
physical catalysts of this system includei the s itch hardware,.1 he
wire,' and the gla'ss enclosing the filament hrongli which the

--a elechical energy possess. All of these items 'a requited for the
...---". system to operate, and would make the operatiOn impossible if

they ceased to maintain the form they currently have. An
inforation catalyst also existsrin this example. The informatimi
tie; ded (that js not changed in formi is information regarding the

2 2 u
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concept "switch." II am individual has had no expeiience

updating or using electrical system switches, the system will not

perform appropoately.11owever that information is not changed

is the system operates. That is, the person who already possesses

information about the concept "switch" is able to use the system

without any change in his infinmat ion.

Full application of the Nadler Systems Analysis Matrix

quires understanding these eight syst`T elements on live

generanimensions, each of which labels a column in Figure I.'

The individual with the responsibility for designing the new

systcniis encouraged to examine each of the eight system

elements "(functions,. inputs, outputs, sequence, envirounient,

human agents, physical catalyst, information catalyst) on each of

these live dimenisions. The first dimension is General Nature.

This first column in the matrix .calls for desesplion of the general

nature of. the fulidion, the inputs, etc., shailar to that used to

desciihe the illumination system abirve. The State dimension

< raises anOther set of eight questions. That dimension calls to the

attention of the systems 4nalyst the fact that a given seyston may

exist in different forms 01 different times. It would be a mistake

'to describe the illunination sysfem above in only one fOrn. Its

two basic states are "on" and "off," and description of both

should he in the innol of the system analysis. So the second

dimension column requires the system analyst to *k a series of

eight questions. In what different states are we going to be able Id

observe function? In what different states are we going to be able

to observe inputs? In what different stales are we going to be able

to observe or conceptualize the outputs? This question is

repeated for the remaining elements. The third dimension asks

questions of 8a. te. lii this instance the individual doing a systein

analysis is being asked to quantify the eight elements,to whatever

degmee possible. If that quaulffication can he expressed'in a rate,

'the analyst is urged lo move it to that kind 'of description. In the

illumination illustration, the-rate dimension for the inputs is

easily exPressed. When the switch is in the off position, the
electrical' energy ig potential (typically 110 volts). When ,the

switcli is .11ipped,that potential is converted to a current of a'

+ certain amount. T,he fourth dimension is Control. ',fins dimension

covers a class of questions.asked to determine ways of controlling

changes in state or changes in rate. What, items can be,
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manipulated to change From one state to attothet? '[lie items we
can manipulate to move from one slate to The next ale the
control dimension in the analysis. The 111111 dimension is tabled
Interfae. Mere the series of questions are of two sorts. nisi,
what is the relationship between a particular element or the
system and all of the other seven elements of the system? Second,
what is the relationships between this system and any other
SYStei with vrhich it interacts its environment'? The individlial
who tises the 'system ciente is and dimensions finds Iniuself
rovided with categories of t estions to ask and answer tegartling
e general nature of the system being designed. Personal,

e perictice with this, and observation of others using the matrix
warrants recommending it to the reader.

Steps in Applying the "Ideal System"
to the Design of a System for
Evaluating Administrative Performance

The two preceding sections have dealt with an alistriici
process. Al Allis particular point the roctts turns to their
application in the design of a system for evaluating administrative
perfTuance, As the reader moves through the remainder or this
presmi lion he /site should constantly recall the live assumptions

.express earlier. The design' of an administrative performance
cvaluhti n syslem is seen as a sit nationally Specific task and not a
lrivilrl ( re., The design work itself is import:Mt. Second, the
system hould not be conceived or as a static entity. It will be
constantly evolving. Third, the system's purpose or Function is
paramount.. Thus, at any point when confusion Awn direction
occurs, the questio-of function should be raised anew. Fourth,
the people directly involved with the system should be involved
continually in its development and evolution. And totally, the
process used for designing your system will materially condition
the nature and quality of the system.

.1`f you have committed yourself 10 evaluating adMinistrative
perform:nice; you should first identify those individrals who are
directly involved or afkcied by that evaluation and how they, are
involved. These are the people who should be called in and whose
information should be used in the design of, the evaluation
systtm. It is recognized lici e that some people have (Ricci

22
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involvement while others have indirect avolvement and, of
course, time' is a continuarrange between those two extremes.
An eflort should be made to involve people in the design of the

system to the degree to which tlicy ale involved or affected. This

means that some, people will be intimately involved in the

planning while others will simply he checked with from time to
time. The si /c of the work group is also important. In some
locations all of the people involved or al reeled may beemployed
in the system design activity. In oilier instances or in other

settings it may b,e necessary to use representatives of the different
classes of individuals involved. If the latter is the case, continual
communication is necessary to make sure that the individuals
central to the activity are representing their group accurately. -

The next step Is the determination of function or functions to
be served by the syskin you , are .designing. In the area of
evaluation of administrative performance, two functions have.
been discussed at mile length. Those are: (I) to help individuals

improve their ad illustrative performahces, and (2) to provide for

rational adniin'strative decision milking regarding placement,
mph yment, rank and salary. In discussions in sonic settings, Iwo

dilf cut systems will be necessary if both of these Illations are

Ii be served.r In other se9ig, the information necessary for

improvement is also necessary and extremely useful in decisions
about placement, promotion, etc. It should be clear that a

.different level of decision making is involved. The level of
decision making 'elated to that first function Oliat is, professional

improv....sipniNs lope( individual. I make decisions about the
relevance of inlon nation which suggests ways of professional
improvement for myself. You make similar dei:isions. The second
function is that of a ((Uremia level of decision making. That is the

institutional level. I leie the information has to lacilitate'institu-
tional improvement decisions rather than personal improvemelit

decisions. Someone else makes decisions about my placement,
rank, salary, etc) This difference should he considered as the

design group makes the decision about IV funclion(s) which are
to he accomplished by the system being designed.

Once the function has been specified me group should begin

to ask qu'estions about the ideal way of xen'ing that Jimetion.

Ilere it is suggested that the 8 x 5 matrix be considered. As
questions are asked relating to the 40 cells, a clear undessIanding

22
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of the ideal way of accomplishing that funchou should emerge. In
so doing the ,necessary 'materials, either as inputs or physical
catalyst, &add he identified to accomplish the function. An
understanding should be reached regaiding the kinds of outputs
as well as the impact of those outputs on the sequence ierpmed
to convert the inputs to outputs. The analyst should also
understand the setting in which all this takes place, the kinds of
human beings required to operate the system, and other physical
Catalyst items that are necessary for the personnel evaluation,
system operation. Each of Mak components should be noted as
necessary in the ideal system.

As the'40 cells in the matrix are considered and an ideal
system begins to evolve, the design group should begin to see ,
different components or subsystems of ta systenujor evaluating
administrative performance. The next step is gathering infimna-.
non about the existence of those components. This involves the
consideration of the' literature, of the information held by the
people involved- and of work beingloOe in the immediate
vicinity. Each of these may be sources for identifying compo-
nents of the desired system. As they are id'entifie'd, they should be

.cataloged as tothe part they will play in the adwinistrative
performance evaluation system. It should be expected (by the
people involved)' that for Some components several possibilities
may exist, where for other conmonents new 'materials or
instruments, procethnes or activit ies,may need to be created.

Given the information gathered, the group should develop as
many different systems as possible. This will be done, in two
ways. first, in those instances where there is inure than one
alternative for a component, each alternative should be con-
sidered as a part of a different system Second, in those places
where no component exists, the manner in which thepstem
might work around that missing component provides for the
possibility of alternativC'eystems.

Qnce the group has exhausted the different alternative sy ems
which might be designed given,the available components, it t rns
next to the determination 01 11w Jeasibility of 11w alterna
systems jr the particular selling in which it is going to be used.
Ilere the question is raised: "Which of these alternative system'

*seems to he most appropriate and most likely to do the best-Job
in helping us evaluate the administrative performance for the
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purpose We have already identified'?"
Once the most feasible solution has bC'en selected, the sixth

step of the design process, Solution Formulation, is undertaken.

here *oar conceit, is for developing. tire -clown Ts)11ten as

completely as possible. Special attention shoad be paid to those

segments or components of the overall administrative perforni-

:ince system that we could not lied as we looked through the

literature?' at our collective' experience and at those things being

done by our neighbors:44taiould be recognized at this point ihai

we, more Shan likely, will tot be able to get all of the
components necessary and that the system which we are going to

use will have some areas that need further 'development. A design

effort which liglows this format helps to identify those places,

where further improvement in the system may be necessary after

it is 0,Lizd uroperallbn.
The nextr-step is to review the design to see how well it fits the

speifications Oat have been drawn up for it in steps one and

Iwo, above. That is, "I low well does it accomplish the functions

which we felt we 1(8(0 to accomplish?" and number Iwo, "I low far

110111 the ideal system have we moved m the development of Klaus

feasible solution system?" If the answer to eithei of those two

questions suggests modification, then those nIteratilms should be

considered at this particular point in time.
I ire next step is to test the design so it op on an

experimental or pilot basis,. and operate it under the -best of

circumstances to soe if it does m fact accomplish the function to

the degree expected. A review of that test operation may
pinpoint blither places where revision can be node before it is

installed.
Once those changes have been made we are ready for step

nine, Solution Installation. here the work involves putting the

system Imo operation in every' setting in which it is supposed to

be. 'Fla may -involve orientation sessions with pevple providing

in-service work related to:ttlie processeg of evaluation sprcified in

the system, the roles of 'het individuals involved, grievance
ajnocedures, etc.

,

11 The tenth step involves the ,deiermination of the expected

needs of the system. This might include the est:11)114'11min of the

'ammo!, of time. that is going to be devoted to the evaluation

system's operation, the'specificaiton of the availability of the
0 ,
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information who has access to it, how that access is to be
goVerned and other specifics necessary l

'Aoor
r easy operation.

'Based iSit the initial assumptions that the activity ol designing
a system is a non-trIvial, situationally-specific task and that the
system will be an eKolving rather than static dimly, the last item

Itif convent ration in the design process is building in theYeedben A
9 that is nees.sary fur modification'of the adumust 'at we evaluation

plan. As we work with this evaluation system, information should
be generated which helps pinpouit its strengths and weaknesses.
Some of these already will have been identified as the 10 steps of

I the design methodology have been applied. However once in
. motion, new flaws dr strengths may be identified, and lithium,-

thin about tliem is important to the people who will hf charged
with making any modifications for the next cycle of operation.

4

Conclusion

This paper has afgued tha9l the creation of a system fin
evaluating administrative perforoionce is a situationally-specific
task, one-that requites a considerable expenditure of time and
energy to do right.

Gerald Nadler's Ten Step Development Proeess has been
identified, described and applied to this task of designing an

--evaluation system for appraising administrative performance. The
description of Nadler's work and the surrounding discussion can
be summarized in four steps. First those individuals who are'
immediately affected or involved with the ,system need to be
identified and involve l in the system design. Second, the
funclion(s) to be ved by the- system need to be examined
carefully. The unction hierarchy should be developed with the
largest possible solution space or largest possible function being
the focus of the design effort. Third, a number of the steps of
Nadler's Design Methodology describe procedivs to be lollowcd
in creating the evaluation plan. Those steps involve the formation
of a conceptual ideal which identifies the needed components,
information gathering related to those components, creation of a
variety ol alternative systems, selection of the one from that
variety which is the most feasible, formulating it into a working
entity, review its design, testing it, installing it, and establishing
its performance specifications. Fourth. and finally, the creation
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of a- system for evaluating atiministrative performance should also

be Considered as an entity to be evaluated. It sIrtfuldtiot be

coirsideresi as a static process butiatheas something that we will

stag*with and, as we get feedback, modify it to achieve the

desireS limetion. Thus, the final Activity is the creation of data

gathering, analysis and interpietation pitCceduies thal will help

monitor the operational sys3em, pinpoint difficulties and idantify

places where niodificalions may be needed in subsequent cycles

of the process.
"'There...tire some cautions that need to he considered' in

applying Nadler's.approach. The first caution is to avoid, the

feeling that every' problem nit's' be resolved in the first effort. If

the design. approach described above is applied 'Carefully it should

be apparent that the system which is eventually designed is a

feasible system, Not a perfect system. There will be times in

which obvious weaknesses exist and the designer is unable. to do

anythitig about them. Rather than hold up everything, he or she

his encouraged to move ahead with the rest of the systemwhile

recognising _that this is a point on which future attention may

need to rest. It is believed here that the ability to think in systems

and subsystems is extremely important.,, Each system for evalu-

ating administrative performance will consist of a number of

subsystems (or, components). The individual who is involved in

the design activity must ai tams think about the entire system

and at otOf times.isolate his thinking on a single subsistent-MIXT)

assuming that the rest of thein will eventually be worked out. It

should Ife recognized that in the design work, iterations between

thete two arc required 7----.
A second .caution seems rranted. In the design of a system

for appraising administrative erformance, attention must be paid

to an entity' called aiyiely or threat. Whether the function is one

for facilitatihg an adi1iiiistrative decision about an appointment,

placement, rank;_salary,-'or firing, or, whether it is information for

a Ft of decisions t iadt by a single Individual for improving his

performance, anxiety is going to bea component of the system.

Few') people readily expose their performances so that their

inabilities or weaknesses can be identified without thei,feeling

some anxiety. If the system design does not attend to 'the

question of anxiety as.au output, it will he less functional than it I
ought to be._

ol
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PART V'

SUMMARY

r

se

NSPER Co-Director Rol2ert II. Ingle capful es the dominant
concerns expressed by Ilse participants of Use NSPI:12 75
sessions. In exploring those concerns, Dr. Ingle of fers sonic
interesting insights on the matters of the purpose of evaluation,
anxiety and objectivity.

Also included in this summary is an evaluation design (0)POP)
developed by several of the people attending the sessions. II is
included in this report as a simple step-by-step procedure which
may serve as an aid in implementing an evaluatkm eftm t.

..,
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EVALUATION: A CAVEAT

CT'
1-4 Robert B. Ingle

tr.
During the 1975 NSI'LR sessions four questions Iegarding

administrative evaluation became clearly delineated. The ques-ta lions could equally well apply to teacher evaluation, student
evaluation, or personnel evaluation in general. However, because
the questions arose in the context of a series of confeiences on
administrative evaluation, they will be considered in that light.
The questions were:

1. [low can the evaluation of admini§trators be made non-
tin eat ening?

2. Should the evaluation IA administrators be for individual
improvement or for decisions regarding employment status?

3. Should administrators be evaluated Mi process or product?
4. Should the techniques used to evaluate administrators be

objective or subjective?
Each op these questions must be answered w hen an evaluation

is being planned, but great care mist be taken not to I4-the
process of answering the questions completely disrupt and bring
to a screeching halt the entire process .of planning the evaluation.
In other words, each question can be used as a red herring by
adopting intractable, untenable, and unrealistic ,vii §tions re-
garding the appropriate answers.

Let us consider each question in turn:
I_ How can the evaluatio administrators be made non -

threateding? This question is good planning stopper because. it
tends to shunt people off on to a humanitinian track that leads
nowhere. The idea seenis to be that administiative evaluation
skinild be carried out in such i manner that those who are being
evaluated feel not the slightest conceiii about the entire process.
The only possible way to accomplish this is to hirve no evaluation
at all!

There is a basis for concern,plii not the one istially used by
the askers of this question. Evil nation tends to he inherently a
process that raises the anxiety le el of those being evaluated. It is
not the process itself so much that raises the anxiety, but the fad
that the process is being applied to hoino sapiens, 1101 1101110
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superior. Individuals become. understandably nervous when tither

individuals start poking 'Amin to lind out not only what they do,

but how well they do it. No matter how kindly the evaluation is

carried out, tension is-generated. Evaluators should expect it anti,

should not allow evaluation plans to be sidetiacket because'

sOmeone wants to spend a great deal of time trying to figure out

how to carry out an evaluation wit ho lit viension.

The evaluatoritconcern here should' not be to generate an

evaluation plan., that will be 'elision free for those being

evaluated for that is impossible. Rather, the concern of the

evaluator should be to generate an evaluation plan that. will be

_carried Out in an atmosphere of trust. Trust here refers 16

knowledge on the part of those being evaluated that data will be

collected in an unbiased manner, that only data that bears sonic

demonstrable relationship to limb job, functioning will be

gathered, that they will have an opportunity to examine the dala

.
gathered and explain or refute as necessary, and that they will

have an appeal route which may be used if necessary. Note that

the'notion of carrying out an evaluatiim in an atmosphere of trust

is quite different from the notiek4of carrying mit an evaluation in

a threat-free atmosphere.
When confronted with the question "ItOw can the evaluation

of administrators be made non-threatening?". the appropriate

answer is "it cannot, but we can plan an evaluation that will be

carried out in an aimosphere of trust."
The next three questions have a common element they are

asked as dichotomies and, as long, as ther are viewed as

dichotomies, the development of an evaluation plan eau be

indefinitely slopped and/or completely disrupted. Once, however,

it is realized that the answer, to each question is not of an

either/or nature, appropriate solutions can he sought and plan-

ning can progress.
2. Should the evaluation of administrators be for intlividtral

° improvement or for decisions regarding employment status? The

way the question is stated, it Would appear as:it-an administrator

might be'evaluated for improvement (with absolutely no implicia-
,

tion for employment) or for employment (with no implications,

or chance kr, improvement). In the context of prograi»

evaluation, this would be akiii
with

saying that we would have

vintin mins formative evaluation with summative evaluation 6r
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that we will have a stimulative, evaluation with nu pevious
formative evaluation.

To be sure, the two purposes for an evaluation should be
4. separated conceptually. The reason is that some of the tethniques

used to gather information and the uses to which the information
gathered are put ate different. In a practical sense, however, the
two purposes cannot be separated.

The only possible kill(' of evaluation for improvement that
could be carried out with no implications for snbsequent
employment decisions would be a self-evaluation carried out
unobtrusively (and probably surreptitiously), the results of which
are kept absok'tely secret. When an evaluation fur improvement is
done by or at the request of a superim there is ntiway in which
the results of the evaluation cannot have an influence on
subsequent decisions. Likewise, an evaluation' for employment
status-carried out with no chance to improve these areas deemed
deficient would, minimally, raise howls of protest from those
being evaluated.

The usual argument offered by those whir would try to
artifically separate the two types of evaluation is that au

individual is put into double jeopardy when he/she is evaluated
for improvement and subsequently any weaknesses uncovered arc
used in an employment status decision. The idea seems to be one
of fairness. You should not tell an individual that you arc
evaluating him in order to help him improve (as necessary) and
then turn around and /tip him later using the same, data. The
assumption of this is that there is no later evaluation to determine
whether or not improvement has taken place. The ludicrousness
of the argument becomes apparent even to those who hold

. tenaciously to it if it is reversed that data produced by an
evaluation for improvement ludic:fling excellent , rimctioning
sh Id not subsequently be used to reward an individual.

The reason for conceptually separating the two,pinposes for
an evaluation, as mentioned before, is that different techniques
may be used for each. Techniques used for employment status
decisions are 'likely to be more global than those used for
improvement since the immediate intentions oLeach is different.
This in no way negates the fa,ct that; in the end, all data mat be
used no matter what the immediate purpose for its collection.

Thus, tie apparent dilemma posed by the question, "Shall we
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dilemma at-all. The appropriate answer is, "both."
evaluate for hitprovement or Tor employment status?',' is not a

Stated this way the impression is given that the evaluation could,

or should, be done on one or The other but not both. Since an

- dministrator's duties invo boil' process and product, it would

3. Should administrator's be evaluated int process or product?

I,em reasonable to evilual hint /her on both as they relate to
tccessful functioning on the job. ,

.

The key idghis situation is not the answer to the either/or

q estion since the answer is both. Rather the questions are Or-

wl at process and, products can the administrator be held

.. actiountable for and which are sufficiently Islam( so that the

administrator has, at best, only a very indirect infltience, and (2)

AM is the interrelationshiti between processes and a given

product or products in terms of intervening variables.

In terms of queStion I, can .a principal be iild' dim*
accountable for the learning of the,children in his or her school?

The answer is clearly in thb negative, 'for if the principal can be.

held directly accountable, what can the teachers be held

accountable for? The relationship between principal functioning

and student learning is at best indirect. On the other hand, if

students in a particular school were not doing as well as might be

expected and the principal was making no effort to remedy the

situation, e.g., providing teatibers with special materials, arranging

for consultation with remedial specialists, or what have you, it

would not seeM.unreusonable to suggest that tlic principal was

not adequately functioiting in an area where he/she should be

held accountable.' .
. . .,

Staff Morale is an example of qiiestion. 2. There are various

; piocesies a ,principat can use which, Mier things being equal,

should result, a 'the. product ,stnitl 'staff morale, e.g.! being

supportive a the staff, arranging lo'r the staff to have input into
.,`-tlecisitfA1/4 making, &., whkii would hopefully lead' to good

teaching and,,good _learning by students. There are, however,

factors that will effect staff morale over which the principal has

. no control, e.g., acrimonious contract negotiations with the board

of education. In such an instance, it would be mill& to evaluate a

principal as less than satisfactory, bated upon generally .pour staff

-morale, if it, could be demonstrated that the principal was using

appropriate proCesses butt that factors beyond his/her control
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were having strong negative effects. .

The answer to the pioduct process question is, then, both as
they can be demonstrated to be under the control of the
administrator. A ..

4. Should the evaluation techniques lid objective or sub-
jective? On the one hand, we have those being evaluated stating
that subjective judgments allow for too much bias, a sort of "my
biases are as good as their biases" argument. On the other hand,
we ha e those doing the evaluating maintaining that those. aspects
of tl job that can be objectified are-ifat what makes a good or
bad administrator, sort of an "if you can measure it, it does not
matter" argument.

As with the other dichotomous questions that have ben
examined. the appropriate solution lies' somewhere in the
Middle a mixture. of u.bjectilied subjellivity and subjective
objectivity. Completely subjective judgment, with no accompany-
ing data, is clearly unsatisfactory if it is the only technique used,
while data that can be completely objectified often does border
on the trivial. One 1)111Sl not eschew subjective, judgments,
however, since, the final judgment is likely to be subjective no
matter how much data Is collected (unless the ultimate extreme
of a summed score is used and even then someone must decide
what the ell-toff points are). 'Rather, the .basis upon' which
subjective judgments are to be made must be determined and
agreed uponj before the evaluation is undertaken. Likewise, the
basis for objective judgments must also be determined before the
evaluation is undertaken.

''' The concern here is less for the technic nes employed than for
the criteria upon which the evaluation will e made. The concern., v...
on the part of those to ,be evaluated is thzaliey',411 be judied
using some vague, ephemeral and/or seciee ciiteria that may or 4

may not bear lunch relationship to thefask at hand,. As a reaction
to this concern, the evaluatees tend lo want everything ccynt-
able such Its whether or not reports 'are in on time (ignoring the -
fact That the content of a report is what should be evaluated).

This question can 6e most easily detilt with by not answering it
at all in the initial planning stages! 'Rather, determine mutually
the- criteria for the evaluation and then determine the most
appropriate techniques for data gathering. Once The criteria have
been established, the techniques are usually obvious, and the

..,,
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objective subjective question tends tvlisappear. ,

In examining these four questions, it has been assumed that

there was a more or less general agreement that there should be.

some sort of evaluation. The intent, therefore, was to consider

how these questions could be dealt with so that planning did not

become bogged down. It is possible, of course, that the evaluatee

can mulishly hold a position that is directly 9pposed to the

position (equally as mulishly held) of the evaluator regarding the

appropriate answer to any of the questions.,1» such an instAcc,

the continuation of the evaluation planning process is likely to be

of little use and whatever techniques that are currently being used

for decision making may as well be continued because deci-

skins, good or bad, will be made.

o

..

a
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A DESIGN FOR'ADMINISf RATIVE APPRAISAL
-CoPOP: COOPERATIVE PERFORMANCE

. OBJECTIVE PLAN

Clear with the superintendent of schools the design planned
as result of attendance at NSPER conference.

Constitute a task force representative of administration,
board of education, building administraijs and teachers, to
determine the function or functions the adminigtrative
perfornpince appraisal system should achieve.

III. Develop a coopetative performance objectives 'plan of
administrative appraisal to achieve function or functions
agreed upon by task forie in It. (Cooperatively developed
by assistant- superintendents and building administrators,
and others as appropriate.)
A. Develop role descriptions for school building atiminis-

tiators
11. Specify performance indicators for identified roles

(i.e., what the criteria of performance will be)
C. Plan how to identify' performance objectives
D. Develop a plan for gathering information about per-

fOrmance indicators (who? how? when? in what
foim?)

E. Develop a . plan' (or -plans) for an administrative
-support system to help school building administrators
meet performance objectives . °

F. Develop procedures for periodic performance apprais
'al (timing? who is responsible? format?)

C. Specify procedures for appeal of 'unsatisfactory ap-
ptaisals

IV. Establish the manner in which performance appraisals Will
be reported to the superintendent of schools.

V. Plan training sessions for CoPOP evaluators.
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VI. Specify procedures and timing of periodic assessment of the

Col'OI' plan.

VII. Field test tlig plan in one or more clusters.

VIII: Make modifications indicated bytly field !est.

IX. Plan for installation on system-wide basis.

4
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APPENDIX

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ADDITIONAL USEFUL RESOURCES

*tit' following fifteen references are offered to readerselio#
wani3dditiOnal examples of working evaluation designs.

lA
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,EVALUATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Mr. William H. Bron Son, Director
721 Caeitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

The materials ,arc designed for a three or four day nun -

technical workshop on program evaluation Mr principals, pro -

grain managers or Asther program directors. Topics include: el/aim
a tion purposes and planning, instrumentation, design, analysis
and reporting. Materials will be available after about September,
1976.

DALLAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
William A. Morgan Jr.,
Assistant Director of Personnel
3700 Ross Ave.
Dallas, Texas 75204

This evaluation plan calls for a team of subordinates to work
with each administrator to set clear and realistic performance
goals and objectives. Then working together, they jointly assess
the administrator's progress and professional growth. D1SD has a
manual of timelines, processes and guidelines for implementing
the plan. Also there are forms to help the administrator develop
his goals and then evaluate himself on these objectives. Copies of
the guidelines and forms are available.

CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Certificated Personnel Branch
230 E. Ninth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

of
Job targets are the basis of appraisal at CPS. The evaluator is

one who works with the appiaisee in establishing the job targets,
then evaltuites job performance cOntitwously while counseling
and working with the appraises. The general evaluation(forms
seek judgements on the appraiser's knowledge, planning, follow-
through, organization, initiative, decision-making, communica-
tion, ability to motivate and ability to develop. Copie's -of forms'
and guidelines are available, however CPS plans to make revisions
on its evaluation system in September,'1976.
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ZiiitINCETON REGIONAL SCHOOLS
L. Wesley Johnson, Personnel Administrator

Box 711
PrinCeton, New Jersey 08540

The superintendent at PPS is expected to work closely.with

the administrator to help him in the evaluation process, providing

his own assessment where appropriate. Evalyation, based on

assessingadministrative behavior and develor4nt, is focused on
examining 'traits such as sensitivity, creativity, responsiveness,
knowledgeability and responsibility. Copies of forms and guide-

lines are.available. :
BERKELEY HEIGHTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ffice'of Superintendent
345 Plainfield Ave.
Beikeley Heights, New Jersey 07922

At the .heart of the BIIPS evaluation effort is an Objective

Setting Conference Report which aslci the _administrator to fill in

a matriX of 5 calwries (Instructional, Personnel, Public Rela-

tions, tuilding aud,Budget) by 5 Performance Areas (Goals,
P (alliance objectives, Means of achieving specific performance

objectives, Methods for measuring achievement, and Target dates

for achieventem). Copies of the form are available.

BLOOMFIELD HILLS SCHOOLS
John.A. Cand a
Director of l'ers nuel and Llber Relations
4175 Andover d

/Bloomfield Hills; Michigan 48013

r-

Ilvaltiatiot is -done wee' each year and is premised on the
individual's performance in the area of job desc4tion and any

' special objectives agreedupon. Their forms ptovide for evaluation

in three categories: Routine objectives, Standards and Indicators,'

and Special Objectives. Copies of the forms are available.
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M1NNE3POLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Bernard W. Kaye

Associate Super. of Schools for Personnel
897 Northeast Broadway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413

The evaluation effort at MPS focuses examining the
performance of proVationary administiaims. Guidelines, call for
the administrator to list live goals for his plogram, state
objectives and strategies, state how these goals will he com-
municated to subordinates, and to analyze' major successes in
their programs. A general foin has been developed to serve as an
instrument to display eyidence that an administratos should he
terminated or continued.

,RIDGEWOOD 111G11 SCHOOL
Boger Kampschroer, Superinjendent
7500 W. Montrose
Norridge, Illino*

In RI IS, evah Ilion is done by oneself, one's superiors and
one's sulnirdinal . The criteria are the task( in the job \
description as well s traits such as knowledgeability, rapport,
support cooperation, Copies of forms are available.

ALHAMBRACITY SCHOOLS
Alhambra, California 91801

At the beginikg of eatli ,school year the evalt ee in
cooperation with the evaltiatoc( immed late supervisor) develop a

list of specific objectives in acNirdatice with the overall general
objectives of ACSaphiformal mediation is sued if there' is no
agreement. At least once each semester the evaluator confers with
the evaluatee to review progress ;led e onsider possible modifica-
tions of the objectives.
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NORTH EAST INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

10333 Broadway
10214 Sommers Drive

Sam Antonio, Texas 78286

Two conferences are held annuallyt NEISD. During the first,

the evaluatee constructs an outline of his goals and during the

second, he submits a narrative about how the goals were met and

where there are areas needing additional improvemein. In both

0. conferences the supervisor reacts to the evaluatee iii a manner

helpful in guiding him to greater professional development.

Copies of ftirms and guidelines are availabit.

COMMUNITY SCHOOLS SERVICE CENTER

David N. Newbury
Assistant Supeiintendent .

-23136 Hughes libah
Hazel Park, Michigan 48030

The bidding principals and central office administrators at

CSSC have dcveloped.a form which lists from:four to I 1 sub-goals

under, each of seven general goals. At the beginning of tile year

each principal chooses three areas hi will concentrate on during

that school year. This system is mostly self-appraisal but the

principals do meet with the superintendent for an end ophe year

conlerence:Copiei of the forms are available.

. DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
.---12RooluA04 Schools Center Building

Detroit, Michigan 48202

Currently the Detroit Public School System has an evaluation

procedure relating to administrators and supervisors. This proce-

dure includes skills in the cognitive and affective areas as welt as

an awareness of local school and community needs.

24
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MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Ronald E. Walton
Superintendifnt of Schools
315 North Drive
Bloomington, Indiana 47401--

Each MCCSC building administrator develops at least two
management objectives for the school year. These objectives are
review by the Director of Education and reported to theci
Superin

r
ndent. In the spring nth administrator files a Resillts

and Performance Rating Willi the superintendent, then meets
with him to discuss the amount of progress towards those
objectives. Copies of forms and guidelines are available.

. .

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CORPORATION
Allan B. Ellis, President
85 Main Street
Watertown, Massichusetts 02172

EAlucalion hital Leadership Appraisal (ELA) is a compichen-
, sive performance-based procedure for tlic ubseivation, depiction,

and assessment of an individual's administrative leadership be-
fiavior. Using situational Techniques to apprZximate problems,
issues, and challenges faced by school administrators at all levels,
ELA appraises an individual along twenty leadership dimensions.
Used thusfar by, over 350 school administrators, representing
ficarly 100 city and suburban districts throughout the country,
FLA has been applied to recruiting persimnel as well as to
diagnosing current staff for purposes of evaluation or develop-

Further information is available upon written request.

PEEL (PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR
EDUCATIONAL LEADERS)
Dr. Howard 3. De eke -

Bureau of Ed. R mid Services

---Arizona State Upii, rsity
Tempe, Arizkit 85 81

After seven yea s of intensive research, PEEL has developed
the Andy known ationally validated definition of administrative
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competence in education. Designed to improve an administra

performance,- PEEL consists of seven dimensions: definition of

administrative performance, ad instrument to measure levels of

competence? a workshop tiaining program, a needs assessment

phase, a prescriptive phase, an implementation phase, and a

secondary needassessment and recycling phase. Further informa-

tion and materials are available by writing to Dr. Demeke.
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